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Abstract
The concept of Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is a relatively new research field, 
and one for which many applications have been identified. It is an overlay network 
working over heterogonous networks in a challenging environment, where the links 
are less reliable than in traditional networks and the delays are expected to be very 
long. Due to the difficult working conditions o f DTN, all available methods of data 
transmission are utilized to ensure a better delivery of messages, including physical 
transportation methods such as buses and ferries.
In this thesis, I have proposed the use of aircraft on scheduled routes for data 
transportation as a new method of DTN data transport. Aircraft fly daily routes and 
pass over remote locations where the communication infi*astructure is limited. They 
can be used to relay users’ messages to their destinations using reasonably simple 
radio devices. The thesis presents an analysis of aircraft routes and possible scenarios 
for the realization of this DTN concept, supported by various simulation results.
The notion of Quality of Service (QoS) in DTN is difficult, due to the challenging 
nature of DTN and the fact that it may suffer from intermittent connections and long 
delays. I have explained the meaning of QoS as applied to DTN and have suggested 
how to improve it in such a challenging environment. After defining the QoS notion in 
DTN, I have presented the requirements for QoS in DTN and identified the DTN flow 
characteristics and QoS performance metrics, showing how the control and 
management of these metrics enhance the DTN performance. Furthermore, since DTN 
networks have scarce resources, it is important to control admission to those resources 
and to best share them among the users, according to each user’s privilege.
Finally, I have proposed the Fair Allocation of Resource Model (FARM) for DTN 
applications. This model is based on the local information of the node resources and 
fiinction to avoid network congestion and enhance DTN performance. The model 
controls admission to DTN resources, based on an evaluation process o f each user’s 
past admission attempts, class of service and their time request order. Furthermore, I 
show the implementation of FARM in the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) 
simulator, which is a platform for DTN application simulations. The simulator 
produced good results, and indicates the advantages of using FARM in a DTN 
environment.
Keywords:
Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), Aircraft, Quahty of service (QoS) and Resource 
Management.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1
1. Introduction
Chapter Outline: In this chapter Ifirstly introduce the concept o f delay tolerant network and 
identify its characteristics and challenges. I  then explain the research problem statement and 
the research challenges, together with the contribution made by this research. Finally, [give 
an outline of the structure o f the rest o f the thesis.
1.1 Delay Tolerant Network (DTN)
DTN was conceived as a solution to problems caused by challenging 
communication conditions such as scarce resources, limited bandwidth and connection 
durations, where disruption and long delays are common. It was first introduced iu 
2002 as a new concept for interplanetary applications and was then expanded to cover 
more applications, such as sensor networks, ad hoc networks, tactical military 
communications, acoustic marine and environmental monitoring. The Defence 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has initiated the effort to develop 
DTN by funding the MITRE Corporation, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) and others to promote the establishment of Interplanetary 
Internet (IPN) [1] communications.
Kevin Fall [2] was the first to utilize the IPN concept and to use the expression. 
Delay Tolerant Networking. More researchers have smce become mterested in DTN 
and the topic has become a popular research field. There is now a DTN research group 
(DTNRG) in the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), which is working on DTN 
architecture and bundle protocol [3].
In DTN, the availability and duration of links are not guaranteed; instead they 
depend on types of contact: opportunistic, scheduled and predicted. Opportunistic 
contact depends on chance and takes place when a sender and a receiver contact each 
other at neither a planned nor a scheduled time. Scheduled contact happens when there 
is an agreement to establish contact at a particular time and for a specified period of
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time. Predicted contact is based on predictions of likely contact durations and times, 
based on the history of previously observed contacts [1] [4].
Bundle Protocol 
Application
Bundle Protocol
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Transport Protocol A
Network Protocol A
 #--------
Bundle P
Conv. Layer 
Adapter A
rotocol
Conv. Layer 
Adapter B
Transport 
Protocol A
T ransport 
Protocol B
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Network 
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rotocol
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Protocol B
T ransport 
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Network 
Protocol B
Network 
Protocol C
Bundle Protocol 
Application
Bundle Protocol
Convergence Layer 
Adapter C
Transport Protocol C
Network Protocol C
 •------
Network A Network B 7  Network C ^
Figure 1-1 DTN Architecture and Protocol Stack [5]
As explained earher, DTN works where there are challenging conditions such 
as scarce resources, hmited bandwidth and limited connection durations. On this type 
of network, disruption and long delays are a common and highly expected feature. 
The nature of the DTN environment is characterized by frequent disconnections and 
long delays with no guaranteed end-to-end communication. Source to destination 
transmissions may involve many intermediate nodes and more than one hop to reach a 
destination. In many situations, the next hop might not be available for some time, so 
it is necessary for the nodes to store the bundles in their persistent memory, while 
waiting for the next available contact. However, the DTN concept has an advantage 
over traditional networks because it provides greater protection against the data loss 
caused by network failures and disconnectivity. This is because each node has a 
persistent memory which can store data until the next contact becomes available.
DTN uses a store and forward mechanism to rise above the disconnectivity of 
intermittent links. It does this by overlaying the bundle layer [6] [7] to transfer data 
messages, which are also called bundles. It uses persistent memory to store the 
messages/bundles and forward them from one node to another whenever a link is 
available. Figure 1-2 represents the sending of a message from a source to a 
destination when the intermediate node is not available: the node will store the 
message and forward it to the next node whenever the link becomes available. These
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characteristics confine the potential applications of DTN to the delivery of non-urgent 
messages because long delays are expected and normal.
The architecture of DTN has created a new protocol layer called the bundle 
layer which acts as an overlay layer over heterogeneous networks such as wired 
Internet, wireless sensor, ad hoc networks, satellite links, etc. Figure 1-1 shows the 
DTN architecture and the protocol stack where networks A, B and C can be different 
types of networks. The bundle layer is used to interface between the bundle protocol 
apphcation layer and various transport protocols via adaptors called convergence 
layers. The bundle layer connects all the different types of lower layers so that the 
application programme shown above can communicate across different heterogeneous 
networks.
In DTN, a data unit is called a bundle and a DTN host is the one which sends 
and/or receives bundles, but does not forward them. The host can be the service’s user 
of the DTN or the end terminal. The host can also be considered as a DTN node which 
runs instants of the bundle protocol and is used by applications to send or receive 
messages in bundles. DTN nodes sometimes have a persistent memory which allows 
them to store their data while they are waiting for the next contact. DTN routers exist 
within a single region and can also function as a host. DTN regions provide separation 
between local networks, and help in the partitioning of routing information. A DTN 
gateway forwards bundles between two or more regions [1]. The contacts can be 
considered as working links and represented as DTN routers and gateways which will 
carry the hosts' (users') generated bundles and route/dehver them to the end host 
destinations (the end user).
“ '^ ■iForwaid
Source
Node !
Store Store
Forward Forward
Store
Destination
Node
Intermediate Intermediate 
Node A Node 6
Figure 1-2 Store and Forward DTN Architecture
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1.1.1 Description of DTN Architecture
The following paragraphs contain an overview of the DTN architectural 
terminology as explained in RFC 4838 Delay-Tolerant Networking Architecture [6]. 
Application Data Units (ADUs) are the messages generated by the DTN application; 
these are sent to the destination application layer via the bundle protocol layer. 
Messages in the bundle layer are called bundles, and have a defined format containing 
two or more "blocks” of data. Each block may contain either application data or other 
information used to deliver the containing bundle to its destination(s) [6]. Blocks 
contain information similar to that found in the header or the payload portion of the 
protocol data units in other protocol architectures. Bundle sources and destinations are 
identified by Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs), which identify the original sender and final 
destination(s) of bundles, respectively [6].
There are a number of classes of service (CoS) provided by bundle protocol 
specification [7]. These are custody transfer, return receipt, custody transfer- 
notification, bundle- forwarding notification, delivery priority and authentication. ].In 
addition, there are three identified priority classes in DTN which entitle users to some 
sort of relative scheduling prioritization for their bundles. These classes are used in 
my model design, as we shall see later. DTN applications decide which priority class 
to request for each ADU they send, as follows [6] :
• Bulk Bundles — these are sent by the "least effort" basis when there are no 
Normal or Expedited bundles.
• Normal Bundles - these have medium priority and are sent before any 
bulk bundles.
• Expedited Bundles — these have the top priority and are sent before the 
bulk and normal bundles.
1.1.2 DTN Bundle Protocol Specification
RFC 5050 [7] contains the details of Bundle Protocol Specification. This is 
designed with a number of blocks, namely: a mandatory primary block, an optional 
payload block (which contains the ADU data itself), and a set of optional extension
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blocks [7]. The most important fields in the bundle protocol primary block are the 
following:
• Creation Timestamp: the time when a bundle was created time.
• Lifespan: the expiry date, after which the bundles are no longer useftil and 
can be dropped/ discarded.
• Administration Record Flags: the dehvery options and CoS for the bundle. 
They also indicate the administrative records which contain information 
about the status of the bundles. These records are important in this thesis 
because my proposed model will use them to send updates about the user’s 
status as we shall see in Chapter 4. The numbers of acceptance and rejection 
attercqpts are part of the decision metrics for my model, and these will be 
carried in the bundle layer primary block as adnimistration records format.
• Source EID: the EID of the source (the first sender).
• Destination EID: the EID of the destination (the final intended recipient(s)).
The payload (ADU) and information about its features, e.g. its length, are 
carried in the payload block. The optional extension blocks contain fields for other 
specific bundle purposes such as the security blocks.
1.2 Problem Statement
The basic concept of communication is to send messages from node A to node 
B as swiftly and effectively as possible regardless of the means of transmission. 
Communication networks must thus be able to transport, or route, data from a source 
to a destination using any means of transmission available. The postal service, for 
example, can be considered, to some extent, as a communication method, because it 
delivers letters between entities. Transportation is also a communication method 
because it transfers people and goods between different locations.
Because DTN works in challenging environments with limited resources, it 
uses all types of available transmission methods. In addition to using the standard 
network backbone infi'astructure, the DTN literature has suggested the use of existing 
transportation methods such as buses, ships, ferry, bicycles, motorbikes and trains
[4][8][9][10] to transmit data. These transportation methods may transport data either
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physically on a storage medium such as a USB flash memory, or wirelessly, when 
data is exchanged whenever transportation vehicles come into range of the users.
Up tül now, DTN has tended to use physical transportation methods which are 
characterised by speeds which are relatively slow compared to the speeds of 
conventional network infrastructure. Because DTN is tolerant of delays and 
disruption, it has been considered acceptable to carry DTN messages at the speed of 
standard means o f transportation, however slow they may be. However, the faster the 
vehicle, the faster the dehvery o f data is. It therefore surely makes sense to turn to air 
transport, the fastest and most widespread method of long distance pubhc transport, if 
we want to improve the performance of DTN, and this is the key proposal o f my 
thesis.
A major factor which needs to be considered when assessing any network is its 
QoS, and DTN is no exception to this. During the failure of data transmission links, 
traditional networks might drop the transmitted data and collapse, as they are not 
designed for long intermediate data storage. DTN, on the other hand, can offer better 
performance because its storing and forwarding mechanism makes it more rehable. 
Any DTN can work in a traditional network environment, but the opposite is not true. 
The concept of QoS in DTN must thus be diflerent from that in traditional IP 
networks, the main objective of which is the smooth control over the scheduhng of the 
transmissions of packets. In DTN, the notion o f guaranteed QoS within a DTN is not 
really applicable [11], because although DTN is reliable as a technology, it is targeting 
and working in unreliable environments.
Quality of Service (QoS) is the ability of a network to offer the best service 
possible to network users. It is defined in the ITU-T Recommendation as “the totality 
of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its ability to satisfy 
stated and implied needs o f the user o f the service” [12]. In traditional networks, it can 
set out priorities such as lower delay, better bandwidth, controlled jitter and faster 
delivery. However, in the case of DTN, not all these aspects are the same. The user 
can get better service in terms of delivery, bandwidth and reliability, but it is difficult 
to control delay because of the disconnected nature of DTN. This means that, in DTN, 
a different concept for QoS is required. What is meant by QoS here and how can we 
provide it in a DTN environment? The thesis identifies the QoS metrics in a DTN
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environment and discusses how those metrics can be used to enhance DTN 
performance. More DTN QoS details will be presented in Section 3.5.
1.3 Motivations
DTN is a new and exciting research topic which I see as an important step 
forward in communication, with much potential for fiirther research. DTN has been 
introduced in the literature as a solution for severe and difficult environmental 
conditions where network resources are limited. It is the desire to further explore this 
solution which has driven me to carry out this piece of research on DTN in general, 
and specifically in the two following areas: the possibility of using aircraft as a means 
of DTN transmission, and the concept of QoS in DTN.
1.3.1 DTN data transport
As mentioned earlier, links and contacts in DTN are considered very limited, 
and every method of possible transmissions can be used to transmit messages. The 
literature [4] [8] [9] [10] describes the use of many means of transporting messages, 
such as ferries, buses and bicycles. However, the use of commercial, private, or 
military aircraft, travelling on their scheduled routes as a method of transport for DTN 
bundle data is a new trend in DTN applications, and has not formerly been proposed 
in the DTN hterature with the practical details I shall introduce iu this thesis.
Airline Route
Airport Air 
Traffic Control 
(ATC)
Aircraft as Mobile 
Router with 
Persistent Memory
Backbone
Network
â
Ground DTN Host
Figure 1-3 Basic Architecture of Aircraft DTN
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Figure 1-3 shows the basic architecture of aircraft DTN. The ground DTN 
node is located in a remote area which has limited communications infrastructure but 
is under a scheduled flying route of a commercial airline company. The aircraft passes 
over the ground node at relatively systematic and specified time intervals. The ground 
node has a ground-to-air DTN-capable transceiver radio and transmits data to the 
passing aircraft which thus functions as a mobile router/gateway or data mule, and has 
a persistent memory. In turn, the aircraft stores the message or dehvers it to Air 
Traffic Control (ATC), which then transmits it to its final destination through the 
backbone network.
This represents two-way communication: an up-link from the ground node in a 
remote area to a user in a backbone area (urban area), and a downlink from a user in a 
backbone (urban area) to a user m a remote area. The process is not as simple, 
however, the other way round. A downlink from the user m the backbone network to 
the aircraft and then to the remote users is possible but is more complex because it 
requires greater coordination to enable the aircraft to decide when and where to 
download its traffic of data, a decision which depends on the location of the ground 
remote node and the tine expected for the aircraft to reach it.
Chapter 2 will discuss the feasibility of using aircraft as a means of transport 
for DTN bundle data in much greater detail.
1.3.2 DTN QoS Concept
In the literature about DTN, there are few publications discussing QoS in DTN. 
The application level in DTN normally sets the service guarantee because the 
intermediate nodes are not guaranteed. Bundle protocol specification specifies the 
delivery priority in DTN as ’bulk', 'normal', or 'expedited' and this is considered the 
only way m which DTN can provide a better service [7].
Moreover, many researchers might argue that QoS cannot be provided m DTN 
at all, because of its disconnected nature and lack of guaranteed links. While this 
might be true if we look at DTN as if it were a traditional network, in fact the 
traditional metrics of QoS criteria cannot be applied alone to this situation. In addition 
to the traditional metrics, we need other metrics which are more appropriate to DTN 
and suit its specific characteristics and challenging environment. This research aims to 
identify the most important metrics for the DTN environment.
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In DTN, its resources are its most valuable asset in DTN, while those of the 
Internet are the minimum delay and fast data rate it offers. Therefore, creating better 
QoS in DTN depends on finding models and solutions for better resource 
management, a concept which will be is further expanded and detailed in Section 3.5.
Chapter 3 will discuss the QoS notion in DTN in general, and Chapter 4 
proposes a new model which will improve the QoS metrics in Delay Tolerant 
Networks.
1.4 Research Challenges in DTN
There are many challenges in DTN research, but perhaps the greatest challenge 
is the relative shortage of studies on the topic. However, this challenge encouraged me 
to expand the existing research literature and to look at a wider range of topics than 
those specifically related to DTN itself. These topics have been used to gain 
information on principles relevant to DTN and which I could attempt to implement m 
DTN. Another challenge was the non-availability of a mature simulator which could 
be used to test and verify the thesis proposal and model. However, this led me to test 
and try out many simulators available in the literature, which eventually led to a better 
understanding of the factors affecting the suitability of a simulator within a DTN 
environment. There were more specific challenges related to the chosen Opportunistic 
Network Environment (ONE) simulator [13]. There was very limited documentation 
about it, which - in the early stages - made it very hard to implement my model.
Moreover, I had hoped to compare the output performances of my proposed 
model with those of other models in the literature, but because DTN is such a new 
research topic, there were no similar solutions to the model I proposed. To overcome 
this challenge I compared the performance on various routing algorithms with and 
without my model. It was also impossible to use an analytical proof due to the 
complexity of my scenarios and the random movements of aircraft. In addition, my 
model is a complementary mechanism implemented with various DTN routing 
algorithms; I therefore had to use routing algorithms as a benchmark to evaluate the 
DTN performance with and without my model. I therefore used simulations where 
those routing algorithms could be tested with my model, finding, as we shall see later, 
that Simulator ONE was the best tool to analyse and implement it.
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1.5 Main Objectives
This PhD thesis proposes the use of aircraft on commercial routes as a new 
method of DTN bundle data transport, and compares it with other transportation 
methods such as buses and ferries. It also develops a model which enhances the 
performance of DTN apphcations, a model which I refer to as Fair Allocation of 
Resource Model (FARM). The main objectives of the thesis include:
• Objective 1: To analyse and to explain the advantage of using aircraft on 
commercial routes as a method of DTN bundle data transport, to compare the 
use of aircraft with the use of other transportation methods proposed and 
studied in the literature, and to show the advantage of using aircraft by 
producmg results which show that aircraft use produces higher delivery 
probability and users’ throughput [14] [15] [16].
Objective 2: To identify the quality of service notion in DTN and introduce 
the QoS metrics for a DTN environment [15] [17] [18].
• Objective 3: To introduce the Fair Allocation of Resource Model (FARM). 
The model will enhance the delivery probability and the fairness mdex of DTN. 
It can work with many existing DTN routing algorithms and can be considered 
as a complementary mechanism for providing QoS in DTN [15] [18] [19].
1.6 Thesis Contribution
The contributions made by this research, including my published papers, to which 
I refer, are:
• The advantage of using commercial aircraft as a DTN data transport method 
has been proved by my research, and aircraft are used as the main scenarios for 
my thesis [14]. I have further compared the performance of aircraft with buses 
and ferries and proved by simulation results that aircraft can provide better 
performance [16].
• Equations to estimate the aircraft contact capacity within a group of nodes 
have been derived as a function of aircraft’s speed and height in order to 
calculate the aircraft data capacity [Appendix B] [19].
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• The estimates of aircraft contact availability for ground users have been 
evaluated to enable them to decide the best time for transmission attempts, 
based on their CoS and the requested capacity [19].
• I have defined the flow characteristics in DTN and how they affect the network 
performance [18]. I have fiirther introduced the concept of Contact Waiting 
Delay (CWD) as the main contributor of the delay component in DTN [18].
• The quality of service notion in DTN has been identified, and the QoS metrics 
for a DTN environment [15] [17] [18] has been introduced.
• The biggest contribution made by this thesis lies in the introduction of the Fair 
Allocation of Resource Model (FARM). Use of this model has implemented 
the proposed metrics of QoS in DTN and enhanced the dehvery probability, 
fairness index, overhead and users’ throughput of the DTN [15][16] [18][19]. I 
have shown that the FARM model can work with many existing DTN routing 
algorithms and can be considered as a complementary mechanism for the 
provision of QoS in DTN [16] [18][19]. The FARM model can also be applied 
to any transportation system, such as buses and ferries, as shown in Chapter 5.
1.7 Thesis Outline
The fiirther chapters in the thesis address various areas of the topic. Chapter 2 
presents the viability of using aircraft as a DTN bundle data transport method and 
presents some ideas which could be implemented in the future for this. Chapter 3 
highhghts the Quahty of Service (QoS) notion in DTN and the different metrics of 
QoS m a DTN environment. Different QoS techniques are further explained, and 
related work in this field is surveyed. Chapter 4 introduces the Fair Allocation of 
Resources Model (FARM) and discusses the model design with other related work 
from the literature. Chapters 5 and 6 present the results obtained from the 
implementation of the FARM in various scenarios. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions 
and future directions of this research are discussed.
There are also four appendices. Appendix A provides an overview of 
aeronautical communications and discusses different types of links and data format 
available to contact aircraft. Appendix B contains the equations derivation for the 
afrcraft contact capacity calculations. Appendix C contains the Java source codes used
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in ONE simulator for the model configurations and verifications. Finally, Appendix D 
contains the configuration details of the ONE simulator and various scenarios settings.
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Chapter 2
2. DTN with Aircraft Data Transport
Chapter Outline: In this chapter, I  first outline the related literature on transportation 
methods in DTN and explain the feasibility o f using aircraft as a DTN data transport method. I  
also explain various applications and concepts related to the use o f aircraft as a DTN data 
tjnnsport method, and look into possible future applications of this method.
2.1 Related Work of DTN Transportation Methods
There are many examples in the literature of the use o f transportations and 
scheduled transportation services to provide DTN services. Many methods of data 
delivery transportation have been used in DTN, including animals such as pigeons. 
However, the use of aircraft on scheduled routes has never yet been proposed as a 
possible DTN service for transporting data, although the examples below show a 
similar approach.
The two examples below show how physical methods of data transport can 
deliver data more effectively than traditional internet networks. In South Africa, 
people in remote areas suffer from weak broadband capacity. An IT company which 
wanted to prove this weakness to the media ran an amusing competition between the 
speed of ADSL and the speed of a humble pigeon. Winston, the pigeon, armed with a 
4 GB memory stick, travelled 60 miles and successfiilly delivered 100 % of the data, 
while the ADSL connection dehvered only 4% [20]. This indicates the usefulness of 
the store and forward model for remote area data transmission. The DTN concept 
works the same way as the pigeon transportation idea; in both, the data is stored in a 
storage medium and carried all the way to its destination. Also in South Africa, the 
“Wizzy Digital Courier” [21] project was launched in early 2003 to provide low cost 
internet access to schools. This project used memory sticks which were carried 
physically to the users' terminals. This is based on the same concept as DTN using
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commercial aircraft; in both, store and forward mechanisms successfiilly dehver the 
data, although the waiting time between transmission links may be long and cannot be 
guaranteed.
Similar experiments were done in the USA using buses. In reference [8], at 
UMass Amherst, a 40-node DTN network was deployed, operating on a public transit 
system called Diesel Net. The DTN consisted of Wi-Fi nodes; these were attached to 
buses which travel on scheduled routes. Whenever they encounter other buses during 
their movements along their route, they exchange data by establishing pair-wise 
connections between them. A similar approach can be applied to aircraft, where a 
number of scheduled aircraft exchange bundles among themselves along their routes.
Reference [22] in Diesel Net describes the evaluation of a DTN routing protocol 
called Resource Allocation Protocol fo r  Intentional DTN (RAPID), which used a 
vehicular DTN test bed of 40 buses. It was found that the radio range was a parameter 
for optimum routing. The same is true for the aircraft, where its radio range decides the 
area that can be covered by the DTN service, based on the coverage range of both 
ground and airborne radios. As aircraft which have a better coverage range than buses 
and ferries, their performance wül also be better. This can be seen later in the analysis 
of transportation comparison results Chapter 5.
Whatever the transport method used, the performance of DTN depends on the 
number of participants, their communications capability, their storage capacity and the 
pattern of their movements [23]. In the case of aircraft, the quahty depends on several 
factors. It will get better when there are more participating aircraft, when these aircraft 
have a higher storage capacity and higher data rate radio communications, and when 
their flying routes are within range of the ground terminals. The increase in the number 
of aircraft means more available resources. The movement pattern of the aircraft will 
also be important to improve performance. In [23], they introduced autonomous agents 
or robotic agents and adopted and controlled their physical motion to maximise their 
ability to meet the traffic demands fiom networks. Aircraft similarly find that the best 
choice for transmitting bundles is the aircraft route flying closest to the DTN ground 
users, rather than one farther away which might degrade the radio performance.
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Another approach which is relevant to the use of aircraft for DTN transport 
is proposed by Li and Rus [24] algorithm, which assumes that peers will be using some 
kind of communication channel and will be broadcasting the location of all other peers 
at frequent intervals. A similar idea can be used where one aircraft on a stable flying 
route is used to announce the locations and times of all other flights along their routes. 
This helps the ground users decide when and to whom to send messages. A similar 
proposal was made by Zhao [9], who proposed the use of ferries as a DTN data 
transport method. In his proposals, the peer route their messages by scheduling their 
movements to connect with the ferry movement. This approach is even more suitable 
for aircraft than for ferries because their flying route is flxed. It is thus more 
appropriate for the ground terrninals to schedule their movements and existence in line 
with the movements of the aircraft.
2.2 Feasibility of Using Aircraft for DTN Data Transport
Air transport is the most popular, the fastest, the safest, and the most widespread 
method of long distance transportation on earth. Commercial air transport represents 
one of the major aspects of the world economy, transporting around 1.8 billion 
passengers annually on thousands of flights [25]. Air transportation is growing and the 
number of flights and passengers are expected to double in the next 15-20 years [26]. 
Worldwide, aircraft traffic flymg routes represent a network of thousands of flights 
crossing the world every day. According to the Official Airlme Guide (GAG) Facts, 
May 2009: Executive Summary statistics, approximately 81 thousand flights take off 
daily worldwide and the number sometimes reaches 85 thousand m peak seasons [25].
These figures give an indication of the potential application for this facility; in 
addition, acting as DTN bundle carriers could add a secondary service to the airline 
companies’ business. Using aircraft to exchange and forward DTN bundles would be a 
great achievement in DTN technology. Aircraft do not face any terrain obstacles and 
can fly over all types of topography. There are many remote areas, such as oceans and 
deserts, where it is very expensive to lay terrestrial networks, but there are many 
fhghts passing over many of these places at predictable times and in predictable
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locations. The aircraft can therefore be used as mobile routers and data mules to carry 
DTN bundles along their routes.
Aircraft fly at different altitudes with horizontal and vertical space between them. 
They cannot just fly without an orientation, but fly in what is called air corridors 
where they follow fixed routes according to set plans and directives fi*om Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) which uses communication facilities of ground to air radios to 
communicate with the aircraft. ATC is used to direct aircraft during their flights and is 
provided by ground-based controllers in the airports [27]. ATC could also be used to 
receive and forward messages fi*om the aircraft to their destinations and could act as a 
means of access to the backbone network.
Figure 2-1 [28], represents the worldwide daily air traffic routes of thousands of 
flights. The aircraft on these routes could be used to receive DTN bundles from 
sending DTN nodes on the ground, and also to store and forward them. This is the 
basic idea behind the new approach proposed in this thesis, of using aircraft on 
commercial flying routes to act as DTN data transporters.
Figure 2-1 Worldwide Aircraft Traffic Routes [28]
Another detailed example is shown in figure 2-2 [29], which represent an 
example of the flying routes over Europe. It is obvious that the widespread nature of 
this service makes it an excellent choice as a means of transport for DTN data bundles. 
Ground to air radios on the ground and airborne radios can both be made DTN-aware 
to enable them to act as DTN nodes.
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Figure 2-2 Example of The Main Flying Routes in Europe [29]
2.3 DTN through Aircraft Data Transport Delivery Routes
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Figure 2-3 DTN Aircraft Data Transport Dehvery Routes
Figure 2-3 shows how the DTN aircraft data transport concept can be used to 
exchange messages in bundle format between users (A) and (B) in remote locations 
where the available communication facilities are assumed to be limited, (e.g. Some 
places in Africa) and end user (C) in an urban area where communication 
infrastructure is assumed well established, (e.g. Europe). Remote location users use a 
passing aircraft as their first hop; for this they must have a ground-to-air radio 
transceiver. Urban users, however, can use any type of available links, wired or 
wireless, as their first hop. Figure 2-3 also shows the possibility of exchanging
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messages between users (A) and (B) in remote locations, by using a passing aircraft 
(AA). The ground-to-air transceiver radio will send the bundles to the passing aircraft 
(AA), which have a choice of three routes through which they can forward the 
message to its final destination user (C), depending on the user’s assigned privileges 
and their requested services. These three routes are satellite, aircraft to aircraft, and 
aircraft to ATC; each is described below.
2.3.1 Satellite
One way that aircraft could be used to transmit data is by satellite links. Some 
remote users might have grotmd to air radio but not satellite terminals. However, some 
aircraft have satellite communication links and, therefore can be used as a proxy for 
the ground DTN nodes and can exchange messages on their behalf. This option is 
represented as route (1) in figure 2-3; from aircraft (AA) to satellite, to the backbone 
network and finally to user (C). The sateftite route might be assigned to the higher 
priority traffic with better QoS demands, so that these users will get better dehvery 
services than those offered by other routes.
. The growth in the air traffic business has put more pressure on the available 
traditional ground-to-air voice channels. Accordingly, some satellites are now 
providing an alternative means of communications and are now being used in the 
aircraft industry for Air Traffic Management (ATM) to enable air traffic controllers to 
give directions to the fhght crew. Satellites are also being used for on-board flight 
services to passengers, such as on-board GSM and internet broadband services. More 
details about the sateftite implementation in the aircraft industry can be fotmd in 
appendix A.
2.3.2 Aircraft to Aircraft
Another way that could enable aircraft to transmit data is aircraft to aircraft 
transmission, or airborne data exchange. This is shown as route 2 in figure 2-3, where 
data is sent from aircraft (AA) to another aircraft (BB), and then to the Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) which coordinates aft flight activities in airports and has direct links to 
the aircraft, to the backbone network and finally to user (C). There might be long 
delays on this route, and it is therefore assigned to traffic with lower priority.
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Airborne data exchange requires a good deal of coordination iu order for the 
source aircraft to know which aircraft it should send the data to. For example, some 
aircraft will be flying in the opposite direction to where the messages are to be sent; it 
is important for the source aircraft to avoid these and to select only the aircraft which 
are flying towards the destination’s user. This is possible with the help of ATC, as it 
coordinates all the flight activity in its coverage area and knows the destinations of all 
the aircraft there. ATC will thus be able to direct the source aircraft to send its data to a 
specific aircraft which is going towards the requested destination. This scenario is 
simulated in Chapter 6, where I discuss the complex scenario of data exchange.
2.3.3 Aircraft to ATC
The third way that aircraft can be used to transmit data is from the aircraft to 
ATC. This is shown as route (3) in figure 2-3, where a message is transmitted firom 
aircraft (AA) to ATC, then to the backbone network and, finally, to the user iu the 
urban area (C). There are likely to be medium-length delays on this route, which is 
therefore assigned to medium-priority traffic.
2.4 DTN with Aircraft Data Transport Application Concepts
Not only is DTN a developing research field but aeronautical communication is 
also witnessing continuous developments and moving towards more datalink 
apphcations than the traditional voice system. This research might be a chance to shed 
fight on a possible integration of the new DTN concept with existing developments in 
aeronautical research. It is important at this stage to address the major concepts and 
ideas which might affect the proposed use of aircraft as a means of DTN data 
transport. The foUowing sections attempt to consider some of these concepts.
2.4.1 The Timing Concept
Commercial airline companies, cargo companies, military forces and 
governments run scheduled flights on a fixed schedule from fixed airports to multiple 
destination airports. These flights are scheduled to depart daily or at other intervals at 
fixed times of the day; they also arrive at their destination airports at an expected 
arrival time. Apart from the unfortunate possibilities of delay or flight cancellations,
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the aircraft flying routes and flight duration times can be anticipated by ground users 
who can then predict / calculate when aircraft will fly over their area. This enables 
them to find the optimum time to send their messages to the aircraft.
Alternatively, the ground users do not need to know the destination o f the 
passing aircraft, but can send their data to any flying aircraft; the aircraft in turn will 
forward their messages to the nearest ATC, to the backbone network and finally to 
their final destination.
2.4.2 Flying Aircraft as Mobile Routers/Data Mule with Persistent 
Memory
A key element in DTN is the store and forward concept; this, in turn, is 
dependent on the existence of 'persistent memory'. Aircraft must have the ability to 
store received data if the required destination is out of their radio range. The aircraft’s 
persistent memory should have a large enough capacity to cater for data from as many 
users as possible. In addition, the aircraft must always monitor the size of its memory 
before deciding whether or not to accept extra messages. In cases where the memory is 
full, an aircraft can try to free up some of its capacity by transferring some of its loads 
to another aircraft, or to a satellite or they can dehver it to its destinations. In this way 
the aircraft can operate as a data mule for the ground DTN users.
2.4.3 Peak Flying Hours
The concept of peak and non-peak flying times also affects the potential use o f 
aircraft as DTN data carriers. There are more flights during peak hours, which in turn 
means more DTN nodes available and thus more traffic can be forwarded at these 
times. For example, in Europe daytime is considered as peak hours due to the high 
availabihty of aircraft; DTN services will be available then at a lower cost and with 
less delay and better quahty of service. However, during night time in Europe, there 
are less frequent flights, and this will lead to contention over the limited aircraft. In 
this case, we can expect higher costs and the possibility of degraded quahty and longer 
delays. Chapter 4 discusses the delay concept and provides some results for various 
locations.
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2.4.4 Upgrade of Ground to Air Radios
In order to implement my proposed use of aircraft as DTN transporters, both 
aircraft radios and radios used on the ground need to be modified so that they are able 
to deal with data bundles. These modifications could possibly be implemented in the 
form of a new software modification into a laptop connected to the radio. This 
modification could be done on the ground terminals, while there are two options for 
the modification of aircraft radios. One option is to utilise the aircraft’s existing radios; 
this would reduce the cost of installmg new radios. The old radios could be 
programmed to work according to strict priorities, with top priority given to the 
aircraft’s flight information and traffic navigation tasks, while they would be used for 
DTN applications only when they are in an otherwise idle state.
However, this option might concern flight safety specialists because of fears 
that it might compromise flight safety, and therefore it is highly unlikely to be 
implemented. This leads us to the second option: using a completely different set of 
radios for DTN applications only. These would be separate radios with separate 
channels, and would clearly avoid any compromising of flight safety. ATC radios 
would also need to be upgraded. At present, they use very old technologies, but future 
upgrades to ATC might include an abihty to carry non-ATM control messages like 
DTN bundles. The second radio option would not interfere with aircraft operations and 
would work autonomously to receive and forward DTN traffic. Appendix A provides 
an overview of aeronautical communications and discusses different types of links and 
data format that could be used to contact aircraft.
2.4.5 Coordination by Air Traffic Centre (ATC)
ATC could play an important role in this process in several ways: by acting as 
a focal point for coordination between different flights, by receiving bundles firom 
aircraft and by injecting those bundles into the backbone networks where they can be 
routed to their final destination. Since all aircraft must contact ATC for their flight 
updates, this might make it possible to use the ATC as the next hop for the aircraft to 
forward its traffic.
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2.4.6 Flying Aircraft as Repeaters
Space satellites act as repeaters in space and in the military, applications such 
as Airborne Wamiug and Control System (AWACS) [30] use aircraft to extend radio 
eoverage; that is, they act as repeaters for ground units to transfer messages to fiirther 
distances. It is possible, if perhaps optimistic, to envisage that commercial aircraft 
flying on their routes could also act as a network of repeaters m the air. It is 
reasonable to consider flying aircraft as a network between terrestrial networks and 
satellite networks, and, if all flying aircraft iu the world were coordinated and 
cooperated to forward and route messages, they would certainly be actmg as flying air 
repeaters, m addition to their original fimction of transferrmg people and goods.
After receiving DTN bundles, the aircraft would have two options for 
forwarding the bundles according to the application’s priority and the delivery options: 
on arrival, or during fhght.
2.4.6.1 On Arrival
Here, the aircraft will store the bundles m the persistent memory and forward 
them only on their arrival iu ATC. This would apply to lower priority traffic. The data 
could be stored in the aircraft, downloaded physically mto a flash memory and then 
injected into the backbone network m the airport.
2.4.6.2 During Flight
In this case, the ahcraft would store the bundles in its persistent memory and 
forward them to other aircraft or satelhte while flyiag. This option would be used for 
high priority traffie and might cost more to implement.
2.4.7 Fragmentation (Traffic Splitting)
Depending on the type of applications (whether it is a video, voice or data), 
small size messages might fit into the memory o f one flight while large size messages 
might be fragmented and sent to several aircraft at different times. At destination, the 
fragments would then be reassembled to re-estabhsh the messages. The fragmentation 
itself could take two forms: a proactive fragmentation where the messages are spht in 
advance to fit the aircraft memory capacity, or a reactive fragmentation where the
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ground terminal sees that the arriving aircraft cannot take the whole message, and 
therefore will fragment it, send a portion of it into the approaching aircraft and 
schedule to send the rest of the message bundles into the next aircraft that will come. 
This will o f course depend on the message size and the aircraft’s memory capacity.
2.4.8 Identification
DTN bundles need to be identified and addressed, and one option available for 
this is what is used m the aeronautical sector to identify and distinguish aircraft in 
radar displays; secondary radar called Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR). In this 
system, all aircraft have a unique 24-bit aireraft address identification called the 
Identifying Friendly or Foe {IFF code) [31] to distinguish them as friend or foe. This 
might also be used for bundle addressing, which is similar to IP translation into a MAC 
address; i.e. it can be understood as bundle translation into an IFF unique code. It 
might also be possible for the IFF code to be embedded in the IPv6 address.
2.4.9 Role of Airline Companies
In addition to the prime role of airline companies in transporting goods and 
passengers, they might provide a secondary service for DTN data transmission to 
ground subscribers. Every interested user can register with the airline company and ask 
for the service; they will then be assigned an account which details identified privilege 
of the capacity, the level of priority, the traffic contract and the quality of service 
expected. Users could then transmit to any aircraft that belongs to the company fleet. 
Furthermore, airlines companies could cooperate in a similar way in which mobile 
companies provide roaming services among their customers. That is, if the passing 
aircraft does not belong to the registered company, the users can still send their 
bundles with a small agreed-upon extra charge according to the roaming agreement 
between the two airlines companies. This is an optimistic application may sound far­
fetched or unlikely at present, but with the rapid increase in the air transportation we 
might live to see it happening one day.
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2.5 Possible Applications of DTN with Aircraft Data Transport
Because aircraft on commercial flying routes fly over many rural areas and 
much difficult terrain, there could be many apphcations for using aircraft as transport 
for DTN data bundles. Areas with limited communication development could use this 
service to send their messages to the backbone network. A similar example is the 
Wizzy Digital courier service in South Africa [21], where a USB flash memory was 
used to send messages from a remote village, where no network facilities were 
available, to the city, and vice versa. In this type of case, if there was an aircraft route 
within range of that village and if there was a ground-to-air radio in the village, it 
could be used to send the messages to the passing aircraft, which in turn would 
retransmit them to the nearest ATC, and then to the backbone network. This way 
would mean better delivery of messages, and if there were more than one aircraft 
passing over the village, there would be even more scheduled contacts
Another possible application is for ships in deep seas and offshore oil rigs 
which currently depend for their communications on High Frequency (HF), Line o f  
Sight (LOS) for short distances, and satellite for longer distances. However, there are 
many flights passing over seas and oceans and large ships and oil rigs are often fitted 
with ground-to-air radios. These could be used to send DTN bundles to passing 
aircraft, which could provide them with alternative methods of communications and 
might reduce the cost and delay involved.
Other possible apphcations are military and environmental. Military bases in 
remote areas and border monitoring points could also utilize this facility by sending 
their reports to passing scheduled aircraft to ensure better delivery speeds. 
Environmental monitoring could also take advantage of this service, as in the case of 
Zebra Net [4] where the monitoring reports could be sent to passing aircraft at pre­
arranged times. Some sensor networks could be adjusted to enable them to send their 
data directly to the scheduled aircraft, which would be cheaper than sending a special- 
purpose vehicle or flight to collect their data.
Another less likely but still possible application might be in highly condensed 
flying areas like Europe and USA. Here, it might be possible to have a real time 
transmission during peak hours because there are so many aircraft flying, which means 
more mobile routers and contacts. As shown in figure 2-2 earlier, the routes in Europe
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are condensed and there are extra aircraft which can provide better chances for more 
real-time contacts. The process would work in this way; when the ground DTN node 
connects to an approaching aircraft, it starts sending its bundles, which in turn forv.'^ ard 
it to other ATC backbone entities. However, as it moves away firom the node, there 
will be other approaching aircraft, which means that the first aircraft will hand over the 
task of receiving bundles to the new aircraft, and so on until the messages are fully 
transmitted. This can be applied to a video-streaming application where a video 
captured in real time can be sent via passing aircraft to its destination. In this case, I 
am of course assuming that the capacity and data rates of the transmitting radios both 
on the ground and in the aircraft are adequate to transmit the real time video stream.
Another possible but less likely application for DTN aircraft transporting data 
is the provision of mobile broadband services. Aircraft on commercial routes could do 
this as they move along their routes, providing cellular broadband where ground users 
can access different aircraft as they pass over them, as shown in figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4 Aircraft DTN Mobile Cellular Coverage
There are already some broadband wireless communication applications using 
aircraft [32][33], like the High Altitude Long Operation (HALO) aircraft which uses 
three special aircraft on three shifts. These aircraft cover metropolitan areas and act as 
a high altitude communication tower which provides broadband services for homes
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and businesses. They provide broadband telecommunication services at data rates of 1 
to 5 Mbps to homes and up to 25 Mbps to business users. However, my approach is 
different; my proposal is to use DTN and commercial aircraft. This means that there is 
no need to launch special aircraft for this purpose. The proposed data transportation 
method is usefiil mainly for remote areas that have limited infrastructure but regular 
passenger aircraft coverage.
2.6 DTN Scenarios with Aircraft Data Transport
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Figure 2-5 Aircraft DTN Protocol Stack
DTN architecture implements the store and forward mechanism by overlaying 
the bundle layer between source, intermediate and destination nodes, as shown earlier 
in figure 1-1. Figure 2-5 shows the DTN architecture for the aircraft apphcation using 
an aircraft as the first intermediate node and a satellite as the second intermediate node. 
The forwarded messages, which are also called bundles, can be transmitted directly if 
the next node is available, as in route (1) or stored in persistent memory until the next 
intermediate node becomes available, as in route (2).
Bundles can be routed to destination via different possible routes. The general 
idea of flying DTN routing is shown in figure 2-6. Three example applications for this 
service are:
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• A soldier with a handheld mobile DTN-aware ground-to-air transceiver 
radio.
• An offshore oil rig in the ocean with a static DTN-aware ground-to-air base 
station transceiver radio.
• A remote area with a static DTN-aware ground-to-air base station transceiver 
radio.
The three users are located under flying routes where tens of aircraft pass over 
them every day; they are assumed not to have satellite access. They want to send their 
messages to the backbone network, e.g. Internet. They use DTN protocol applications 
to transfer their messages into bundles and send them to the nearest passing aircraft, 
which will either store and carry them all the way to the ATC airport or forward them 
to another aircraft on another flying route within LOS of aircraft radio transmission. 
This can be repeated until the messages find their way to the ATC and then to their 
final destination.
There are different routes that the bundles can follow. For example, the soldier 
can deliver or receive his messages via routes C-G-J-I-E-A, C-G-J-I-B-F-A and so on. 
In the case of the offshore oil rig, bundles can take route B-F-A, B-I-E-A, B-I-H-E-A 
or B-I-J-G-K-L-H-E-A. Note that the final route includes using a satellite link. It is 
also possible to fragment the bundles and send some of them via route B-F-A and 
others via B-I-E-A.
As shown in figure 2-7, aircraft are considered as flying mobile routers or data 
mules with persistent memory that can store the messages until they find a node to 
accept them or until they can forward them to a destination. In this case, the aircraft 
provides custody transfer to the ground DTN node and it will be the responsibility o f 
the aircraft to deliver the messages. The optimum route for the message delivery 
depends on many factors, such as the number of aircraft, the sender’s location in 
relation to the air routes and the speed and altitude of the aircraft.
More scenarios are considered in Chapter 5, where I present the simulation 
results for different users sendmg data to the passing aircraft.
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2.7 Research Perspectives for DTN with Aircraft Data Transport
This new possibility of using commercial aircraft on scheduled routes as 
methods of DTN data transport may spur other researchers to conduct further future 
research in the field. This research will present a link between the DTN architecture 
and the aeronautical communication applications of ahbome radios and ground 
terrninals. There are several areas of relevant research which could be undertaken; 
some has already begun:
One area m DTN currently being studied is routing and solving routing 
challenges is considered a difficult task because of the nature of DTN and its lack of 
links connectivity. The added movement of aircraft nodes would make it even more 
conq)lex. Aircraft are considered as mobile routers which route the bundles while they 
move at high speeds. One comparison that might help in this area is the approach used 
in MANET routing, where some of the nodes are in constant movements [22].
Another potential research area in this field is the addressing of DTN ahcmft. 
Bundle sources and destinations are identified by Endpoint Identifier EIDs and each 
endpomt is represented syntactically as a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) which is 
used to represent the address in DTN [7]. An aircraft address is also requhed so that 
bundles can be routed to the correct aircraft when there is a group of aircraft flying in 
the same area. At present, aircraft are identified by a system called Identifying Friend 
or Foe (IFF). This system might be usefixl for address binding from URI address to the 
IFF code which belongs to a unique aircraft. More research is required in this area if 
we are to ensure the correct addressing of bundles to the correct aircraft on the correct 
route.
A third research area is the adaptation of ground and air radios. Radios on the 
ground and in aircraft need to be made DTN-aware and fitted with persistent memory. 
At present, these radios are designed mainly for voice apphcations between the pilot 
and the traffic control over VHF channels. However, data Hnk communication is 
already available in today’s ATC tool set, and its use could be extended. Another 
research area to explore in the possibility of using the aircraft data link for DTN 
apphcation is the fact that it would require extra memory storage. Appendix (A) 
provides an overview of aeronautical communications and discusses different types of 
links and data format available for contacting aircraft.
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Another rich research area is DTN security. Key management, authentication, 
access control, denial of service and others are among the active research areas in DTN 
bundling security architecture [34] [35]. Some security architecture is also already 
implemented in aircraft. At present, the IFF code [31] is used to authenticate aircraft, 
and bundles would likewise have to be authenticated before being accepted into the 
aircraft. The aircraft might also be required to provide some means o f bundle integrity 
within the custody transfer to the ground source node. The bundle protocol has aheady 
identified some security blocks; these need to be implemented to enhance the security 
of DTN bundle transmission. These aspects might need further research, which 
hopefiiUy will suggest possible implantations within the aeronautical applications.
Last but not least, is the notion of QoS, which is different in DTN than 
traditional IP networks. The field of QoS has not been widely addressed in the 
hterature. DTN bundle protocol has identified some bits for indicating message 
priority but the mechanism for providing better quality of service for bundle flows are 
still not part of DTN architecture [36]. Using aircraft as a DTN bundle data transport 
method would require specific QoS criteria, especially if it were to be used in 
condensed flying areas and at peak flying times to provide real-time transmission of 
data. This possibihty will be discussed in later chapters. QoS would also need to be 
explored if aircraft are used in remote areas with limited resource and many users, 
where contention over scarce resources might lead to traffic congestion and network 
degradation. These and other QoS issues are potentially rich research areas.
Covering all aspects of these prospective research fields is beyond the hmits of 
this research project; I have therefore concentrated my research on the issue of QoS in 
DTN. In Chapter 3 ,1 discuss the QoS metrics, and in Chapter 4 I introduce a model 
which implements these metrics, using aircraft as my main scenario.
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Chapter 3
3. QoS Provisioning in DTN
Chapter Outline: In this chapter, I  will investigate the issue o f quality o f seiwice in DTN and 
the related metrics of QoS in the challenging DTN environment. Related studies will be 
examined together with congestion control mechanisms and resource management issues. I  
will also present metrics o f DTN flow characteristics and delay behaviour in DTN, and discuss 
various DTN routing algorithms. The concept of fairness in DTN will be explained and the 
concept of resource allocation discussed. Finally, I  will compare the proposed resource 
allocation concept with the traditional concept o f equal distribution of all resources by using a 
mathematical model.
3.1 QoS Notion in DTN
As noted earlier, the DTN environment is very different from that of traditional 
networks. The nature of the Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) environment is 
characterized by frequent disconnections and long delays, with no guaranteed end-to- 
end communications. Source to destination transmissions may involve many 
mtermediate nodes and more than one hop to reach destinations. In some situations, 
the next hop might not be available for some time, a situation which means the need to 
store the bundles in the persistent memory until the next contact becomes available.
If traditional network protocols lose their connectivity, they will not frmction 
and may collapse because they are not designed for intermediate data storage, while 
DTN is more rehable because it provides more protection against losing transmitted 
data during Hnk disconnections. DTN protocols can work in a traditional network 
environment but the opposite is not true. This is because DTN is designed to work in 
and target challenging environments, these differences mean that special notion of QoS 
may be required for DTN.
Quality of Service (QoS) is the abihty of a network to offer better services to 
network users [12]. In the case of DTN, QoS is especially relevant in situations where
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transmission links are often disconnected. What QoS means here is not the shortening 
of delays in transmission, as this is beyond the network control: instead, DTN can 
provide better service by best utilising and most fairly sharing the limited resources 
which exist. The goal of DTN QoS is to enhance the traffic flow characteristic by best 
utilizing the available resources and applying the techniques which provide this 
enhancement. We can satisfy the end-to-end QoS requirements for multiple hops in 
DTN by applying some QoS techniques borrowed from the IP world.
Some researchers feel that QoS cannot be applied in DTN due to its long delays 
and the expected disconnectivity in its nature. However, if  we ask which applications 
need QoS, it is clear that it is needed by all the applications that require a specific level 
o f assurance from the network [37]. This leads to two further questions: “What is the 
definition of assurance?" and" What are the levels of assurance required from DTN?”
From the user’s perspective, DTN QoS assurance metrics should not be related 
to delays; instead, users must be able to obtain secure, fair, predictable and sometimes 
guaranteed dehvery services, whatever the expected delays, which are an expected 
element of DTN. The time dimension of contact waiting delay cannot be applied to the 
QoS DTN equation. Nevertheless, the waiting time can be addressed as an issue when 
there are multi-contact links where the user with higher QoS privileges obtains better 
service with admission to the nearest available contact hnk, while a user with less QoS 
privileges might need to wait longer. From the network perspective, DTN QoS 
assurance metrics should ensure the abihty to most fairly use the limited resources to 
serve the greatest number of users with optimum resource management.
The resources should have the capability to transfer apphcation data such as 
emails and files, including the possibility of streaming high quahty video at good 
bandwidth networks and providing selected users with an assurance o f safe dehvery. 
Real time apphcations such as voice and multimedia are unlikely to work in DTN's 
disconnected environment because sensitive data could be delayed. DTN end-to-end 
connections might not exist for some time, and resources are scarce. When a contact 
does become available to DTN nodes, there might be heavy contention among nodes to 
obtain access to the contact, and therefore some form of congestion and admission 
control is required to avoid DTN degradation.
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The rest of the chapter addresses the metrics from the perspective of the DTN 
service provider; the provider's aim is to provide better service ia terms of optimum 
resource management.
3.2 QoS Techniques
QoS techniques can provide better service to selected traffic by controlling the 
priorities of traffic flow. Flow priority means assigning the network resources to the 
higher priority traffic. When a higher priority is given to certain traffic, this may cause 
a reduction for traffic with other flow priority. End-to-end QoS provisioning between 
network elements requires signalling between the network elements, as well as a QoS 
policy for traffic control across the network, which might not be applicable due to 
DTN disconnected nature.
QoS has various techniques for managing network resources, such as traffic 
shaping, traffic po being, resource reservation, scheduling, flow control and congestion 
control. In this section, I briefly discuss flow control, concentrating my discussion on 
congestion control and its techniques for enhancing DTN performance in an aircraft 
scenario. This enhancement can be seen in the later sections.
Improving flow and congestion control leads to a better network performance 
and therefore improves the network QoS. Flow control in the Internet traditionally is 
performed from source to destination and is a mechanism to ensure that the average 
data sending rate to a receiving node is within the handling capabilities of the network 
and the receiving node. In the Internet, end-to-end connections are available and TCP 
ACK is used to provide feedback to the source node in order to provide flow corrective 
actions. Flow control in DTN is necessarily different, as DTN does not assume end-to- 
end connections, and therefore it might not be possible to provide a feedback which 
allows corrective actions to the traffic flow. The node must therefore decide on the 
required action locally and autonomously, based on its local information. The decision 
for flow control should be made in the bundle layer according to local information 
about the resources available within the node [6]; it is therefore important to identify 
the DTN resources, as we will see m the next sections.
Congestion control is performed from router to source [38], and it includes 
techniques and mechanisms that can either prevent congestion before it happens, or
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tackle congestion after it has happened. In this thesis, I have addressed the congestion 
control avoidance technique of DTN by implementing a model which uses Admission 
Control (AC) techniques for various aircraft scenarios. Fair Allocation of Resources 
Model (FARM) is introduced and discussed in Chapter 4; this wül apply an admission 
control mechanism to the traffic demands, and will examine the criteria needed in such 
a mechanism.
DTN requires QoS techniques to provide assurance to selected users of the delivery 
of bundles with better rehabüity and high priority by controlling access to its scarce 
resources to these higher privileged users, and this can be achieved by applying a 
number o f QoS techniques. These privüeges are discussed in Chapter 4 when I explain 
how the model works.
3.3 DTN Flow Characteristics Metrics
In traditional networks, one of the approaches used for QoS is flow-based, with 
QoS achieved by managing flow characteristics in a network to ensure successful end- 
to-end communication. The flow characteristics are reliability, delay variation (jitter), 
bandwidth, and delay parameters. However, these flow characteristics are likely to be 
different in a DTN environment.
3.3.1 Reliability
A reliable network is a network capable of delivering the data to the intended 
recipients and providing the required notification of the delivery status to the sender. In 
DTN, bundle protocol reliabüity can be enhanced for differentiated services using 
DTN dehvery and priority options. However, reliable protocols normally introduce 
more overhead, and may add extra delay. The reliabüity tool in DTN is the store and 
forward mechanism.
3.3.2 Jitter
Jitter is the variation in the packet arrival times, and is more sensitive for real 
time apphcations which are not yet popular in DTN apphcation. However, as discussed 
in Chapter 2, there might be some possibüity of a real time or Video/Audio on demand
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application for aircraft used as DTN data transport during peak flying hours. This 
apphcation, however, is Jitter-sensitive and requires some form of jitter control.
3.3.3 Bandwidth
Bandwidth (BW) is used to determine the available or consumed data 
communication resources. DTN apphcations such as emails require low BW while file 
transfer might require medium BW, and video streaming and real time voice and video 
definitely require high BW. Bandwidth depends on the DTN technology and the 
performance of the equipment. For the aircraft DTN apphcation, the data rate for VHF 
Datalink mode 2 (VDL2) is 31.5 kbps; this varies according to the transmission 
technology used. High Altitude Long Operation (HALO) aircraft provide broadband 
service at data rates 1 to 5 Mbps to homes and up to 25 Mbps to business users 
[32] [33]. I will use the data rate later in my simulations which are described in 
Chapters 5 and 6. More aeronautical data rate details are also available in Appendix 
(A).
3.3.4 Delay
As the name suggests, delay is a major conoponent in DTN; it therefore deserves a 
more detailed discussion. The total delay of a network is the time it takes for data to 
travel firom a source to a destination across different network nodes. It consists of the 
following components [39]:
• Queuing delay -  time consumed by the packet queuing for a route untü the 
whole stored data are transmitted.
• Processing delay -  time consumed by the router to process the packet header; 
this will vary, depending on the CPU power which is sometimes limited in 
DTN.
• Propagation delay -  the transmission medium propagation time.
• Transmission delay -  this delay applies after the link becomes available, and 
represents the time required to forward the packets into the available hnk.
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Traditional networks assume that there is an end-to-end connection, whereas in 
DTN this is not always the case. In DTN there might be a very long delay, waiting for 
available contacts, which requires a greater persistent memory than that in traditional 
networks. This delay is called Contact Waiting Delay (CWD) [18] and is an addition to 
the four parts of delay shown in figure 3-1. CWD in DTN is the time consumed by the 
bundles stored in a node persistent memory and waiting for a link to become available. 
As here could be CWD at eveiy node prior to every hop, the total CWD is the 
aggregated CWD at each node.
CWD is the he major delay component affecting DTN, whereas the other types 
have the same impact as in traditional networks. In IP networks, the delays can range 
from few milliseconds to several hundred milliseconds; if delays exceed this hmit, the 
network will drop the packets. However, in DTN the network wül not drop the bundles 
however long the delays. Instead, the bundles will be stored in the persistent memory. 
DTN delays waiting for available link might last hours or even days; because o f this, 
thne-to-hve bits in the bundle protocol are made aware of the delay. There is httle that 
can be done to reduce the contact waiting time because it is beyond DTN control. 
However, when a contact becomes available, aU nodes will be contending to use the 
avaüable contact; at this point network congestion management and general QoS 
techniques wül need to be appHed, a process which might lead to better delay control 
and therefore better QoS flow performance.
Delay is one of the performance metrics I considered in the simulation o f my 
model. In Chapters 5 and 6 I evaluate the delay of applying my model on the 
performance of the DTN network..
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3.4 Related Work
There are several publications in the literature that address the issue of congestion 
control in DTN. Burleigh, Jennings and Schoolcraft [38] address the issue of flow 
control and congestion control in DTN and introduce a pricing model They propose a 
rule-based congestion control mechanism which works autonomously, with local 
information only, to reheve network congestion. Their proposal is based on a 
mechanism where each router decides whether to accept or reject a bundle depending 
on local information in the node, such as the value and risk of accepting the bundle and 
the storage available [38]. Reference [40] addresses the issue of handling storage 
congestion and proposes a set of algorithms to migrate some of the messages to 
neighbouring nodes to reheve the congestion. In Chapter 4, I will introduce Fair 
Allocation of Resources Model (FARM), which provides management of the available 
resources and avoids congestion by applying an admission control mechanism. .
Many aspects of DTN are still being researched and some research topics are not 
yet addressed in the Uterature, mcluding DTN Admission Control (AC). Currently, 
DTN protocols do not apply admission control. However, if an AC mechanism was 
attached to routing, this might create a great advantage for network performance 
because AC provides better control over scarce resources. My study is the first 
research on AC in DTN. However, AC is proposed here as a mechanism used by the 
model and not as a sole technique on its own, because the model is mainly a resource 
management model for scarce resources. This is because the model is implemented in 
the DTN application layer above the bundle layer and not - like the traditional AC - in 
the underlying datalink and network layers. The DTN protocol stack is explained in 
Chapter 1 and in figure 1.1.
There are several publications in the literature that address fair call admission 
control in telephony and data networks; this can also be used for DTN. Many papers 
discuss the idea of fairness within call admission control to provide optimum resource 
utilization. I will discuss fairness-related work in more detail in Section 3.8 of this 
chapter. Reference [41] proposes to create fair AC by implementing the theoiy of 
cooperative games framework based on Call Admission Control (CAC) policies for 
multilink broadband networks. However, this cannot be implemented in DTN due to 
its disconnected nature.
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Reference [42] proposes fair admission control using a buffer without a pre-emption 
model; the buffer will avoid rejecting the calls when the residual bandwidth is 
insufficient. This model is useful in QoS capable networks. This method increases the 
throughput because the buffer can temporarily hold the call. The same principle is 
usefiil for DTN where bundles are stored in persistent memory and no other bundles 
are admitted until there is a free space in the memory. The reference also proposes a 
waiting fairness threshold, which is added to prevent long waiting calls. The threshold 
concept is also considered in my model, as we shall see later. Call admission protocols 
are required to provide fairness and optimum utilization of network resources.
Reference [43] proposes new simple CAC for cellular systems to provide both 
differentiated fairness and the highest network utilization. The protocol considers the 
required and available bandwidth and customer-requested priority to decide whether or 
not to admit the call. The same criteria are used for my model where the requested, 
available capacity and class of service CoS are used to determine the acceptance of 
traffic. However, as we shall see later, my model considers additional factors to ensure 
greater fairness.
There are many other papers discussing AC in the Hterature for IP networks and 
MANET; these ideas can be inspiring for DTN, and can also be implemented. They are 
categorized according to different criteria, such as the type of traffic they target or the 
method they use to estimate the network resources. Reference [44] provides a good 
survey of these criteria for IP networks. AC in IP Networks based on the Traflfic 
Criteria are categorised as follows:
• Admission control for non-elastic and for elastic traffic. This depends on the 
nature of the traffic applications and the transport layer protocol used. The 
traffic is categorized as non-elastic (UDP controlled) or elastic (TCP 
controlled) traffic applications. For DTN, the traffic mainly targets elastic data, 
because its limited capacity makes it hard to support real time and multimedia 
appHcations.
• Centralized and distributed admission control schemes. These are based on the 
location of the AC decision, which may be at a centralized location or at 
various possible distribution points in a network. Centralized methods cannot 
work in an infrastructure-less environment as ad hoc networks, nor can they
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work in a challenging environment like DTN. The nature of DTN limits the use 
of a central entity due to the disconnected nature of DTN; as a result, a 
distributed scheme is required where the AC decision is built upon local 
information.
Resource estimation method is another AC distmguishmg criterion used in IP 
networks. It depends on the method used to decide whether or not the available 
resources are adequate to admit the new traffic request [44]. There are three resource 
estimation methods, namely: Traffic-descriptor-based admission control (TDAC), 
where the traffic requirements are estimated by the application; Measurement-Based 
Admission Control (MBAC), which is based • on taking some measurements and 
comparing them with a certain threshold; and Probe-Based Admission Control 
(PBAC), which require the nodes to prop the channel [44]. For the disconnected 
nature of DTN, TDAC is most suitable because the traffic requirements are estimated 
by the application. MBAC requires more processing resources, and is therefore 
unsuitable, and PBAC adds more overheads and injects extra delays. My proposed 
model can be categorised as TDAC because the application, i.e. aircraft, estimates the 
available resource which is mahily the bandwidth of the contact; this will be detailed 
later in the model design description in Chapter 4.
From MANET Hterature, reference [45] reviews AC mechanisms in the literature 
from 2000-2007. It provides an overview of the most important factors and choices 
involved in the design of AC for multi-hop ad hoc networks. The authors of this 
reference identify the metrics for evaluating AC protocols, and argue that they should 
be a balancing act. They also classify 28 AC protocols from the Hterature and 
categorize them based on whether these protocols couple or decouple the routing. The 
coupled routing is fiirther categorized into four route discovery categories and the 
decoupled into two categories. In ad hoc network Hterature, Yang [46] proposes an AC 
algorithm which ensures that the admitted flow does not exceed the capacity of the 
whole network. In ad hoc networks the medium is shared in a similar manner to that in 
DTN; the nodes may therefore; contend with each other for the same resources because 
they have to cooperate to communicate in order to gain access to resources.
In the next chapter I will propose the Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM), 
which controls admission to the resources in the form of resource management. It
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applies the concept of admission control by overviewing the available resources and 
admitting higher-privileged users.
3.5 DTN Quality of Service Metrics
Delay tolerant networks target challenging environments where resources are 
limited and contact frequency may be very low. In this environment, the users’ nodes 
are starved of resources and will compete with each other whenever a resource exists. 
It is extremely hard to promote the concept of Quality of Service QoS in these 
situations because long delays are expected in DTN and users’ satisfaction cannot be 
guaranteed due to the limited resources. This means that we need to expand the 
definition of the QoS concept in DTN. In addition to the traditional metrics o f QoS, 
such as bit rate, delay, jitter, packet dropping probability and/or bit error rate, more 
metrics will be needed; these must suit and reflect the special conditions of DTN.
Whenever a link exists, it is important to achieve the optimum performance 
from it in order to satisfy as many users as possible. If  the contacts leave the nodes 
while they still have capacity, this will degrade the DTN performance, make the 
network inefficient and waste the resources for which aU nodes are desperate. The 
effectiveness of the dehvery o f messages and bundles thus is an important metric to 
measure the performance of DTN and which will enhance the DTN QoS. Furthermore, 
it is important to have a fair distribution of resources among users and thus to ensure 
the satisfaction of a wide range of users. It is unfair to assign more capacity to some 
users whilst leaving others starved of resources. Therefore, the fairer the distribution of 
resources in DTN, the higher the expected performance and the overall QoS are.
Some aspects of QoS are measured by users’ satisfaction. DTN QoS is 
enhanced by better utilization of resources; this results in greater user satisfaction, and 
can be expressed numerically as the fair capacity allocation and the better delivery 
ratio of the network. Furthermore, in the scarce resource environment of DTN, the 
users know the challenging conditions of DTN and will be satisfied when some of their 
messages are delivered. They will tolerate the delay in their message delivery, but will 
be not accept that their attempts to send are rejected while other users of higher CoS 
always have priority over them. They will be satisfied with a relatively fair treatment 
from the network resources. Therefore, in DTN, user satisfaction can be achieved by
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the fair distribution of resources among users. Therefore, QoS in DTN is a question of 
resource management rather than of delay management.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the QoS DTN metrics: DTN suffers from limited 
resources and this will lead to congestion and eventually low QoS. This can be 
tolerated by ensuring maximum resource utilization and fair resource distribution. 
Achieving this leads to maximum and optimum delivery effectiveness and equal 
opportunities to resources. This is expressed numerically in higher delivery probability 
and fairness index, which leads to better DTN QoS. These two metrics are tested in my 
FARM model, as we shall see in Chapters 5 and 6.
DTN 
QoS Metrics
DTN
3E
Limited Resources 
  #  .....
Congestionq tcit
Low QoS
Maximum Resource Utilisation
  w   —
Maximum Delivery Effectiveness
Delivery Probability
Fair Resource Distribution
♦
Equal Opportunities to Resources
♦
Fairness index
Figure 3-2 DTN QoS Resources Management
Figure 3-3 illustrates the QoS metrics concept and indicates that the QoS 
increases with the increase in delivery probabiUty and fairness index. I have used these 
metrics in Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM), and have published them in 
[15] [16] references. FARM works as a complementary mechanism with various DTN 
routing algorithms. As detailed later in Chapter 4, FARM builds a history database for 
each user, showing past acceptance and rejection attempts in addition to the node CoS 
and the time of request. FARM uses these as weighting metrics to decide which node it 
should assign the capacity to first. The results of the simulation used will be explained 
later m Chapter 5, when I compare the performance of DTN routings when FARM is
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either enabled or disabled. The definition of delivery probability and fairness is 
explained below:
Figure 3-3 DTN QoS Metrics
3.5.1 Delivery Probability
This is a measure of the total number of delivered messages compared to the 
total of the original messages created; the messages are from all DTN nodes and 
throughout all available contacts. This is considered an important metric for QoS and 
routing in DTN, and it measures the effectiveness of all contacts in relaying the data 
from the source nodes. I have considered it as a significant metric for QoS in DTN 
because it gives a clear indication of the effectiveness of the utilization of resources.
3.5.2 Fairness Index
This measure is used to determine whether the network resources are shared 
and distributed fairly among users or applications. It is especially important in a DTN 
environment because DTN suffers generally from a shortage of resources. Therefore, 
the higher the fairness index, the higher the DTN QoS. There are many mathematical 
and theoretical explanations of fairness in the literature, but I have used Jain's Fairness 
index, shown in the equation below, [47] because it provides the best indication of the 
distribution of resources.
Jain's equation:
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Fairness =  ( 3 - 1 )
Xi users, i = 1, N: Maximum number of users
The index assesses the network fairness among n users, when is the /th user share of 
the resources. The index provides a range of values between 0 —1, where 1 is the best 
case and means that the network is 100% fair, while 0 means that it is 100% unfair 
[47].
3.6 DTN Limited Resources Fairness Concept
This section highlights some of the concepts related to fairness within the DTN 
environment.
3.6.1 Global Fairness by Distributed Process
Jain’s fairness index evaluates the fairness for a group of users competing for a 
common bottleneck channel at a particular time. However, in the case of DTN, I think 
that contacts, both the ground nodes and the contacts, i.e. links, need to cooperate and 
work together to give a fair chance to as many users as possible, given the limited and 
even non-existent resources. The index therefore looks at fairness on the level of 
multiple channels. For example, what is the fairness index for DTN users for five links 
in a time duration of 24 hours? Fairness should be evaluated over the whole time 
period, and not only at a single instance. This is what the FARM wül try to answer, 
with the time period represented by the simulation time. I set up some scenarios and 
worked according to them, as we shall see later; the simulation results will be 
according to a period of time.
Whenever a link (i.e. an aircraft) exists, it should try to be fair to all users and 
should not allocate its resources to some particular users while making others struggle 
for resources. However, one particular link might not be able to take all the requested 
demands, and the next link therefore needs to be updated with what happened with the 
previous links and who among the users had had and had not yet had a chance to 
transmit. This leads to the concept of a global fairness scheme for DTN. This scheme 
should not consider only one link ie. a bottleneck channel, but rather should consider 
all links as a whole during a particular time session. All users will be updated with the
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feedback from each link; they can then use it to justify their transmission requests to 
the next links. Fairness is thus examined at multiple bottleneck channels rather than 
only at a single one; fairness is looked at holistically and globally within a particular 
DTN region. It is performed in a distributed manner, but will provide a global concept 
of fairness because the links and users have exchanged updates about the previous 
transmissions to give fair decisions for future transmissions. Also, fairness is not 
considered at a single point in time; it is a cumulative result of long-term collaboration 
between users and aircraft data transport during a known duration of time, e.g. 12 or 24 
hrs. More details will be highlighted later when I discuss the design of FARM in 
Chapter 4.
3.6.2 Fairness Perspective (End user/Network provider)
The end users’ perspective of fairness may be different from the perspective held 
by the network provider. To the end user, fairness means that s/he has as fair a chance 
to send their data as everyone else in the group, and that his access to resources is 
equal to that of all other users. On the other hand, DTN network fairness means that 
they fairly utilize the available resources without waste, and they distribute these 
resources equally among users. FARM model directly considers the perspective of the 
network provider, i.e. the aircraft, by providing better dehvery probability to avoid any 
waste of resources. At the same time, while it also indirectly addresses the end users' 
perspective by increasing the users’ throughput. The ground users will not know 
whether or not they are receiving a fair treatment, but the network service provider, i.e. 
aircraft, will know, because frimess is provided from the network perspectives.
3.7 Push-Pull model
Routing is a data push operation where each node tries to forward its bundles to 
other nodes through whichever routes will ensure fester and optimum performance of 
data delivery from a source to a destination. In the case of DTN, the process is a store 
and forward one; this is necessary because the next nodes might not be available for 
. some time. In contrast, FARM can be considered as a data pull operation where the 
node decides which one to admit first and which to reject, from a group of nodes who 
are interested in transmitting. FARM therefore works with various existing DTN 
routing algorithms and can be considered as a complementary mechanism and an
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addition to DTN routing protocols. The main function of FARM is to analyse the 
availability of network resources and distribute them fairly among users. It is a form of 
resource management and eventually enhances the DTN QoS by providing a better 
delivery probabiHty in the network.
In the current DTN architecture, senders initiate custody transfer requests which 
are PUSH operations; however, if a node is free, it can announce its availabihty to 
accept a custody by PULL operation as in reference [40], where the authors approach 
the problem of storage handling congestion by proposing a solution in which some of 
the messages are migrated to neighbouring nodes. The proposal includes a “Pull” 
mechanism as an extension to DTN custody transfer; here, a custodian can request 
custody of a message from another custodian. This is also useful for the aircraft 
appHcation [14]; an aircraft can announce its location, asking for custody transfer 
(PULL) in the form of a Routing Advertisement.
This is illustrated in figure 3-4, which shows the pull/push concept. In this example, 
there are five users (1 to 5 at area X) who want to send/receive data from/to five other 
users (6-10 at area Y). There are two aircraft (AA and CC) in direct contact with the 
users while two other aircraft (BB and DD) are acting as intermediate nodes. The 
coloured aircraft are considered as mobile intermediate routers/gateways for the users 
and they represent the location where the FARM model can take place. The FARM 
model is apphed at those aircraft so that while they are receiving the data they can 
apply the model to select users; this is considered as a pull operation. The aircraft then 
wants to forward the data to the next contact using the routing algorithm. This is 
considered a push operation. For example, aircraft AA applies the pull concept (FARM 
model) to take data from users 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, while it applies the push concept 
(Routing) to forward it to intermediate aircraft BB and DD.
The aim of FARM is to create fairness during the selection process; I have used 
Jain’s fairness index [47] to evaluate the perfoimance of the model. Jain’s fairness 
index evaluates the fairness of distributed resources for a group of users competing for 
a common bottleneck channel at a particular tine.
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Figure 3-4 Push-Pull Model
3.8 Fairness and Resource Management Related Work
In the DTN hterature, fairness and resource management in DTN are mainly 
discussed in terms of routing algorithms. For example, fairness is discussed in [22] 
where a RAPID DTN routing protocol is proposed and fairness experiments were 
carried out, using Jain’s fairness index to analyse the fairness of RAPID. It was found 
that the protocol is fair to parallel flows. However, my approach is different. I propose 
to use fairness metrics within the model and will compare the impact of adding my 
model to existing DTN routing protocols performance.
Fairness is also discussed in [48] m terms of routing and a fair routing in DTN 
is proposed. The authors’ algorithm works on the basis of the strength of social 
interaction, so that messages are forwarded to the link that has the strongest social 
relationship with the target. The authors propose a separate routing algorithm to 
provide fairness, while I propose to implement the FARM model while using many of 
the existing routing algorithms.
There are various mechanisms in the DTN literature to discuss resource 
managements, and there are many references which focus on the management of buffer
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resources; in my model, however, I focus on the bandwidth. Reference [49] proposes 
the concept of Message Ferrying (MF) where some of the nodes, which are called 
ferries, act as buffer nodes to carry the data for aU other nodes. The authors proposed a 
model by allocating the available buffer fairly among other nodes between different 
connection sessions. FARM, however, distributes the capacity of the resources fairly 
between the available nodes, based on the history of past acceptances and rejections of 
traffic requests [19]. It also assumes there are enough buffer resources to store the data 
in the intermediate nodes.
Reference [48] also proposes an adaptive optimal buffer management scheme that 
deals with DTN's limited bandwidth and the varying size of messages based on buffer 
allocation management. The scheme is designed to maximize the delivery rate and 
reduce the delivery delay by designing a dropping policy. The authors’ model [48] wUl 
drop the messages after storing them in the buffer, which means that the messages 
have already consumed some valuable bandwidth. In contrast, FARM decides from 
which sending node to accept the traffic before attempting to store the data. When the 
link is established, the model decides whether to admit or reject the data during the 
transmission process and will not admit the message to the buffer unless the requesting 
users satisfy the highest admission criteria, such as CoS, highest past rejection rate and 
lowest past acceptance rate[ 19] [18].
Reference [50] proposes a DTN-based delivery method for an environment with 
limited infrastructure facihties; this method prioritises the users’ data requests 
according to their relative importance and their deadline. The authors propose a system 
to exchange the word-of-mouth information by assuming multiple portable servers 
called InfoBoxes that collect/disseminate data. Interested users will contact the 
InfoBoxes with the importance of their query and its deadline. The authors’ system 
focuses on the increase in user satisfaction arismg from a given probabiHty of the 
users' movement between two spots by proposing a carry-and-forward-based technique 
for dehvering queries/responses. FARM, however, prioritises users according to their 
past acceptances and rejections. It will also increase the users’ throughput and 
maintain a higher delivery probabiHty as we shaft see in the simulation results 
described in Chapters 5 and 6.
Many resource management mechanisms in the literature are in form of new 
routing algorithms. My model can be apphed to the DTN routing algorithms. Four
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different benchmark DTN routing algorithms are used to verify my model, namely: 
Epidemic [51], Prophet [52], Maxprob [53] and Spray and Wait [54]. They are used as 
a data push operation for the DTN data puU operation resource management model.
Epidemic routing [51] uses a system of flooding, where the nodes rephcate and 
transmit the bundles to all other nodes which do not have a copy of those bundles. 
However, it uses the resources extensively because it creates many replications. 
Probabüistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity 
(PRoPHET) [52] tries to provide better resource utilization by ehminating the 
production of repHcations and depending instead on the history of opportunistic 
encounters. Replication messages will only be produced if the contact has a reasonable 
chance of delivering them, based on the histoiy of past encounters. MaxProp [55] 
works by prioritizing scheduled transmitted and dropped packets. It uses the historical 
data of past meetings to decide the high probability of meeting connections and 
maintains an ordered queue based on the destination of each message. Spray and Wait 
routing protocol [54], as its name suggests, consists of two phases. It sprays a number 
of copies into the network and waits for at least one of those messages to arrive at 
destination. It tries to improve the delivery ratio and minhnize the message delay 
ratio. FARM model was apphed to the four routing algorithms and the variations in the 
network performance were analysed; the results are given in Chapter 5.
3.9 The Fairness Concept in FARM and DTN Aircraft Applications
Fairness is an important objective in DTN and is useful in situations where a 
number of flows share scarce channel resources in challenging conditions. The simple 
notion of fairness could be seen as dividing the bandwidth equally among competing 
flows [56]. However, when implementing this concept in DTN, if the scarce and 
hmited bandwidth were divided equally among the users, this might, in the worst case 
scenario, result in the network carrying only fragments of the data sent by each user; 
that is, no user would have his complete message reach its destination. However, each 
user needs all his fragments in order to interpret the transmitted messages; again, in the 
worst case scenario, we might end up with the possibility that all of the users have 
uncompleted data and none can therefore reproduce his data.
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The idea of fair capacity distribution can be applied in DTN when there are plenty 
of resources. However, an alternative fairness concept might be required for DTN in 
challenging conditions; this would mean that each user will have folly integrated 
services for his sole use during a particular contact. No other user will share the 
available capacity with him until he sends all his traffic, after which other users may 
get access to the contact if there is any remaining capacity still available. Alternatively 
they will get access to the next contact.
DTN links are not guaranteed and the capacity is limited; therefore, when a hnk is 
available, it is better to send the whole data from a particular user without 
fragmentation. This ensures that the data will be dehvered to its destination in foil, and 
avoids the user waiting for all other fragments to arrive. The next contact might not be 
available for some time and the destination node needs the complete data to start 
reproducing it. Therefore, the priority in DTN is to carry a user’s foil data, one after 
another, and to carry as much as possible in order to ensure better dehvery services and 
the highest network throughput. This can be achieved by allocating the capacity to 
users one after another. The first user will send all his data, and then the second user 
will send, and so on until all users finish sending their data.
As a result, the fair DTN concept means fair distribution of contact opportunities 
among users in a particular area. The priority will be for sending data without 
fragmentation. However, the data may be fragmented if the first user admitted has sent 
all his data and there is still remaining capacity in that contact. In this case, the current 
contact will carry as much as possible of the second user's data and the remaining 
fragments will have the highest priority in the next contact which arrives. In summary, 
fairness in DTN aircraft applications means the equal contacts opportunities 
distribution for all users within the same area. This concept is implemented in FARM.
3.10 Allocation Concept in DTN Limited Resources
We assume that users are using the links for non-real-thne data transfer 
appHcations where each user wants to send data files to other destinations. These data 
file can be a PDF file, an image, a video...etc. At the destination, the receiver needs 
all the data fragments in order to open the file. If the resources are Hmited and the Hnk 
is taking a fragment from each user, this might lead - m the worst case scenario- to the 
destination user being unable to reproduce aft the data. I therefore propose to assign
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the whole capacity to one user first, followed by another and so on, to enable each user 
to have his data folly reproduced at destination.
Notations:
Let the following:
%i : User i, where i= 1, 2.. ..N.
N: Maximum number of users. 
a f  Aircraft j, where j= 1, 2 ...M.
M: Maximum number o f aircraft.
Q: User ( x{) requested capacity, i= 1, 2...N 
B f  Total available link capacity in aircraft (uj), j= 1, 2 .. .M. 
t: Time (session time).
S: Maximum number of session times. 
ts : Session time number, s= 1, 2 ....S.
R: Remaining un-transmitted data.
Assume limited fi*equency of aircraft contact in a remote area which has a 
maximum number of ground users (N). There are maximum numbers of data transport 
aircraft (M) passing over this area at random session time intervals (t^). At each 
there is a minimum of one carrier, e.g. one aircraft per session. It is assumed that 
aircraft (aj) with capacity (Bj) is able to carry at least one user’s data file (Q) per 
session contact. It is also assumed that each aircraft cannot carry two users’ data in the 
same time session due to the hmited duration of the contact. However, they might 
carry one user’s data (Q) plus a fragment from the next one (Q+i) as shown in 
equation (3-2).
( 3 - 2 )
For i= 1, 2....N and j= 1, 2 ...M.
At destination, the receiver needs the whole file data to identify the transmitted 
messages.
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Let the remaining users’ un-transmitted data R tsifv  ^ j)  session’s time (t^) by 
aircraft (Uy) is:
^ ;) = Ci -  Bj ( 3 - 3 )
For i= I, 2....N, j= 1, 2 ...M and s=l, 2 ...S.
At session time fy, the remaining un-transmitted data of user Xi by aircraft per user
is:
N
=  Bi) ( 3 - 4 )
i = l
Where Ci —B^ is user Xi remaining un-transmitted data ( ) is the available
capacity of aircraft (a^) and ( C^) is the file size requested capacity by user Xj and so 
on.
Therefore, when
N M
( 3 - 5 )
i = l  ; = l
Bj is the full data capacity of aircraft aj. This means that there is remaining un- 
transmitted data and hence the data cannot be reproduced at destination.
However, for example, at time session fy, when
R t^(x i,a j)=  C i - B j < 0  ( 3 - 6 )
This means that user x^ has no remaining data to send, i.e. he has sent his entire 
data file, and this is also true of all other users. For all users at all-time sessions and all 
available aircraft, users cannot reproduce their data unless the condition in equation 
(3 — 7) becomes true
S N M
ay) < ^ (  ^  Ci -  ^  B; ) <  0 (3 -  7)
t = i  i = i  7=1
Generally, the remaining un-transmitted capacity equation is
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P-tx (^0
^Af).
^ ( C i -  B J
i = l
TV
^ ( C i  -  B2)
1=1
TV
^ ( C i  -  B„)
L- 1 = 1
( 3 - 8 )
3.10.1 Case 1: Equal Capacity Distribution:
I assume that the available capacity is distributed equally among the users and each 
one is assigned an equal fragment of it, as in the traditional form of resource 
distribution. For example, for aircraft %, each user’s share of the available capacity 
is:
(Cl — Bf) -  (C2 -  Bi) — ... -  (Ci — Bf) - ( 3 - 9 )
Where is each user's Xj share of the available capacity B  ^of aircraft Therefore,
the available capacity is distributed equally among users Xi : number of users, i= 1, 
2....N.
Generally, for any aircraft j, each user’s share of the capacity is:
(3 - 1 0 )
Where is each user’s Xj share of the available capacity By of aircraft ay. By
referring to equation (3 — 8), the remains of users’ Xj (i= 1, 2....N) un-transmitted data 
at session by aircraft ay per user is
Bt,(Xi, a J  
Btg(Xi, 0 2 )
RtjrÇxi, CLj^ )
Bi 1 r ^ B i i _ Bi -1
 ^ N
B2 ^  B2
+ +. . .  -j-
' Bm ^  Bm ^  Bm
¥ « - ¥ -
(3 - 1 1 )
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> At destination, user identified data:
The condition for reproducing the sent data as in (3-6), (3-7) is C ^  <  B), therefore from 
equation (3-10) and (3-11),
B,
( 3 - 1 2 )
Therefore, C; = . However unless the number of users N =1, B, 9  ^ therefore the
 ^ N J N
conditions are not met. Consequently, it is assumed that user Xi source has not yet 
transmitted all his data; therefore, user's Xf destination cannot retrieve and start 
reproducing the transmitted data file. Therefore, none of the users are satisfied during 
session time ; they thus require another session time ^2 and so on. A higher 
number of time sessions will be required to transmit all the users’ data.
3.10.2 Case 2: Full Capacity Allocation to One User after Another
Here I assume that first aircrafr will take first user's data C1 and if there is any 
remainmg capacity, it will take the second or a fragment of the second user's € 2 - The 
second aircraft «2  will take the remaining fragments of second user's C 2 and if it still 
has remaining capacity, it will take the third or a fragment of the third user's C 3.
The remains of un-transmitted data at session ti by aircraft per user
For example, for user  x^ :
Btj(xi,ai) < Cl — Bi (3 — 13)
if (xi, af) >  0 , then has not transmitted all his data,
if (xi, af) 0 then x  ^has fully transmitted all his data and user X2 is allocated
C2 — (C1 — Bf) And so on C^  — ( C — Bf).
Therefore, for users Xf (i= 1, 2.. ..N), the un-transmitted data at session by aircraft ay 
per user is
B t j ( X i ‘, u f ) r Q - B i  1
= C l  — B  2 +
-B t^ (X j,  CLpf)_ .  C 1 — Bjv7 . -
C 2 - ( C i - B J
C z - ( C i - B 2 )
C 2 - ( C i - B M ) J JV ( C — Bif) .
(3 - 1 4 )
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> At destination, user identified data
In this case of one user after another capacity distribution, the condition for 
reproducing the sent data as in (3-6), (3-7), C/ <  Bj, therefore fi-om equation (3-13) for 
the first user x^, at first time session G
R t s { x i . a , ) =  C i - B i  < 0  ( 3 - 1 5 )
Cl =  Bi, therefore, Bi = B^ and the condition is met. Consequently, user Xi source 
assumed has transmitted all his data; therefore, user Xi destination can retrieve and 
start identifying the transmitted file data at session time .
Assume user Xi has finished reproducing his data, therefore, C i =  0 , for second user 
X2 at session time Ù2
&2(xt,ay) =  d’z — ( ^ 1  ~  Bi) ) < 0  (3 — 16)
C z < B i  ( 3 - 1 7 )
In summary, previous sessions assumed transmitted previous users requests, 
therefore they are equal 0. User Xj source assumed that he has transmitted all his data; 
therefore, user x^  destination can retrieve and start executing the transmitted file data. 
A general expression for this can be seen in (3-18) at fyfor example, for users i= l.. .N,
(3 - 1 8 )
Cl for user Xi is fully delivered after t i  interval only. ^1) =  0 • Therefore,
after fy, user Xi destination has fiilly reproduced his data and there is still remaining 
capacity equal to ( C2 — (Ci — Bi) ).
af)- 0- Bti(x2,ai) Bt^(x3,ai)- ■ Bt^(x^,ai)-
Bt2(Xi,a2) = 0 + 0 + Bf2 (^3; ^2 ) + “ • + CLl)
Rt^CXpOM). -0- 0 0 - ^m).
-Rtxi^paf)- rO] rOi 0 0
B c/X (,a2) = 0 + 0 + Bt2(X3, (I2) +  •.* +
Btg (Xjv, CL2)
0 -0- 0 .  Bt^(xpf, clm).
(3 - 1 9 )
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After Ù2 as in (3-19), user %2 has fully reproduced his data B( (^%2, %) = 0 and so 
on. Eventually, with the increase in time sessions, all the remaining aj)= 0
which means all data is delivered.
Therefore, assigning the whole capacity to one user after another in a situation of 
limited resources (i.e. case 2) ensures that the data for at least one user will be more 
likely to be reproduced, while it is not guaranteed in case 1, when capacity is 
distributed equally between users i.e. case 1. Case 1 is more useful when there is high 
availability of network capacity.
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Figure 3-5 Capacity Management at Scarce Resources
The concept of the distribution of the capacity and allocation of resources can 
be summarised in figure 3 -5 .1 assume that all users are requesting the same capacity 
and that each aircraft can cater for one user at a time. Figure 3-5 (A) represents the 
traditional load-sharing between users where the capacity B is distributed between 
users N at the same session time. In this case all users will have their requested 
capacity after fy. This approach is useful when there are many aircraft contacts and 
their frequency is high, i.e. one aircraft every 10 minutes. On the other hand, if there 
are limited aircraft with very low frequency, e.g. only one aircraft per day, the second 
approach in figure 3-5 (B) is more suitable. This approach will assign the whole 
capacity to one user only for each aircraft. Therefore, the first user will reproduce 
his data earlier at and %2 at t2 ....etc.
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This concept is most usefiil in very scarce and limited DTN conditions and my 
FARM model applies it in such conditions. Whenever there is congestion and 
resources are limited, we apply this approach. When there is no congestion and 
resources are high, we do not apply it and the messages are transmitted according to 
the first interface available by distributing the available capacity among all the users.
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Chapter 4
4. Fair Allocation of Resource Model 
Analysis
Chapter Outline: In this chapter, I  propose my model for fair resource management in DTN. 
The FARM flow chart design is explained and the detailed process is further analysed. The 
equation o f aircraft capacity is derived and various results for different scenarios are 
obtained. The contact estimation is then derived and is used to help the nodes to decide Méen 
to use the model.
4.1 Introduction
DTN works in scarce resource environments, a situation which leads to 
contention among users. It is important to controlling admission to those resources in 
order to provide better control over them and eventually better QoS. Furthermore, if 
more than one user is trying to use the approaching aircraft contact, then the one with 
the highest Class of Service (CoS) will get the highest priority, which will cause the 
others, who have lower CoS, to suffer fi*om lack of fairness. Moreover, for users with 
the same CoS, fair criteria for determining whose traffic to admit first are required.
A rr iv a L -^ /A C JYesDTN with Limited 
Resources \
Arrival
DiscardDiscard
Figure 4-1 Network Admission Control in DTN
Admission Control (AC) is a QoS network procedure which determines how 
bandwidth and latency are allocated to streams with differing requirements. It enables 
users to share network resources by controlling traffic admission to the network and 
thus avoiding traffic congestion and degradation. It is designed to support QoS for
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traffic flows. AC is a method of estimating the available resources and thus deciding to 
accept or reject the traffic demands. Preventing traffic that is more than the network 
can cater for will help to avoid congestion and thus improve the network performance 
and provide better QoS.
As shown in figure 4-1, AC is implemented at the network and controls the 
traffic entering the network. Figure 4-2 illustrates the AC process in an aircraft DTN 
scenario where the passing aircraft has to select which traffic to accept and which to 
reject among the traffic flows of the three users. It can then route the data via the Air 
Traffic Centre (ATC) or via the satellite. Because AC is implemented at the network’s 
edges and some AC do not require many processes through the network apart from 
resource estimations, it is considered a suitable technique for DTN.
Satellite
«■///>
Aircraft W ith DTN 
a w are  radio applying 
FARM m odel 
to  decide  w hich traffic flow  
to  accep t from  th e  
th re e  g round  n o d e s
Airline R outes
U sers w ith
Aware radio
A w are radio
A irport Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) with^
::-A \
Figure 4-2 Ground DTN Users Contend to Share Available Capacity of Passing
Aircraft
In this chapter, I will introduce the Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM) 
which will apply admission control mechanisms to decide which traffic to admit to the 
network resources and in which order.
4.2 FARM Decision Conditions
The main conditions which will have impact on the model’s decision to accept or 
reject traffic transmission request are as follows:
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1) Available Resources: As mentioned earlier, the model will try to estimate the 
available bandwidth resources and accordingly decide whether to admit or reject 
the traffic. If there are enough resources to cater for the traffic demands, it will 
grant access to the network; otherwise, the access will be rejected.
2) Traffic Contract: This states the agreement between the service provider and the 
user to transfer the required traffic. The user informs the network about his type of 
traffic and the performance expected from the network provider. Reference [11] 
discusses the contract in DTN; this contract should be presented to the DTN and 
should indicate the performance required and type of traffic to be transmitted. 
Reference [11] also discussed the required classes of service in DTN and adds an 
additional class of service framework for DTN which can provide better sei*vice 
than simply best effort. Network systems can be characterized by explicit or 
implicit contracts between the network layer and the user. During a delivery 
request, the network will require the user to provide the necessary information 
stated in the contract which will indicate the level of service the network is 
expected to provide. Furthermore, if a network cannot satisfy the contract 
conditions, the user will be iaformed by an error indication [11]. In a DTN 
contract, the contract between the DTN user and the network requires the user to 
specify the communication end points of each bundle, and the network offers best- 
effort delivery within a store-and-forward network.
3) Number o f DTN Nodes Requests at the Same Time: If there is only one request at 
that interval, it will have a better chance of admission, while if there are several 
nodes requesting admission at the same time, this will cause contention.
4) Size o f the Requested Transmitted Data: Small-size messages have a better chance 
of admission compared to bigger ones which might need to be split among more 
than one flight, thus requiring multiple admission sessions. However, I will 
assume that all users are requestmg messages of equal size in order to test the 
fairness performance of the model at equal requested data size.
5) Time o f the Request: For example, for the aircraft scenario discussed m Chapter 2, 
there are more aircraft durmg peak flying hours than at other times; the peak 
transmission time will thus increase the number of transmission opportunities for 
the bundles.
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4.3 DTN Aircraft Resources
In DTN, there are many resources which can be shared and the resources 
required depend on the type of the application. For example, in sensor networks, the 
power and buffer size are limited, and therefore they are the most important resources 
in these networks. In interplanetary applications where the links are far away from 
each other and are often unavailable for long periods, the transmission availability 
bandwidth is the most important resource metric. Ad hoc networks have bandwidth 
and buffer size resources as its main resources. In my research scenario, the aircraft are 
available to users for a limited time only, and therefore I have assumed that bandwidth 
is the limited resources; which I wül use throughout this thesis.
4.3.1 Persistent Buffer Memory
Persistent buffer memory is the available storage memory in the aircraft’s 
mobüe router which enables the aircraft to store the bundles while waiting for another 
contact to accept them. Persistent buffer memory can be represented as a hard disk 
memory carried in the aircraft. However, there are no limitations of space, processing 
power or power in the case of aircraft, unlike the case in sensor networks, for example. 
Therefore, I will assume that the aircraft have unlimited buffer space and can thus cater 
for all users’ requests.
4.3.2 Channel Capacity
Channel capacity is a fimction of contact duration. For both scheduled and 
opportunistic contacts, the contact duration is limited. In [57] for example, the 
transmission availabüity time, i.e. contact time, is around 14 minutes per pass while, as 
we shall see later, the contact duration calculated using equation (4-5) for an aircraft at 
a speed of 900 km/h at an altitude of 9144 m (30,000 ft., as the foot unit is the main 
unit in fhghts altitudes measurement.) is 45 minutes. The longer the contact duration, 
the greater the time avaüable to send bundles, and therefore the more the BW is.
If we want to calculate the expected capacity of a contact, it is important to 
estimate the contact duration of the aircraft with respect to a fixed user on the ground. 
The DTN application concept is based on using a basic type of ground to air VHF
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transceiver which can be deployed in remote areas. The next section will highlight the 
details of the capacity of aircraft datalink
4.4 Aircraft Datalink
Aircraft datahnk is a digital link used to send data messages between ground 
stations and the aircraft. More details can be found in Appendix (A). VHF Datalmk 
(VDL) mode 2 will be the focus of this discussion and it is assumed that there exists a 
mechanism to transfer DTN bundles to aircraft. The maximum data rate of VDL mode 
2 is 31.5 Kbps [58][59], and it is necessary to calculate the total transmission 
availability time, i.e, contact time, which the aircraft needs to fly over the ground node. 
This can be done using the basic equation below:
D
T ( 4 - 1 )
Where T is the time, D is the travelled distance and S is the aircraft speed. 
Aircraft speed varies at different altitudes, and for the purpose of this thesis I will 
assume the scenario of a cruising speed flight at a speed of 900 Km/h [60] at an 
altitude of 30,000 ft. = 9.144 km. In the scenario, wmd speed is ignored and aircraft 
speed is assumed to be equal to ground speed. I need first to calculate the distance 
covered by the aircraft while it is i i  LOS with respect to the ground DTN node. As 
shown in figure 4-3 (A), the radio coverage range is calculated using the 
communications radio horizon equation which is the straight LOS distance (d) m 
kilometres to the earth’s horizon
d = 3.569Vft(m) km  ( 4 - 2 )
Where h is the height above ground or sea level (m meters). As shown m figure 
4-3 (B) and 4-3 (C), the aircraft will become m horizon LOS with the ground node 
twice:
1. From approaching the node’s horizon until it arrives above the node 
( rfi).
2. After leaviig the node until it disappears from node horizon ( ^ 2)- 
Therefore, the total distance during which the aircraft is within the aircraft horizon is 
d — + ^ 2  {km) ( 4 - 3 )
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Now, for my scenario, the aircraft height is 9144 m; hence the radio horizon 
distance is 341 km and the total distance (d) will be 682 km. Accordingly, the 
transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, will be 45 minutes; this is the time that 
the aircraft will be in LOS of the ground node. However, this whole period cannot be 
used for data transmission due to limitations arising fi*om radio performance.
  G round 1o Air Radio
C ontact 
Duration , -
d = R ad io  Horizon
Figure 4-3 Aircraft Contact Duration Calculations
The radio range is dependent on many factors such as the amount of power 
transmitted, the radio gain and the atmosphere. For greater accuracy, I will consider 
that the radio range is 180 NM or 333.36 km based on VDL Mode 2 Physical layer 
validation reports [61]. Therefore, the total distance (d) is 666.72 and the contact 
duration will be 44.5 minutes, which is almost the same as the calculated results and 
therefore confirms my calculations.
For a data rate of 31.5 Kbps, the amount of data that can be transmitted during 
the contact period will be 10.5 Mbytes. Therefore, for users who want to send data of 
more than 10.5 MByte, this technology might not be suitable at present, unless their 
load is fragmented among more than one flight. However, the data rate might be 
improved by friture radio technology; if this happens, the amount of transmittable data 
will be improved accordingly. Furthermore, this result might increase or decrease 
depending on the aircraft’s altitude, speed and angle to the ground terminal, and also 
on the height of the ground terminal, the topography of the curvature of earth and the 
performance of the radios.
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Equation (4 - 4) provides the datalink capacity (C) (MByte) as a function of 
data rate (R) (Kbps), aircraft altitude (h) (ft.) and aircraft speed (km/hr.). Equation (4-
5) provides the aircraft data transport transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, 
as a function of aircraft altitude (ft.) and aircraft speed (km/hr.). The equations’ 
derivation is shown in appendix (B) of this thesis [14].
MByte
Aircraft transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, 
2 X  V 3.4 X  ft {f t )
( 4 - 4 )
t (hr ) (4 — 5)
Applying different variables in equation (4-4) and (4-5), Table 4-1 represents 
examples of transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, at various aircraft speeds 
and heights. The longer the aircraft stays over the ground, the greater the users’ 
chances of exchanging data and the greater the amount of data that can be exchanged.
Table 4-1 Amount of Transmission Availability Time, i.e. Contact Time, for Multiple 
Aircraft Speeds and Multiple Altitudes
Aircraft Altitude 
(1000 ft.)
Aircraft Speed 
(Km/hr.)
Contact
Time
(Minutes)
39 900 48.56
35 700 59J5
31 600 64.94
27 580 62.70
23 550 61.03
19 520 5 8 j^
15 500 5421
10 450 49.18
5 400 39J2
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Table 4-2 represents examples of data capacity given various aircraft speeds 
and heights. These values of heights and speeds are typical values of flight routes for 
commercial aircraft.
Table 4-2 Amount of Transmitted Data for Multiple Aircraft Speeds and Altitudes
Aircraft
Altitude
1000 ft.
Aircraft
Speed
km/hr.
Data Rate kbps 
31.5 (VDL 2)
Data Rate kbps 
19.2 (HFDL)
Datalink Capacity 
MByte
Datalink Capacity 
MByte
39 900 11.47383 6.993573
35 700 13.97509 8.51815
31 600 15.34434 9252741
27 580 14.81401 922949
23 550 14.41849 8.788415
19 520 13.86092 8.448562
15 500 12.8083 7.807014
10 450 11.62 7.082667
5 400 9.243653 5.634227
The results above were obtained when using two data rates, 31.5 Kbps for 
VDL2 and 19.2 Kbps for HF Datalink (HFDL), and more FIFDL details are in 
Appendix (B). The results vary between 5.6 to 15.3 MByte according to the type of 
data rate method used; this may be improved when aeronautical datalink rate 
technology improves. Again, the longer the aircraft stays above the ground node, the 
greater the amounts of data that can be transmitted.
Figure 4-4 shows the relation between the amount of data that can be 
transmitted and the aircraft height. With an aircraft cruising at around 39000 ft, at a 
speed of 900 km/hr, which is represented on the right hand side of the graph, the 
average data that can be transmitted is around 11 MB, while, when the aircraft is
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approaching the airport for landing or leaving the airport during take-off, there will be 
a reduction of both speed and height, and the amount of data that can be transmitted 
will be affected accordingly. The middle of the graph represents the maximum 
possible capacity o f transmitted data, and this is due to the stable route of an aircraft 
preparing for landing. However, the approach mode of aircraft in this calculation is 
only useful in areas surrounding airports, while most of the other users in other areas 
will be using the aircraft when it is in cruising mode.
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Figure 4-4 Amount of Transmitted Data during Multiple Aircraft Speeds and Altitudes
The amount of data that can be transmitted from the ground radio to the aircraft 
depends on radio performance. However, there is no need to constrain ourselves with 
the limited aeronautical bandwidth currently available, because at present those 
facilities are designed for aeronautical applications only and even the limited capacity 
available is unlikely to be available for third party users for commercial data 
transmission applications. On the other hand. High Altitude Long Operation (HALO) 
aircraft [32][33] are already providing real time broadband telecommunication services 
at data rates of 1 to 5 Mbps to homes and up to 25 Mbps to business users. In order to 
provide a more realistic approach of this application for research purposes, I will 
consider something in between these two cases and will assume that a higher 
broadband data rate is available for ground customers. A data transmit speed of 2 
MByte/s will therefore be used in this research, as will be detailed later in Chapter 5.
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4.5 Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM)
One of my main proposals in this thesis is the Fair Allocation of Resources 
Model (FARM) which is a complementary mechanism with various DTN routing 
algorithms. I have already published several papers related to FARM, such as [15] [16] 
[19]. The model will build a history database for each user, consisting of past 
acceptance and rejection attempts in addition to CoS of the node and time o f the 
request. FARM will use these as weighting metrics in order to decide which node to 
assign the capacity to first. The model is based on my previously identified metrics of 
DTN QoS; its main advantage is that it enhances the DTN QoS by providing better 
delivery probability and a higher fairness index. As will be shown in Chapter 5 ,1 will 
use simulation results to compare the performance of DTN routings with and without 
FARM.
4.5.1 Fair Allocation of Resources Model Design
FARM is implemented by applying the admission control mechanism in a 
router where there are a group of source nodes trying to send their messages to the 
receiving router which in turn will route their messages to their destinations. It depends 
upon the receiving side, i.e. the pull mode discussed in Chapter 3, to accept or reject 
the new traffic demand, based on its evaluations of its resources. In the case of an 
aircraft scenario, the aircraft mobile router makes the decision to accept or reject the 
new traffic demands firom the group of users. However, there will be two approaches 
to the aircraft mobile router decision. The first is the active or aircraft-ioitiated 
approach which requires the aircraft to announce itself while the second is the user- 
initiated or semi-passive approach, which requires the aircraft to wait for contact fi'om 
ground nodes. These difierent applications wül require different approaches to suit 
their specific conditions, as we shall see in the following scenarios.
The model will give the whole capacity to a particular user who satisfies the 
highest admission conditions. However, to ensure fair opportunities for different users, 
the number of successful and rejected transmission attempts will be considered during 
the next admission evaluation process. The data exchange protocol between aircraft 
and users (request, accept and reject) is explained in the next section, and the two 
approaches, aircraft-initiated and user-initiated, are examined. The exact format of
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those messages during the implementation phase can be defined in byte fonnat; 
however, this is out of the scope of my current work but could be addressed in future 
studies.
4.5.1.1 The Aircraft-Initiated Approach
In this approach scenario, the aircraft is flying on busy routes and there are a lot of 
ground nodes interested in using this service. The users are in populated areas where 
many users want to send data to other destinations as a commercial application of DTN 
by airline companies as discussed in Chapter 2. This approach depends on the aircraft 
broadcasting its presence at frequent intervals. The traffic admission process is 
performed in four steps, as explained in figure 4-5, which represents one aircraft as a 
mobile router and four ground DTN nodes:
• Step (1): the aircraft broadcasts its presence to users. This may contain its 
unique digital certificate for authentication and its available capacity.
• Step (2): the interested users who have bundles stored in their persistent 
memory reply to the aircraft by signalling, indicating their required traffic capacity 
and identifying themselves to the aircraft by sending their own digital certificate. 
In this scenario, three users out of the four are interested and reply to the aircraft.
Aircraft
M obile
Router
round DTI 
N od e 3 ^
round DTI 
N od e 1 .
round DTI 
N ode 4 ,
round DTI 
N od e 2^
Figure 4-5 Aircraft Initiated Approach Scenario
Step (3): the aircraft will now evaluate the three requests and take the decision to 
admit or reject the traffic based on the requested capacity and the traffic contract, 
which contains the delivery options and priority agreed upon when users registered 
for the DTN service. In this scenario, the aircraft as a mobile router decides to
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accept traffic from ground DTN node 1 and reject traffic from 2 and 3. It sends the 
result back to the ground DTN nodes.
• Step (4): the selected node 1 starts sending its stored bundles while nodes 2 and 3 
keep their load in their persistent memory and wait for another contact.
Figure 4-6 shows the flow chart design of FARM. Each process shown is defined and 
explained in the following paragraphs according to its item number in figure 4-6.
Contact
estimations
(1) Receive aircraft 
announcement
Next Order user
(3) Evaluate available 
resources (9) Traffic liistory 
database and 
history administration 
record generationSelected user(4) Compare available 
resources 
with requested and 
determine which traffic 
flow to accept
Î T T T T T
i (5) Rejection i (6) Acceptance(7) Admrt selected flow 
requests
8
Figure 4-6 Fafr Allocation of Resources Model Flow Chart (FARM)
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> Contact Estimation
Estimating the flight count n(t), which indicates the available number of
aircraft in the range of ground users will help them decide when to expect to be 
contacted by an aircraft. I will discuss this part of the contact estimation process in 
more detail later in the chapter..
1. Receive aircraft announcements:
At high flight counts n(t), that is, when there are many aircraft in range, the 
ground node should be ready and should expect contacts fi-om aircraft at any time. This 
is in the aircraft-initiated approach where the ground users will receive announcements 
firom passing aircraft and can then start sending data.
2. Receive traffic flow requests:
This process is carried out in the aircraft. The ground node will contact the 
aircraft and provide it with the following:
o The required capacity.
o The Class of Service (CoS).
o The history logging, number of accepted transmissions, number of rejected 
transmissions, first time they tried to transmit, and number of attempts. These are 
digitally signed by the previous aircraft to avoid the possibility of the ground 
node faking the logs.
o Their digital signature for authentication. This is optional and out of the scope of 
my work.
Once the aircraft receives the requests, it starts to estimate when the contact 
should start, and how long it should last. This will be used in the next stage of the 
process.
3. Evaluate available resources:
The aircraft knows its speed (S) in km/hr and its height (h) m ft. Therefore, it 
estimates the available time during which the aircraft will be available for the ground 
node, using the equation [14] (4-5), the derivation of which is explained in Appendix 
(B). In the previous process (1), it started the timer; therefore, it can estimate the 
amount of time left before it loses the contact. Accordingly, the available capacity (C) 
will be estimated according to the equation (4-4) as a function of the aircraft speed (S),
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height (h) and the ground radio data rate (R) [14], the derivation of which is also 
explained in Appendix (B).
4. Compare the available resources with the user’s requested capacity and 
determine which traffic flow to accept:
As shown in figure 4-7, this process represents the brain of the FARM model; 
it will include comparing the required capacity with what has been requested by users. 
If there are not enough resources, the admission will be rejected. However, if the 
resources are available, the process will continue to the next step.
If there is only one user, the traffic will be admitted directly without any fiirther 
comparison or evaluation because there are no contentions. However, if there is more 
than one user competing at the same time, the first criterion that will be considered is 
fragmentation, as discussed earlier. The concept of fair admission control is to provide 
a reliable service, where possible giving the whole available capacity to a single user 
during a particular contact. A user with remaining data from a previous contact will be 
given the highest priority, in order for them to send all their data to its destination with 
minimal delay.
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Figure 4-7 Comparison and Determination Flow Chart Process
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If there are no remaining data fragments from previous sessions, then four 
criteria will be used decide which user’s data to admit to the link. The users will be 
prioritised according to the following criteria:
1) CoS: In my present work, I will consider the delivery priority CoS only 
because it is the main CoS parameter. However, I might consider other CoS 
parameters in my future work. There are three delivery priority classes in DTN 
[6]; the model will assign a weighting for each of them. The expedited priority 
will have a weighting of 3, the normal 2 and the bulk 1. So each user will be 
assigned a weight according to their CoS.
2) Highest number of rejections: the number of rejected and failed transmission 
attempts wül be used in this process. If a particular user tried to send his data to 
a passing contact earlier, but was rejected, this will give him priority for the 
next avaüable contact with an aircraft. Therefore, the weighting will be 
according to the number of rejections among the total number of users n:
0 rejections will mean n weight.
1 rejection will mean n+i.
3 rejections will mean n+5 and so on.
3) Lowest number o f requests accepted: the number of accepted and successful 
transmission attempts will be used in this process. If a particular user has the 
lowest history acceptance rate, this will give him priority for the next contact. 
Therefore, the weighting wül be according to the number of acceptances among 
the total number of users n:
0 acceptances wül mean n weight.
1 acceptance wül mean n-L 
3 acceptances wül mean n-3 and so on.
4) First time request: this process will order the users according to their request 
time on the basis o f first in first out (FIFO). An earher order wül have a higher 
weighting and a new request wifi have less weight.
The earliest/oldest request wifi have weight n. 
Second most recent wifi have n-L
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❖ Third most recent requests will have n-2 and so on.
The weighting will be evaluated according to these four criteria, and the user 
with the highest weighting will be admitted. However, if the weight of more than one 
user is equal, then the highest CoS among these users will be admitted. But if more 
than one user has equal weight and equal CoS, then the final criteria will be the user 
whose request time is earher.
5. Rejection Log:
This process includes registering the number of times that a particular user’s 
traffic was rejected. For each user, the number of rejected and failed transmission 
attempts wül be logged into this process. This process is shown as dotted lines in 
figure 4-6 because it is performed in all participating nodes and aircraft, who update 
the number of rejections after every contact time session.
6. Acceptance log:
This process includes registering the number of times a particular user’s traffic 
was accepted. For the same user, the number of accepted and successful transmission 
attempts wül be logged into this process. Again, this process is shown as dotted lines 
in figure 4-6 because it is performed m all participating nodes and aircraft, who update 
the number of acceptances after every contact time session.
7. Admit flow requests:
This represents contacting the selected ground node and teUing them to start 
sending the data
8. Sending data:
This represents the accepted and selected ground user node starting to send the 
data. However, as shown in the flow chart in figure 4-6, if there is still remaining 
capacity after the first user has finished sending their data, the second weight order 
user wiU send after that, and then the third and so on until the whole avaüable capacity 
is used.
9. Generation of the Traffic history database and history administration
records:
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This process includes generating and updating the administration records for all 
users and includes the following:
o Number of rejections.
o Number of acceptances.
o Time of first transmission attempt.
Every time the aircraft receives transmission requests at the end process, it will 
update the rejection and acceptance history database. This status information will be 
updated after every time session and will be sent as administration records in the 
bundle primary block. They will be in the field of Administration Records Flags which 
contains the bundles’ status information, as explained in Section 1.1.2 of the bundle 
protocol specification.
These latest administration records will then be fed back to the users, whether 
their traffic has been admitted or not. The users will use these administration DTN 
records for their next transmission attenq)ts with another aircraft. This process is 
shown as dotted lines in figure 4-6 because it is performed in all participating nodes 
and aircraft by updating the number of rejections after every contact tune session. 
Again, this process is shown as dotted lines in figure 4-6 because it is performed in all 
participating nodes and aircraft, who update the number of rejections after every 
contact time session.
One challenge is that there might be some difficulties regarding the 
authenticity of the feedback and updated DTN administration records, and these 
therefore should be signed with an aircraft’s digital signature to ensure the authenticity 
of the records and to prevent the users from faking the logs.
The model given above was configured and simulated in ONE simulator; all 
the results produced will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6.
4.5.1.2 The User-Initiated Approach
Another approach scenario might be required for military and high security 
apphcations; this scenario demands more passive methods to prevent any enemies 
intercepting the broadcast signals. This approach can be used for a group of ground 
nodes which may be contending with each other to use the available aircraft. This 
scenario assumes that the aircraft are flying without broadcasting signals. The ground
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nodes will therefore be the ones to initiate the contact with the aircraft’s mobile router. 
It further assumes that the ground nodes may know the expected time of approaching 
aircraft in advance: this is possible if they use the estimation methods which I will be 
highlighting later in the chapter. The traffic admission process can be performed in 
three steps, as explained in figure 4-8, which represents one aircraft as a mobile router 
and four ground DTN nodes.
■round! OTi Node 1 . r o u n d  DT! . N o d e  2 , r o u n d  DTI ^ N o d e  3 j r o u n d  DTI . N o d e  4
Figure 4-8 User Initiated Approach Scenario
• Step (1): out of four DTN nodes, three are interested in sending their 
bundles as the aircraft approaches. The three DTN nodes contact the aircraft 
and provide their required capacity and their digital certificate for 
authentication.
• Step (2): the aircraft will now evaluate the three demands and compare 
them with the capacity of resources it has available, the traffic contracts and 
the priority of the three traffics. Accordingly, it decides that it can take 
traffic fi-om both node 2 and node 3, while rejecting traffic from node 1.
• Step (3): Node 2 and 3 send their traffic while node 1 keeps its load in its 
persistent memory and waits for another aircraft contact.
The user-initiated approach FARM model process will be the same as the aircraft 
initiated approach explained before, with the exception of contact probability 
estimation and the first stage of the process.
> Contact Estimation: Estimating the flights count n(t) is more important and 
useful in the user-initiated approach than in the aircraft-initiated because, for 
security and intelligence purposes, the ground nodes are not alerted to the 
aircraft’s arrival. In the user-initiated approach, contact estimation is useful and 
helps users to decide when is the most likely time that aircraft will arrive, and
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hence, when to start sending. Because the ground nodes do not know when the 
aircraft are approaching, the contact estimation will help them decide when to 
start trying to contact an aircraft. The threshold value for the recommended 
transmission time will be explained later in this chapter.
• At highest flight counts contact aircraft randomly: Referring to process (1) 
in flow chart figure 4-6, when there is a high flight count above the threshold 
value as estimated m the contact estimation process, the ground node will 
randomly attempt to contact aircraft until receiving a reply.
The rest of the processes will continue in a similar manner to the aircraft initiated 
approach. It is worth mentioning that this approach is not fully passive because the 
adversary nodes might know that the aircraft exists through its acknowledgments of 
data reception. However, this is still safer than broadcasting in all directions, as in the 
aircraft-initiated mode. Alternatively, there are other techniques which can be used 
such as Electronic Countermeasures (ECM), which includes a variety of electrical or 
electronic devices designed to trick, avoid or deceive adversaries.
4.5.2 Contact Estimations
The greater the number of flights, the higher the chance of transmitting 
bundles. Peak flying areas, which have more flights than other areas, will have a 
greater ability to carry bundles. Off peak and less busy routes, however, will mean 
fewer available mobile routers and therefore cause more contention among interested 
users.
The contact estimation process is carried out at the ground user’s nodes because it 
is useful to help them try to deterrnine the best time for transmission and thus ensure 
better and guaranteed delivery. It is also usefiil for deciding the type of traffic that can 
be dealt with, i.e. whether it is real tune voice/video or simply data messages. Where 
there is a high flight count, that is, more flights, we can send real-time voice/video 
messages. Alternatively, when there is a low fhght count, sending real time voice 
messages is not recommended, and only data messages can be sent. Enabling ground 
users to determme the best time for their particular type of message can be achieved by 
settmg a threshold value which wül determme the recommended apphcation type for 
each estimated flight count.
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In this section, I will outline two methods to help ground nodes decide their best 
time, location and probability for acceptance. The first method is based on the real data 
of flight activities, while the other is based on probability ealculations.
4.5.2.1 Contact Estimation Based on Real Data of Flight Activities
This method uses the real data from flight activities at different times and 
locations. The flight count will be a fimction of time and location and will depend on 
the ground user’s location and the time he is trying to contact, whether at low or peak 
flying hours. In order to come up with criteria for determining the best transmission 
time, 1 will consider the scenario of aircraft at cruise speed and at a height of 12000 m. 
This altitude is most useful to most of the ground nodes, while lower altitude, used 
during take-off, and is therefore most useful only to ground nodes near the airports. 
For h = 12Q00 m  and from radio horizon equation (4-2), the radio coverage range 
will be 391 km. Let’s assume that there is a ground node with Omni directional 
antenna, which means the radio can receive and send signals to 360° in all directions 
and covers a circle around the node as shown in figure 4-9.
Are»
Figure 4-9 Ground Node Coverage Area
The radius of the circle represents the radio horizon range. Therefore r  =d and 
hence the total coverage area around the ground node will be:
A = n  X = n  x 391^ = 480.2 x 10^ krn^ (4 — 6)
In other words, the ground node is the center of this area and if there is any aircraft 
in this area, it will mean that there is a contact available to and reachable by the ground 
node.
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4.5,2.L1 Flight Location
Table 4-3 indicates how flight activity is distributed among different parts of the 
world, according to the Official Airline Guides (GAG) report for Jan 2010 [62]. For 
the purpose of this thesis, 1 will consider three example regions: W. Europe, North 
America and Africa.
The contact flight count will be a function of the location because different parts 
of the world have different flight activities. The average number of daily flights iti the 
world is 80,000 [62]. Let (N) be the flight counts per node coverage m one day, and, 
for example, lef s assume that we want to estimate how many aircraft are available in 
24 hours for a ground node located m North America. Therefore, 1 can estimate N as in 
(4-7), which is
23
iV = ^  f l ig h ts
Average world tota l fl ig h ts  x Region activ ity
Total region areau
480.2 X 10^ Flights
Table 4-3 Fhghts Regions Activities [62]
( 4 - 7 )
Part of the world Europe North
America
Africa
Percentage of 
world flights 
activity
26.8 32.1 3
Since North America's total area is 24,709,000 kni^, the results will be N= 499 
fhghts. Europe's total area is 10,180,000fem^ ; therefore, N=101L Similarly, let’s 
estimate how many aircraft are available in 24 hours for a ground node located in 
Africa, where the flight activity is very limited, i.e. only 3% of the worldwide traffic. 
If I use equation (4-7) and Africa's total area is 30,221,532 /cm^; the results wül be 
N=38, which is very limited compared to Europe and North America.
4.5,2,L2 Flight Times
There are more flights during daytime than night time. Figure 4-10 illustrates all the 
fhght activity in USA over one day [63]. This activity pattern is relatively common for
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all parts of the world; mid-day is the highest activity time, while after midnight is the 
lowest.
All Airborne Aircraft (Day)
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Figure 4-10 Real Data Flights Counts in 24 Hours [63]
The curve was used to provide an approximate pattern for the flight activity in 24 
hours. The total average value {N) was divided by 24 to find out the normalized 
activity flight counts per hour. Each hour then is multiplied by an activity factor F(t) 
deduced from the curve pattern for each hour. For example, F  for 0600 hour is 0.25, 
while it is 1.45 for 1500 hour. Let’s assume n(t) is the number of flights per region per 
node at time t, therefore
N
n (t) = F (t) X  —  f l ig h ts ( 4 - 8 )
The results are plotted in figures 4-11 and 4-12 which represent the estimated 
number of aircraft existing per node in three regions. As we can see, in Europe and 
North America, there is always a better possibility of establishing a DTN contact, 
while in Africa, where there is a hmited amount of flight activity, the chances are 
much lower.
4.5.2,1,3 Observations on the Method
This is an approximation method and it does give indications about the best time 
for the ground user to use this service. However, it does have limitations. Firstly, it 
does not include oceanic areas but mainly focuses on land areas. Furthermore, this 
method is useful mainly for areas located away from airports because there are more 
activities around airports than the proposed method due to high airport flying 
activities. In addition, flight activities may fluctuate with social, economic and political
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changes. It is therefore recommended that these tables and factors are updated at least 
once a month to reflect the changes in commercial flying activities. The accuracy of 
the method can also be increased if we reduce the calculation, making it by country 
rather than by continent, an issue which can be addressed in future work.
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Figure 4-11 Approximate Flights Counts per DTN Node in Africa in 24 Hours
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Figure 4-12 Approximate Flights Counts per DTN Node in Europe and North America
in 24 Hours
4.5.2,1,4 Contact Estimation Threshold
1 can set threshold values for the ground node before initiating the contact by 
evaluating the possible fhght count n(t) at the requested transmission time. If it is
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above the threshold value, then they can start the transmission attempt. The threshold 
value for the data transfer is at least one available contact or n(t)=l; if less than a 
complete contact is available, then the session initiation is not recommended. This 
threshold value is mainly useful in Africa, because, as we can see in figure 4-11, the 
flight count n(t)<l is between 0000 and 0800 hours. In this case, contact attempts are 
not recommended. In North America and Europe, however, this threshold is less 
critical, because, as we can see in figure 4-12, all flight count are n(t)>l at all hours of 
the day. In future work, a threshold value can also be set for the type of apphcation 
desired, such as real time voice, multimedia and real time video transmissions.
Later, in my model simulations, I assume that all the users have more contacts than 
might be the case in actuahty, and, therefore, that the threshold value is satisfied.
4.5.2.2 Contact Estimation Based on Number of Flights
This is the second method for contact estimation; it can be carried out within a 
group of ground nodes, so that they can estimate their chances of being accepted prior 
to the arrival of a contact. Contact estimation is a proactive method and it is useful 
because it helps the ground nodes decide their chances of their traffic transmission 
requests being accepted by the passing data transport aircraft. The second method of 
estimation calculation will be a function of the number of users, their requested 
capacity, the number of aircraft and their available capacity during the contact period.
For that, 1 have built a simple application programme using Visual Basic.NET 
(VB.NET) programmmg language, which wül evaluate the capacity of the aircraft 
based on its height and speed using equation (4-4). The application wül ask for the 
following data which are fed in by the users: number of users and their CoS, capacity 
requested by each user, and the aircraft height (altitude), flying speed and the datalink 
data rate. The application will run the calculation and suggest the minimum number o f 
aircraft needed to carry all the capacity requested by aft the users. Furthermore, it will 
calculate the aircraft capacity avaüable, the coverage area and the estimated 
transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, by the aircraft according to equation 
(4-5). Figure 4-13 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the application which 
was buftt using VB.Net programming language.
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Figure 4-13 Contact Estimation Application
4.5.2 3 Results Produced by the Application Programme
The application will provide two types of output, one in the form of tables in a 
Microsoft Office (MS) Word file and another in the form of graphs in an MS Office 
Excel file. However, the main function of the application is to provide the users, each 
of whom has a specific CoS, i.e. Delivery priority, and is requesting a specific 
capacity, with an estimate of the probability of their acceptance given the CoS and 
requested capacity of the other users requesting at the same tune, as explained in the 
example scenario below:
For example, what is the acceptance probability for four users as follows?
User 1 requests 55 MB and has Expedited delivery priority CoS 
User 2 requests 22 MB and has Bulk delivery priority CoS 
User 3 requests 25 MB and has Normal delivery priority CoS 
User 4 requests 77 MB and has Expedited dehvery priority CoS
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Figure 4-14 Contact Estimation Application Suggests the Minimum Required Number
of Aircraft to Carry the Required Data
For example, given an aircraft altitude of 11000 m, a speed of 900 km/hr and a 
data rate of 512 kbps, 1 will assume that the aircraft and the ground nodes have a 
datalink rate of 512 kbps in order to minimize the number of requested aircraft. When 
the application is run, it will calculate the capacity and then advice that one aircraft 
does not have enough to carry all the requested capacity of the four users, as shown in 
figure 4-14; it will then recommend the minimum number of aircraft needed to carry 
the requested amount of data. The application will also calculate each user's 
probabihty of acceptance according to the number of aircraft 1 choose, even if this is 
lower than the number it has recommended. For example, if 1 choose one aircraft, the 
apphcation will output the probability of each user's probabihty o f acceptance in that 
situation, and so on until I select the minimum number suggested by the apphcation 
which is four aircraft. In this case, the probabihty will be 100%.
Examples of those outputs are shown in tables 4-4 and 4-5. Table 4-4 will 
provide a summary of the probabilities per the increased number of aircraft. As we can 
see, if there is one aircraft in the vicinity of the four users, then their acceptance 
probabihty will be 30.54%; if two, then their probability will rise to 43.97%, and so on 
until it becomes 100% with the four aircraft.
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Table 4-4 Example o f The Apphcation Summary Report Output
No. Interested Users -  4 / /  No. Aircraft = 4 / /  Total BW per Aircraft -  54.666 MB //  
Total Req. BW = 179 MB / / Aircraft Height = 11000 m / / Aircraft Speed = 900 km/hr. 
/ / Datalink Rate = 512 Kbps
Aircraft Acceptance
Probability
l%]
1 30.54
2 43.97
3 78.46
4 100
Table 4-5 below provides a detailed analysis per aircraft and wiU show how the 
available capacity is distributed among each of the requesting users. For example, in 
the above example, there are four users with various capacity requests. Given that each 
aircraft has 54.666 MB capacity, aircraft 1 will take 54.666 of the 55MB of user 1 
(Higher CoS expedited) and 0.334 will remain. Aircraft 2 will start with user 1 and 
take 0.334 (54.666-0.334= 54.332 remaining in the aircraft capacity) of user 1 and then 
will take the traffic of user 4 (Higher CoS) (54.332 -77=22.668 remaining of user 4’s 
requested capacity) and so on. The application will also provide some simple results in 
graph form, like that shown in figure 4-15; these graphs show each user and their 
requested capacities.
This method of contact estimation can be implemented at the ground nodes 
only while FARM is a global model implemented by the collaboration o f all ground 
and aircraft nodes who all exchange feedback data related to all previous attempts. But 
how do ground nodes know how much other nodes want to send and what their CoS 
is? This can be done within a cluster of nodes by ground nodes exchanging the data 
among themselves before the arrival of the aircraft; this method saves the scarce and 
valuable transmission availabihty time, i.e. contact time, of the aircraft.
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Table 4-5 Application Detailed Report Output (Detailed Data per Aircraft)
No. Interested Users == 4 // No. Aircraft = 4//TotalBW == 54.666//TotalReq. BW = 179
No. Req. BW CoS Req. Tim. Weight Acc. BW Acc. Pro.
AIRCRAFT 1
Acceptance Probability [%] = 30.54// Rejection Probability [%] = 69.46 
Global Pul filled BW = 54.666 // Remaining Unfulfilled BW = 124.334 
Prop. Fulfilled BW (%) = 30.54 // Prop. Unfulfilled BW (%) = 69.46
1 55 Expedited 2 7 54.666 30.54
2 22 Bulk 3 5 0 0
3 25 Normal 1 6 0 0
4 77 Expedited 4 7 0 0
Total 54.666 30.54
AIRCRAFT 2
Acceptance Probability [%] = 43.97 // Rejection Probability [%] = 56.03 
Global Fulfilled BW = 109.332 // Remaining Unfulfilled BW = 69.668 
Prop. Fulfilled BW (%) = 61.079 // Prop. Unfiilfilled BW (%) = 38.92
1 0.334 Expedited 1 7 0.334 0
2 22 Bulk 2 6 0 0
3 25 Normal 3 7 0 0
4 77 Expedited 4 8 54.332 43.97
Total 54.666 43.97
AIRCRAFT 3
Acceptance Probability [%] = 78.46 // Rejection Probability [%] = 21.54 
Global Fulfilled BW = 163.998 // Remaining Unfulfilled BW = 15.002 
Prop. Fulfilled BW (%) = 91.619 // Prop. Unfulfilled BW (%) = 8.38
1 0 Expedited 2 8 0 0.48
2 22 Bulk 3 7 6.997 10.04
3 25 Normal 4 8 25 35.88
4 22.668 Expedited 1 8 22.6 32.06
Total 54.666 78.46
AIRCRAFT 4
Acceptance Probability [%]= 100/ / Rejection Probability [%] = 0 
Global Fulfilled BW = 179// Remaining Unfulfilled BW = 0 
Prop. Fulfilled BW (%) = 100// Prop. Unfulfilled BW (%) = 0
1 0 Expedited 0 0 0 0
2 15.003 Bulk 1 4 15.003 99.99
3 0 Normal 0 0 0 0
4 0 Expedited 0 0 0 0
Total 15.003 100
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Figure 4-15 Application Produced Graph of Each User's Requested Capacity in 
relation to The Overall Available Capacity
There are two cooperation processes, one between all ground and air nodes, 
and another between ground nodes only; this latter is the method I describe. The 
ground nodes communicate with each other before the arrival of the aircraft so that, 
when the aircraft arrives, they already know who has the highest opportunity of getting 
accepted.
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Chapter 5
5. F air Allocation of Resources Model 
Settings and Results
Chapter Outline: This chapter contains the main results of this thesis. Various simulation 
tools are briefly examined and the selected simulation tool Opportunistic Network 
Environment (ONE) is further explained, together with the modifications introduced and the 
configuration in the source code. Contact-to-contact and end-to-end results are shown, with 
and without FARM, for various DTN routing algorithms. The best performing routing 
algorithm is identified, in addition to the comparison results comparing the use o f aircraft with 
that of other transportation methods, such as buses and ferries.
5.1 DTN Simulators
Several tools can be used to simulate and implement the bundle protocol aspects 
of DTN. DTN2 is the reference implementation of the bundle protocol and is 
maintained by DTNRG. ‘The goal o f this implementation is to clearly embody the 
components of the DTN architecture, while also providing a robust and flexible 
software framework for experimentation, extension, and real-world deployment”[3]. 
Another tool exists, called DTNperf2 [64]; this is an end-to-end apphcation test tool 
and traffic generator. It is suitable for the DTN apphcation layer when the implantation 
tool DTN2 is used for the bundle layer; DTN2 is therefore considered as a platform for 
DTNperG. Another DTN simulator is the DTNSim2 Simulator; this is Java-based; 
there are also other DTN implementations, such as IBR-DTN C++ and Java BP-RI 
implementation [3].
In the early stages of my research, I developed a server and a multi-client Java 
program that would attempt to simulate FARM. This server and program were 
designed to perform a scenario based on an aircraft-initiated approach scenario like 
that shown in figure 4-5. The simulation was based on one-way communication firom 
the ground node to the passing aircraft and for one hop only. One server represents the
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aircraft as a mobile router, and only three clients are simulated because, according to 
the scenario, the fourth node is not transmitting, and is therefore ignored in the 
simulation. Also, the choice was also limited to three cHents in order to match the three 
DTN priority classes (Expedited, Bulk and Normal). Each chent was therefore 
assigned a different priority.
The design model focused on the application layer because this is where the 
decision is made to accept or reject clients’ requests, based on the application's 
evaluation of the resources. In that initial design, there were two criteria for the server 
to decide whether to accept or reject the admission request: the available resources and 
the priority of classes. If  there were not enough resources available, the highest priority 
client would be assigned the traffic, while the lower would be rejected. The program 
was tested and proved to work according to the set criteria. After running the program, 
the server rejected traffic from clients requesting more than the server’s capacity and 
admitted traffic from chents that required the same or less than the server’s capacity. 
Furthermore, when there was more than one client requesting at the same thne, the 
higher priority user was admitted while the lower priority user was rejected. This 
FARM model provides greater control over resources and more privileges to users 
with higher priority. The higher the user's priority, the greater the control over 
resources and the more privilege the user has. At this stage, the simulation program 
was fairly simple.
Later on, I investigated the possibility of using DTNperfZ [64] which is a 
client-server evaluation tool developed in standard C measure performance of DTN by 
goodput ratio (average number of bits acknowledged per second) and various logs 
[19].It was developed by University of Bologna in Italy and has two modes of 
operation: data and time. The data mode provides goodput results for the whole data 
transmission and acknowledgment, while the time mode provides the goodput for the 
set operation thne. I have tested this tool for my preliminary work and attended a 
workshop about its suitability for my proposal. The tool works in a UNIX environment 
and I ran the tool in data mode to see the performance when sending 11 MByte of data, 
which is an average amount of data to send when the aircraft has a flight cruising 
speed, according to the VDL2 data rate.
Various issues indicated that the DTNPerG tool was not suitable for testing my 
FARM simulations. First of all, the DTN perfZ tool provides analysis for one client to
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one server only; this makes it difficult to test the performance of multiple clients in a 
congested scenario, which the model was designed to tackle. In addition, FARM 
requires a two-way communication, whereas DTNPerG is basically one-way. 
Moreover, in order to implement the communications protocol, a state machine is 
necessary on both ends, together with various other software components (e.g. to 
evaluate available resources, maintain the access history and make decisions 
accordingly). I therefore stopped using DTNperfZ and looked for other suitable tools.
Eventually, I chose to use the Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) 
simulator [13], which is an open source Java platform for testing routing and 
apphcation protocols. This tool can be used to build various scenarios, based on 
different movement models. It is suitable for simulating aircraft movement as it has 
various fimctions to control the aircraft's range and speed. ONE also has a cluster 
movement model which can be used to configure FARM, where it represents groups of 
users trying to access a passing data mule node. More details about the ONE simulator 
can be found in Appendix (D).
5.2 Simulator Configurations
The Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM) is based on the collection o f 
feedback and history data of past instances of acceptance and rejection of transmission 
requests, as explained in Chapter 4. FARM will assign the available contact capacity to 
the user nodes which have a heavier weighting o f highest rejections, lowest 
acceptances, higher CoS i.e. dehvery options, and oldest requests [15] [16].
I built, configured and integrated FARM in the (ONE) [13] simulator, a Java based 
simulator used in the literature for DTN testing and verification. In order to 
realistically mimic a ONE scenario, the ground nodes/hosts must be close to each other 
(i.e. from the air, they must look as if they are in the same location) and their speeds, 
although not zero, must be significantly less than that of the aircraft. Also the buffer 
sizes of the ground nodes should be considerably less than those of the aircraft group. 
For the aircraft, the buffer size should be abundant. According to the scenario, the only 
aircraft resource which is limited is the bandwidth or capacity, which needs to be 
defined.
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The ONE simulator is configured so that the messages are transmitted from a 
cluster group of users to the passing contact whenever a connection is established, and 
when the passing contact has a vacancy to cany the users’ messages. This is the 
default configuration m ONE, which can be considered as similar to First in First out 
(FIFO). In the default setting of the DTN routing algorithms in the message selection 
process, there are no preferences for CoS or for any other metrics. I will compare this 
approach with my FARM approach, which applies various metrics m order to decide 
which message(s) to admit to the aircraft data transport and thus to provide a fairer 
method for resource allocation. I will configure only the aircraft-initiated approach in 
this thesis because it is the most common type.
Looking at the concept of the fairness and resource allocation, I will compare the 
techniques of capacity splitting between users with the allocation of capacity to one 
user after another. ONE has no resource sphtting or distribution variables which could 
interfere with my comparison. The ONE simulator nodes are set to randomly send their 
data one after another to the passing aircraft, and the aircraft will take their data one 
after another without applying any preference metrics criteria. This means that my 
comparison references will be the same. FARM apphes various additional metrics to 
decide which message to admit to the aircraft data transport.ONE was used both with 
and without FARM to show whether FARM produces any variation in performance. 
The results showed better performance when we enabled my proposed model. This 
proves that, in situations of limited resources, implementing FARM wül ensure better 
gradual fairness.
After implementing the required configurations and building the FARM using 
JAVA language as shown in Java source code in Annex (C), the codes were integrated 
into the ONE simulator and were run to obtain results. Annex (D) contains detailed 
information about the ONE simulator, the configuration settings for various scenarios 
and the modifications I carried out in order to test FARM.
5.3 QoS Contact-to-Contact / End-to-End
Traditional networks are judged by the abihty to provide both end-to-end QoS and 
hop-to-hop QoS. However, in the disconnected nature of the DTN environment, links 
are not guaranteed and the next hop might not arrive for some time. This means that it 
might be difficult and impractical to provide the hop-to-hop concept. Instead, I think
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that the QoS in a DTN disconnected environment should be judged per contacts 
because contact is the main resource. Whenever a contact becomes available, it will 
implement the QoS requirements through collaboration with other contacts and by 
referring to the past data recovered from the nodes. Providing the QoS contact-to- 
contact in DTN in this way is more viable, as can be seen in figure 3-4 in Chapter 3, 
which shows users 1 to 5 contacting aircraft AA and users 6-10 contacting aircraft CO. 
Furthermore, end-to-end QoS can be provided based on the performance of the routing 
algorithms and the availability of contacts. This can be seen in figure 3-4 where users 1 
to 5 and users 6-10 exchange data using intermediate aircraft AA, BB, CC and DD.
As discussed in Chapter 3 ,1 see that the delivery probability and the fairness as 
the most important QoS DTN metrics, but I will evaluate other metrics as well. In this 
chapter, the performance analysis metrics are delivery probability, the overhead ratio, 
average latency, fairness and the user’s throughput. These variables will be used to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed idea of using aircraft on commercial routes 
as a DTN bundle data transport method and also to verify the effectiveness of FARM 
to provide better performance at various scenarios. There will be two sets of results as 
follows: contact-to-contact and end-to-end.
5.3.1 Set 1 Results: Contact-to-Contact
As the model is located in the application layer between the nodes and the 
arriving contact, with the ground node itself considered a contact, it is useftil for 
providing better contact-to-contact performance. It is a hop-to-hop process but works 
specifically with hops to a contact which has the capability to carry data for other uses. 
As shown previously in figure 2-3, this can be explained as the single hop between a 
user and an aircraft, between an aircraft and another aircraft or between an aircraft and 
a satellite. It does not consider the delivery of data from source to destination as in the 
end-to-end form. A Contact-to-Contact set of result is tested by the two following 
metrics:
o Fairness: the average value of Jam's fairness index as a measure o f fair 
allocation of resources between the arriving contacts and all the requesting users.
o Users’ Throughput: the average value o f users who fully delivered their 
generated messages between the ground nodes and the arriving contacts. This
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provides a measure by which to estimate the percentage of hilly satisfied users, 
from the network's perspective. It must be noted that this is different from 
Quality of E?qperience (QoE), which is a subjective measure o f users’ satisfaction 
with the provided services. Users' throughput, however, is evaluated from the 
service provider’s or network provider’s perspective and not from the 
perspective o f the user. It is an objective measure and is more related to DTN 
QoS because it estimates how well the model is enhancing the performance of 
the DTN by satisfying a larger group of end users.
There will be neither dehvery probability nor average latency in this set because 
these variables are related to routing end-to-end delivery of data from source to 
destination.
5.3,2 Set 2 Results: End-to-End
This set of results will evaluate the performance from source to destination and it 
is linked to the routing algorithms used. This is because the routing algorithms and not 
the model are responsible for dehvering the data. However, FARM is a complementary 
mechanism which works with various routing algorithms and does improve the routing 
performance and, therefore, the end-to-end performance. I will test it between source 
and destination by applying the following metrics;
o Delivery Probability: This is evaluated in ONE as the total number of 
messages delivered compared to the number originally created by all DTN nodes 
throughout all available contacts.
o Overhead Ratio: this is a measure of the bandwidth efficiency of the 
protocol. I.e., how many "extra" (successful) transfers were needed for each 
delivery? [13]. It is the amount of message transfers that did not result in a 
dehvered message. It is also an indication of the number of intermediate hops 
that were needed to send the message from source to destination. The smaller the 
overhead, the smaller the number of hops and the better the allocation of 
resources.
Overhead Ratio = (No. of relayed Messages - No. of delivered messages)/No. of 
dehvered messages. (5 -1)
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o Average Latency: This is the overall message average delay or the average 
time between the message’s creation and its delivery [13].
o Fairness: This is a measure of fair resource distribution and will be evaluated 
between source and destination.
o Users’ Throughput: This is a measure of how many users successfully delivered 
all their generated messages to their final destinations out of the total number 
users who had created data.
5.4 Assumptions
In order to simulate the proposed apphcation of the use of aircraft on commercial 
routes as method of DTN bundle data transport, and in order to justify the FARM, I 
have to make certain assumptions about the simulation scenarios. The fbflowing is a 
list of these assumptions:
• Aircraft are considered as the main contacts and unlimited buffer spaee is 
available in the aircraft and the other intermediate nodes.
• Buffer sizes o f the requesting nodes are considerably less than those o f the 
aircraft group. It is assumed that all aircraft are carrying hard drive to save the 
received bundles before forwarding them.
• The only resource which is limited in the aircraft is the bandwidth capacity, 
which needs to be defined by the calculation based on the derived equations (4- 
4) as explained in Chapter 4, Section 4.
• All ground user nodes are generating and requesting equal message size.
• Contact estimation threshold is satisfied (refer to Chapter 4 Section 5.2.1.4 for 
details), and there is always the minimum number of aircraft available to carry 
the user’s data.
• For security purposes, trust is established between various entities. Also Users 
have also been registered with and authenticated by the aircraft, and the airline 
company is considered the network service provider.
• Ground DTN nodes have already registered for the DTN service with the 
airline companies and have each been assigned an account name with certain 
traffic contract privileges
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• It is also assumed that all transportation methods are in continuous movement 
on their routes for the whole day and they only stop at the end of the day.
• All users and vehicles have equal data rates and ground users create and try to 
send messages only when the vehicle contact is in their LOS range. The current 
aeronautical application data rate speed is 31.5 kbps for VDL2 which is 
designed for aeronautical applications only. High Altitude Long Operation 
(HALO) aircraft [32] [33] data rates vary between 1 to 5 Mbps to homes and 
up to 25 Mbps to business users. Therefore, I will assume that there is a higher 
datalink speed to provide reasonable data transmission and I have chosen a data 
transmit speed of 2 MByte/s in this research.
• Simulation time is in seconds and it is assumed that a fiill day of 24 hrs is 
equivalent to 5000 seconds simulation time. 24 hrs is chosen because the 
transportation methods normally have daily schedules of the routes of their 
journeys' and these will be repeated every day. I have carried out various 
simulations and found that after 5000 the results become stable and variation is 
negligent. This is my reason for choosing 5000 as the maximum simulation 
time. Table 5-1 summarises the simulator setting assumptions:
Table 5-1 Simulator Assumptions Setting
Simulation Time (s) Scenario Real Time
5000 24 Hrs
20&33 1 Hrs
1 0.288 min
1 0.0048 hr
1 17.28 s
3.47 1 min
The aircraft are set to stop and wait at each group of nodes, that is, a cluster, or 
airport, for 240 s which is equivalent to around 70 minute’s scenario time.
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• The aircraft speed is set at 250 m/s which is equivalent to a real aircraft speed 
of 900 km/hr.
• The aircraft move between clusters to transfer data messages firom one cluster
and deliver them to the next.
• The aircraft are considered as mobile routers which will apply the FARM every
time they reach a cluster in order to decide which to accept the traffic from.
• The traffic is generated on a First in First out (FIFO) basis for both cases, i.e.
with and without FARM.
5.5 FARM Simulation Results at Various Routing Algorithms
I wül start the justification of my model by deciding on the best DTN routing 
algorithm. This algorithm will be used in the forthcoming sections. Therefore, this 
section wül run FARM simulation results at various DTN routing algorithms.
FARM is a complementary mechanism for DTN routing algorithms and it wül 
enhance the performance of DTN. However, this enhancement varies with different 
routing algorithms. In this section, I will apply the model to four DTN benchmark 
routing algorithms: Prophet [52], Epidemic [51], Maxprob[53] and Spray and Wait 
[54], as they are the most widely used DTN routing algorithms.
5.5.1 Scenario Settings
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Figure 5-1 Scenario Settings
The scenario was run with one aircraft and 60 nodes for four DTN routing 
algorithms; each is run with and without FARM. The 60 nodes were divided among 
three clusters of 20 nodes which represented three airports in remote areas A, B and C. 
The aircraft is flying between the three locations and exchanging data among the
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airport users. Figure 5-1 below indicates the scenario setup. FARM is applied with 
each of the four routing algorithms to enable the aircraft to decide which user’s data to 
carry and in what order.
5.5.2 Simulator Settings
The scenario is run for 5000 s which represents 24 hrs in the scenario time. The 
aircraft are set to stop and wait at each cluster, i.e. airport, for 240 s which is 
equivalent to around 70 minutes of scenario time. The settings are configured in the 
ONE simulator and the Geographic User Interface (GUI) illustrates the scenario, as 
shown in figure 5-2. A Cluster movement model is used in ONE simulator to represent 
the three groups of ground users. Furthermore, a Route map based model is used to 
represent the route the aircraft fly between the airports. More details about the ONE 
simulator configuration and this scenario setting can be found m Appendix (D).
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Figure 5-2 ONE Simulator GUI Configuration
5.5.3 Simulation Results
Delivery probability and Fairness mdex results were obtained for this scenario 
with the four different routing algorithms as shown in the next section. The best 
routing algorithm performance will be used later as the main routing algorithm for the 
rest of the simulations. As stated earher in the assumptions Section in 5.4, 5000 was 
chosen as the maximum simulation thne because after it the model becomes stable and 
there are no significant variations in its performance. I tested various simulations up to
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8000 but there were no major variations in the model; therefore, I decided to use the 
5000 as the maximum simulation time. It will be used throughout my thesis results for 
all the coming scenarios.
5.5.3.1 End-to-End Delivery Probability
Figure 5-3 shows the results obtained for a scenario of 60 users and 1 aircraft. 
The figure shows FARM with various routing algorithms where the -  sign indicates 
the routing algorithms without the use of FARM and the + sign indicates them with the 
model.
The use of the FARM improved the dehvery probability for data with all the 
routing algorithms. Results for Maxprob were 20% with my model than without it. At 
5000 s. Spray & Wait was only 5% better also at 5000 s, while FARM improved the 
Epidemic results by 18 to 38%. Prophet also improved along the simulation time by 
between 15- 35%. However, the best routing algorithm which provided the highest 
delivery probability when the FARM model was enabled was Maxprob. It had the 
highest delivery probability at aU the simulation times, apart from the first 1000 s.
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Figure 5-3 Delivery Probability for Different DTN Routing Algorithms
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There was only a slight and gradual improvement in delivery probability when 
1 apphed my model in the first simulation of 1000 seconds onwards. This is because 
the model is based on the past acceptances and rejections of traffic and these data have 
not yet been obtained in the early run of the simulation. The longer the simulation 
time, the more history data is gathered, and the better the dehvery probability. After 
the 5000 s simulation time, the performance will be stable but variations will depend 
on the routing protocols behaviour selected.
5.S.3.2 End-to-End Fairness
The Fairness index was evaluated for the four DTN routing algorithms: Prophet 
[52], Epidemic [51], Maxprob[53] and Spray and Wait [54]. Figure 5-4 shows the 
results of the fairness index of these four routing algorithms with and without FARM.
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Figure 5-4 End-To-End Fairness with and without FARM for Different DTN Routing
Algorithms
There was improvement in the fairness index in aU the four algorithms, with 
the greatest improvement being shown in Prophet Algorithm at around 30% at 4000 s 
simulation time. The Spray& Wait Algorithm was the weakest of the four algorithms 
both with and without the model, but still had up to 15% improvement in the fairness
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index when I implemented FARM. Prophet and Maxprob algorithms had the highest 
overall fairness index of 98% for Maxprob and 95% for Prophet at 5000 s. Epidemic 
comes right after them with 93% fairness index at 5000 s. However, in the early run of 
the simulation, there were only limited improvements in the fairness index due to the 
reason discussed before, namely the fact that the history database feedback building 
process takes a longer simulation thne to build.
According to the results shown in figure 5-3 and 5-4, the Maxprob [55] routing 
algorithm provides the highest performance in delivery probability and fairness when I 
apply FARM. It does this because it works based on the concept of prioritizations 
scheduled transmitted and dropped packets. It also uses historical data of past meetings 
to decide on the highest probability of the next meeting. In fact, my model enhanced 
the performance of all the four routing algorithms, but I will use the one which 
provided the best results, the Maxprob [55]routing algorithm, for the rest of the 
simulations, which are described in the next sections.
5.6 Comparison of simulations of different Transportation Methods
In this section, I set up a scenario and compared the performance o f buses, 
ferries and aircraft, each running with and without FARM. The results showed, first, 
that the model is not only useftil for aircraft but can work with any other transportation 
method or other DTN contacts, whether opportunistic, scheduled or predicted.
The results show that my novel proposal to use aircraft will provide better 
delivery probabilities and greater users’ throughput than the use o f buses or ferries. 
This is mamly because all the requesting users are in range of the flying aircraft for 
most of the time, due to the high altitude of flights, while buses and ferries do not have 
this advantage. Throughout this section, I wül also show the improvement ia the level 
of users’ throughput when applying the FARM model compared with results for the 
same scenario without it. The FARM model was applied to aircraft, buses and ferries, 
and acted as an intermediate node/gateway to help it decide fairly which user to select. 
This decision was also used by other vehicles in order to ensure that they satisfied as 
many users as possible.
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As DTN targets and environment with limited and scarce resources, I have 
therefore considered the low availability of resources in this section and used the 
Maxprob routing algorithm as the DTN routing algorithm in the scenario.
5.6.1 Scenario Settings
The scenario I set up assumed three remote locations. A, B and C, with each 
area having a group of users. These locations have a limited communication 
infrastructure, and they use all types of available links, including the transportation 
methods of buses, ferries and aircraft. As shown in figure 5-5, the areas are on the 
shore of a big lake where buses, aircraft and ferries operate between the three 
locations. Whenever any of the vehicles (bus or aircraft or ferry) approaches the area, 
the ground user will try to send their data to the passing vehicle which in turn will 
deliver it to the next area and take other data to another area and so on.
Remote
ÔArea A
y '^ Remote
AreaC
Figure 5-5 Transportation Methods Scenario
5.6.2 Simulator Settings
I used Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) simulator [13] where 
FARM is configured, with the cluster movement model being used for the model 
scenario, as shown in figure 5-2 which illustrates the simulator GUI. The scenario 
assumed three locations, i.e. A, B and C, which appear in figure 5-2 as the group of 
dots. The transportation vehicle, which appears in figure 5-2 as the circle in the route 
between the cluster locations, moves between them and collects data from the groimd
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user nodes, sending it to other nodes in another area. Every time the vehicle passes by 
a cluster of nodes, it updates the decisions regarding which nodes are selected or 
rejected; these updates are used by the next vehicle to enable it to make its acceptance 
decisions, and so on until all vehicles have passed throughout the set simulation time.
As in the previous scenarios, simulation time is in seconds, and it is assumed 
that a full day of 24 hrs is equivalent to 5000 seconds simulation time. More details 
about ONE simulator configuration scenario settings can be found in Appendix (D).
Table 5-2 Simulator ONE Settings
Transportation
Mean
Bus Aircraft: Ferry
Max Real Speed 
(Km/hr)
120 900 60
(32.4
knot)
Equivalent
Simulation
speed
(m/s)
33.3 250 16.6
Real Wait Time 
(min)
5 30 10
Equivalent 
Simulation Wait 
Time (s)
17.35 104.1 34.7
Range
Km
5 100 5
The scenarios are set for 20 users distributed randomly per cluster location and 
two vehicles for each transportation type; bus, ferry or aircraft. This figure represents a 
low availability of resources. Table 5-2 shows the setting of the various transportation 
methods. Different vehicle speeds are used, with the aircraft: as the highest at 900 
km/hr and the ferry as the lowest at 60 km/hr. Transportation vehicles are set to stop
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and wait at each cluster, i.e. the duration time they are in LOS of the ground users. 
Aircraft have the longest wait time because they fly at a high altitude of around 11000 
ni; therefore, they will have the longest transmission availability time, i.e. contact time, 
and the largest coverage range. Each real value will have an equivalent simulator value 
based on the assumption that 24 hr is equal to 5000 seconds.
5.6.3 Sim ulation Results
The simulator is run for various simulation times. The contact-to-contact and end- to- 
end results for times from 1000 to 5000 seconds are as follows:
5.6.3.1 Contact-to-Contact Fairness
The first set of results apphes to the contact-to-contact concept; this does not 
consider the dehvery of the messages to their final destinations. Because contact-to- 
contact results are thus based on what happens in a single hop only, the amount of 
improvement when FARM is used is relatively similar for the three transportation 
methods.
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Figure 5-6 Contact-to-Contact Fairness Index for Various Transportation Methods
Figure 5-6 shows the results of Jain's fairness mdex when judging the 
allocation of the available resources. The results show that the use of the FARM model 
improved the fairness by between 5 and 20% compared with results without the 
FARM model. Overall, buses and ferries had better fairness results because their users 
generated fewer messages than aircraft users during the same simulation time.
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However, the FARM model provided fairness improvements regardless of the 
transportation method used.
5.6.3 2 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput
Contact-to-contact users’ throughput results are between the ground users and 
the approaching contacts. They do not consider the end-to-end routing of data or the 
delivery of the data to its final destination. Contact-to-contact only considers the 
transfer of the user’s messages to the passing contact. Figure 5-7 shows users’ 
througiç)ut for the three transport methods, with and without application o f the FARM 
model; results with the FARM model apphed were between 2 and 18% better than 
results without it.
The type of transportation used has no major impact on the model results 
because the outcome will mainly depend on the length of the available contact for the 
ground users. As mentioned earlier, messages are only generated during transmission 
availability time, i.e. contact time. Buses therefore have the best users’ throughput 
because they have the shortest wait time, and therefore have the lowest number of 
generated messages per user, which increases the user’s chances of acceptance. 
Aircraft have the second best users’ throughput level because they have the highest 
speed, which means more wait thne occasions for the ground users.
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Figure 5-7 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput for Various Transportation Methods
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5.6.3 3 End-to-End Delivery Probability
This is the second set of end-to-end results. Figure 5-8 shows the delivery 
probability results obtained when the FARM was enabled for buses, ferries and 
aircraft. It shows that aircraft had the highest delivery probability, between 85-95%, 
while results for buses and ferries were between 20 to 30%. Overall, aircraft were up 
to 62% better than buses and ferries. This is due to the fact that all users are within the 
aircraft range; therefore, all have better opportunities to send their data. Buses and 
ferries have a smaller range because they are at ground level and so not all the users 
are in their range. Furthermore, the wait time, i.e. contact LOS, is larger in the case of 
aircraft because they are at a high altitude and therefore can stay longer over the 
ground users and thus send more data, while the buses and ferries stay for a shorter 
time and soon go out of range. This shows the potential of using aircraft m this special 
situation and its usefulness in remote locations.
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Figure 5-8 Delivery Probability of Various Transportation Methods
5.6.3.4 End-to-End Fairness
Figure 5-9 shows the improvements m the end-to-end fairness index for the 
various transportation methods. Overall, enabling the FARM model improved the end- 
to-end fairness between 5 and 18% for a bus case at 2000 s. It is obvious that the 
aircraft will provide a higher fairness mdex because they fly at a high altitude and are 
reachable by all ground users. In contrast, the small range of buses and ferries means
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that not all the ground users will have a chance to access the vehicle; this in turn will 
reduce the fairness iadex.
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Figure 5-9 End-to-End Fairness Index for Various Transportation Methods
5.6.3.S End-to-End Users’ Throughput
Figure 5-10 shows the end-to-end users’ throughput, with aircraft reaching up 
to 90% and improvement varying between 5 and 18% when FARM ids applied. The 
improvements are higher when FARM is used m the early runs of simulation because 
normally at 1000 s the model is not yet stable; because o f this, sometimes I get better 
performance and sometimes worse. Buses and ferries are much less effective here, 
having very limited user throughput (less than 10%).
These results are in agreement with the results of the overall dehvery 
probability shown m figure 5-8, but the difference is that the results in figure 5-10 are 
per users who delivered all their messages, while figure 5-8 shows the dehvery results 
of all generated messages, regardless of who generated them. Aircraft provided the 
highest users’ throughput due to their large coverage which can reach all users, while 
this is not always the case with buses and ferries. Furthermore, applying the FARM 
model improved this throughput by providing better allocation of resources for more 
users.
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Chapter 6
6. The Model Results with Various 
Resources and Scenarios
Chapter Outline: In this chapter, the ONE simulator is used to obtain delivcfy probability, 
overhead ratio, average latency, fairness and users ’ throughput results for a simple scenario 
in high and low availability o f resources. A more complex scenario is then used to obtain 
contact-to-contact and end-to-end results with and without FAEM.
6.1 FARM Simulation Results at Simple Scenario
As discussed in Chapter 2, aircraft as a bundle data transport can exchange data 
with both ground users and other aircraft. In this section, I will start by applying a 
simple scenario where aircraft exchange messages between ground users only. I will 
test the performance of the FARM in high and low availability of resources by 
applying different numbers of data transport aircraft. High availability of resources 
represents a low-congestion environment, while low availability o f resources 
represents a high-congestion environment. The idea of the first run was thus to test 
FARM in a congested environment while the second run tests it m an un-congested 
situation where there is less competition for resources between nodes.
After that, I ran a more complex scenario, described later in this chapter, where 
aircraft exchanged messages with both the ground and with other aircraft.
6.1.1 Scenario Settings
According to the results shown in Chapter 5, the Maxprob routing algorithm 
provides the best performance for this type of DTN apphcation which uses passing 
aircraft as methods of bundle data transport. Therefore, I will use Maxprob routing 
algorithm for this scenario. The aircraft is the main resource for this particular scenario 
because the higher the number of aircraft, the more the data transport available for the 
ground user’s nodes.
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There were two runs for the simulator in this scenario. The first run represented 
limited resources, and had only two aircraft and 25 interested groimd nodes per cluster. 
Those nodes wanted to send data from one location to another using the passing 
aircraft. The second run represented high availability of resources; m this case, there 
were 20 aircraft for the same 25 ground nodes per cluster. I will analyse the behaviour 
of the model in both high and low resource situations.
Figure 5-1 indicates the scenario setup which is the same set up used in the 
previous chapter. That is, three groups of ground users exchange their messages using 
the passing aircraft. The ground users’ locations represent the airport areas and, in this 
simple scenario, I assume that the messages are exchanged in the airport only when the 
aircraft land and not when they are airborne. The latter situation will be explored in 
Section 6.2.
6.1.2 Simulator Settings
As in the previous chapter, the scenarios are run for 5000 s, which represent 24 
hours in the scenario time. The stop and wait thne of ahcraft at airports is 240 s, which 
is equivalent to around 70 minute’s scenario time. Figure 5-2 illustrates the ONE GUI 
scenario. A cluster movement model is also used in this scenario for the ground users' 
group and the ahcraft are flying according to the route set in the Map-based movement 
model. More details about the ONE simulator's configuration settings can be found in 
Appendix (D).
As explained earher, the main resource in this application is the number of 
ahcraft because it will indicate the number of data transports and hence the number of 
chances to carry data for ground users. The more ahcraft there are, the more chances to 
send data there will be. Therefore, 1 ran two scenarios here, one with high availability 
of resources (20 ahcraft) and the second with limited amount o f resources (two 
ahcraft).
6.1.3 Simulation Results
Two sets of results were obtained for FARM at Contact-to-Contact and End-to- 
End. Results were also generated for both scenarios, high and low resources. Delivery 
probability. Overhead ratio. Average latency. Fairness and Users’ throughput results
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were obtained for the two scenarios, each with and without FARM, as shown in the 
next section. Furthermore, results in both high and low availability o f resources are 
explained.
However, the ONE simulator is configured to allow ground users to generate 
more messages when there are more data transports. The number of created messages 
from ground users therefore increased with the increase in the number of aircraft 
because for the same simulation time, there were more aircraft stops and hence more 
chances to send messages. Therefore, my comparison concentrates on the behaviour of 
FARM when there is more contention over a resource than when there is less 
contention. The results show that FARM provides improvements in both cases, but that 
is provides a greater improvement when there is more contention and resources are 
poor.
6.1.3.1 Contact-to-Contact Fairness
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Figure 6-1 Contact-to-Contact Fairness at High and Limited Resources
Contact-to-contact results are the average of the performance metric values 
between the users and the approaching contacts. Contact-to-contact fairness is different 
from end-to-end because it evaluates the fairness of allocating the resources fairly 
among a group of users only with respect to the contacts and not with respect to the 
destination user. The contact will then deliver the messages by sending them to another 
contact or to their final destination. Figure 6-1 shows the contact-to-contact fairness
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. .
for both high and low availability of resources; where the letter (H) indicates high 
availabihty of resources and the (L) indicate the low one.
At high availability of resources, results are always better when FARM is 
applied; the difference is between 6 and 15%. The performance of the overall fairness 
index tends to become stable after the first run of 1000 s at around 83% because the 
evaluated results are the average within the contact only of the hop from user to 
contact and do not need to wait for the messages to be dehvered to their final 
destination.
With low availability of resources, there are also improvements in fairness; 
these vary between 13 and 24%. As in situations of high availability, the performance 
tend to be stable after the first run of 1000 s, and for the same reason; namely, the fact 
that the results are only related to one contact and a single hop process.
It is worth noticing that the fairness values for both high and low availabihty of 
resources when enabling the model are very similar, apart from during the first run of 
1000 s. Also, at 4000 s and 5000 s, the low resources have a shghtly better 
performance. This is because to the results relate to the contact and not to the end user, 
which avoids the conqphcation of routing messages to their final destination. Also, as 
mentioned earher, ONE simulator is configured to allow ground users to generate 
more messages when there are more data transports and therefore, the variation in 
resources has no major impact on contact-to-contact results. The main point is that 
FARM provides improvement in both cases.
6.1.3.2 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput
This is the second metric I apply in contact-to-contact set of results. In this 
case, I evaluated the users’ throughput with respect to the approaching contact and not 
to the end user; I did this at both high and low availabihty of resources. Figure 6-2 
shows contact-to-contact users’ throughput for both high and low availabihty of 
resources.
In a high-resource situation, there were very good improvements when 
applying the model; these varied between 13 and 35%. The amount of improvement 
both with and without the FARM increased with the increase in simulation time, while 
the overall values o f users’ throughput decreased with the increase in the simulation
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time. The first is due to the model's building up process in the early stage of the 
feedback database collection process which requires a longer run to provide better 
performance, while the latter is due to the increase in the number of messages 
generated, and the higher number of users when there is longer simulation time.
In a low-resource situation, there was an improvement in the users’ throughput 
when the FARM was enabled. The amount of improvement started at 17% at the 1000 
s, then it gradually dropped with longer simulation time, and then it increased at the 
5000 s. This can also be explained by the increase in the number of users’ message 
requests with the longer simulation time.
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Figure 6-2 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput at High and Limited Resources
In both cases, the results make sense, in that the amounts of overall users’ 
throughput mcrease with the high availability of resources. FARM did improve the 
performance in both cases, but provided greater improvement when there was high 
availability of resources.
6.1.3.3 End-to-End Delivery Probability
In this section, I will look into the second set of results, those related to source and 
destination. Delivery probability is configured in ONE as the number of delivered 
messages from source to destination out of all the messages generated by all the users. 
Figure 6-3 shows the dehvery probability results for situations of both high and low 
resource availability.
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I started with high resources of 25 users per cluster, i.e. a total of 75 for the three 
clusters, and 20 aircraft operating with and without FARM for a simulation tune from 
1000 to 5000 s. This represents a low-congestion environment, and here there was 
some improvement m the delivery probability when FARM was enabled. However, the 
improvement varied only between 2 and 10%, which is not a significant difference. 
However, it does still indicate that FARM will not degrade the delivery probability, 
and but will instead help improve it.
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Figure 6-3 Delivery Probability at High and Limited Resources
With low availability o f resources, there were 25 users per cluster and only two 
aircraft operating with and without FARM for a simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s. 
This represented a high-congestion environment. Here, FARM produced 
improvements in the delivery probability of between 10 and 23%. However, those 
improvements did not start immediately with the first run of the simulation at 1000 s 
because, at this stage, the history database of the model was still in the data collection 
phase. Longer simulation time resulted in more feedback data from the ground nodes 
bemg recorded and, as a result, expectedly, the delivery probability was enhanced with 
the longer simulation time.
For the same simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s, the high availability of 
resources caused a higher dehvery probability than low availability, which was the 
expected result. However, the main point of this comparison is to compare the amount 
of improvement m the two cases. The figure shows that the amount of improvement at
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high resources, i.e. low-congestion, is less than the improvement in to the low resource 
and more congested scenario, i.e. more congested. This indicates that FARM can 
provide better improvements in delivery probability in low resource situations and 
congested environments than m high resource situations. It does this by providing 
better management over the available resources. DTN suffers from lack of resources; 
therefore, this model is particularly useful for DTN environments.
6.1.3.4 End-to-End Overhead Ratio
The ONE simulator contains report configurations to provide the overhead 
ratio; this was evaluated here in cases of both high and low availability of resources. 
Figure 6-4 shows the comparison between the overhead ratios at both situations.
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Figure 6-4 Overhead Ratio at High and Limited Resources
With high availability of resources, there was a very shght increase in the 
overhead ratio when I disabled the FARM model; this can in fact be considered as 
another advantage of the model. The lower the overhead, the greater the bandwidth 
efficiency of the protocol is. However, the difference varied between 0.2 and 1.4, 
which is a limited and not very significant amount. This improvement in the overhead 
performance, however slight, can be explained by the decrease in the number of 
relayed messages for the same delivered messages when the model was enabled.
With low availability of resources, the situation was similar. There was a decrease 
in the overhead ratio when I implemented FARM, which is another advantage of the 
model. This is also due to the reason mentioned above: the decrease in the number of
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relayed messages. Implementing the model had a preference improvement between 1 
and 8. However, it is worth noticing that with the increase in simulation time, there 
was a decrease in overhead ratio; in addition, the difference between applying and 
disabUng the model decreased with longer simulation time. This can be due to the 
same explanation seen earlier: at the early stage of running the model, the history 
database of the model is only at the data collection phase and hence the performance 
will improve with longer simulation time.
If we compare both cases, with high resources, the overhead remained almost stable 
for the whole simulation time and showed only minimum variations, while with low 
resources there was a decrease with the longer simulation time. This indicates that the 
high availability of resources provides more stability, which is expected. With the lo w  
availability of resources, the overhead ratio gradually decreases due to the increase of 
users, transmitted message requests, although the resources remain the same.
6.1.3.5 End-to-End Average Latency
The average latency was evaluated for both cases. Figure 6-5 shows a 
comparison between cases of high and low availability of resources.
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Figure 6-5 Average Latency at High and Limited Resources
With high availability of resources, the figure showed a slight improvement of 
15 to 20 seconds (Simulation time and not real time), when the model was applied. 
Applying FARM will cause lower average latency, which is considered an advantage, 
especially in a DTN environment. This result could also be caused by the
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improvements in overhead ratio when enabling the model, because fewer messages are 
relayed for the same number o f messages dehvered. However, at 1000 simulation time, 
applying the model caused a slight increase in the average latency, in contrast to the 
decrease caused in the other simulation times. This can also be explained by the fact 
that the model is still at its early stage of coUectmg the feedback data at that point.
With low availability of resources, the average latency will also increase with 
longer simulation time, which is common sense. Applying the model will lower the 
average latency by 23 s at 1000 s simulation time to up to 74 s at 3000 s simulation 
time, which is considered a significant amount for a DTN environment. If we refer to 
the assumptions in table 5-1, 74 s is equivalent to 21.312 minutes. This could mean 
that the data would be transmitted earher by earlier flights due to the use of the FARM.
It is worth noticing that with the reduced number of aircraft data transport as in 
low availability of resources, the average latency increases because the messages will 
spend longer time reaching their destination due to the shortage of carriers, i.e. aircraft. 
More resources will mean shorter average latency time. However, I also noticed that 
the model provided better performance in low resource situations by providing shorter 
average latency, i.e. 74 s at best, than in high resource situations, where 23 s was the 
best case. This is another indication of how FARM can behaves better in severe 
conditions such as DTN than in easier situations.
Overall, with the increase in simulation time, there was an increase in the 
average latency due to the fact that the model will calculate the average latency firom 
the start of the simulation time, i.e., t=0, until the last delivered messages at the end of 
the simulation time. The generation of messages will continue throughout the 
simulation time and, therefore, the average delay from message generation to delivery 
will increase with the increase in the simulation time.
6.1.3.6 End-to-End Fairness
End-to-End Fairness index is evaluated and configured in ONE based on the 
fair metrics of the successful number of users who have fully delivered their messages 
from source to destination. It indicates the ratio of users who have fully delivered their 
messages to their final destinations. In FARM, rather than distributing the capacity 
among users where every user will have a share of it, the contact aircraft wül carry the 
whole traffic for one user after another to ensure that at least one user can process their
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data after each contact. This is considered a fair approach in DTN as it enables more 
users to process their data without having to wait for a number of fragments sent on 
different aircraft. Figure 6-6 shows end-to-end fairness results for both high and low 
availability of resources.
The high availabihty of resources of 25 users per cluster and 20 aircraft for a 
simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s, with and without FARM, represents a low- 
congestion situation. Figure 6-6 shows that when FARM was applied, the fairness 
index improved by between 5 and 12%. This justifies the name given to FARM as it 
definitely enhances fairness, which I consider an important metric for DTN QoS, as I 
discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6-6 End-to-End Fairness at High and Limited Resources
The improvement in the overall fairness index increases gradually and reaches 
99% with the longer simulation time due to the fact that the model becomes more 
stable with the longer simulation time. However, the amount of improvement seen 
when the model is enabled decreases with the longer simulation time because, in the 
early run of the simulation, not all users had a chance to send data. The model will be 
fair to users who try to transmit data and will not consider idle users. However, with a 
longer simulation time, more users will try to send data and, therefore, the fairness 
criteria will be spread out among a wider group than in the early stages of the 
simulations.
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With low availability of resources, i.e. a highly congested environment of 25 
users per cluster and two aircraft, FARM produces results that are from 5 to 20% better 
than the same run without my model. As in the previous case, the overall fairness 
improvement increases gradually with the longer simulation time, while the amount of 
improvement decreases gradually with the longer simulation time, for the same reason 
mentioned earlier.
As discussed earlier, comparing both cases shows that the model will enhance 
the fairness in both, but as indicated in the figure, the improvement will be more when 
resource is low. In this specific scenario, the difference is up to 20%. However, the 
overall fairness will be higher in the high availability of resources, which can reach up 
to 99%, because there is less congestion in the demands on resources, and all users can 
be easily satisfied.
6.1.3.7 End-to-End Users’ Throughput
This can be considered a measure of the ratio of the satisfied users and can also 
be used to decide how well the FARM is enhancing the performance in cases of both 
high and low resource availability. It is measured from source to destination which 
also includes the routing of the data. Figure 6-7 shows the end-to-end users’ 
throughput in cases of both high and low resource availability.
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Figure 6-7 End-to-End Users’ Throughput at High and Limited Resources
In high resource situations, the results show improvements between 5 and 23% 
when the model is applied. Also, the users’ throughput reached up to 86.33%, which
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means that this percentage of users folly dehvered their requested data to its final 
destination. The overall throughput level will increase at first, and then decrease 
gradually with longer simulation time due to the increase in the number of messages 
generated with longer simulation time. When this happens, the carrier, i.e. the aircraft, 
might not be able to carry ah their requested traffic, which in turn will reduce the 
users’ throughput.
With low availabihty of resources, there is an improvement varying between 7 
and 17% when applying FARM to this scenario. The improvement increases gradually 
with the increase in simulation time until it reaches 3000 s, when it becomes stable. 
This is due to the need for the model to buüd its feedback database.
The improvement in performance wih exist in both cases but there will be more 
improvement when resource availabihty is high. When FARM is applied to low 
resource availabihty situations, the highest users’ throughput achieved is 50%, while it 
is 86.33% when FARM is apphed to high resource availabihty situations. This is a 
very logical outcome, but my key point is that FARM will enhance the users’ 
throughput in both situations.
6.2 FARM Simulation Results in a Complex Scenario
As discussed earher in Chapter 2, the aircraft as a bundle data transport can 
exchange data with ground users, other aircraft and air traffic controUer centre (ATC). 
In this section, 1 wih apply a more complex scenario where more aircraft are 
interconnecting. In the previous simple scenario, the aircraft are exchanging data with 
ground users only; however, in this complex scenario they will exchange messages 
with both ground users and other aircraft.
As explained in Section 2.3.2, airborne data exchange will require greater 
coordination in order for the aircraft to know to which aircraft to send the data to. This 
can be done in real life situations by the ATC, who coordinates all the flight activity 
and knows the destinations of all the aircraft in his coverage area. However, m the 
simulation scenario, all aircraft will pass through all ground nodes and therefore any 
aircraft can carry the data whenever it has the free capacity.
We have seen the performance of the FARM in high and low resource 
availabihty situations. However, since DTN mainly targets the limited environments
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with scarce resources, I wül only consider the low resource availability situation in this 
section because it is most relevant to DTN requirements.
In addition to proving the advantage of applying FARM in a more complex 
scenario, the idea behind this scenario is to justify the idea of using aircraft on 
commercial routes as a means of bundle data transport. We will find that aircraft are 
viable and practical applications for DTN.
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Figure 6-8 Complex Scenario
6.2.1 Scenario Settings
Figure 6-8 shows the complex scenario which represents more aircraft routes. 
This figure is closer to reality than the simple scenario discussed earlier. However, we 
may justify the use of the simple scenario because it represents low fight activity areas 
like Africa at non-peak flying hours, while this scenario represents busy routes l&e 
Europe at high peak flying hours.
The Maxprob routing algorithm will also be used as the routing algorithm in this 
scenario. The scenario assumes seven locations. A, B, C, D, E, F and G where each 
area has a group of 20 users. There are also 6 locations where aircraft routes 
interconnect and aircraft can exchange messages; these are locations a, b, c, d, e and f.
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There are only four aircraft flying between all the different locations. Whenever any of 
the aircraft arrives at any of the ground users’ locations, the ground user will try to 
send their data to them and they will, in turn, carry these messages and deliver them to 
their destinations. The aircraft will exchange messages at ground users’ locations and 
at flight routes interconnections. I will run the scenario with and without FARM and 
compare the performances.
6.2.2 Simulator Settings
As in the previous sections, I ran the scenario for 5000 s simulation time, which
represent 24 hours, with the same setting for stop and wait at the 7 ground users’
location i.e. airports, of 240 seconds, which is equivalent to around 70 minutes of 
scenario time. Each ground location has 20 users; therefore, a total of 140 users are 
exchanging messages in this scenario. Figure 6-9 shows the GUI of the scenario as 
described in figure 6-8 earlier. A seven cluster movement model is used in the
simulator to represent the seven ground groups, with two other groups used to
represent the four flying aircraft according to the set route in the specified route-based 
movement model. Appendix (D) contains the details of this setting configuration.
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Figure 6-9 ONE Simulator Complex Scenario Configurations
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6.2.3 Sim ulation Results
Two sets of results were obtained, one set for Contact-to-Contact and another 
set for End-to-End. Fairness and users’ throughput results were obtained in the 
Contact-to-Contact set. Dehvery probability. Overhead ratio. Average latency. 
Fairness and Users’ throughput results were obtained in the End-to-End set. Each time, 
the scenario was run with and without the FARM model.
6.2.3.1 Contact-tO“Contact Fairness
Figure 6-10 shows the Contact-to-contact fairness in the complex scenario for a 
simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s. FARM enabled improvement in the fairness of 
between 9 and 15%. The performance becomes stable in contact-to-contact because it 
considers the performance per contact only and without looking at the routing to final 
destination. The performance trend in the complex scenario is similar to the one in the 
simple scenario, .i.e. figure 6-1, and this indicates that the complexity of the scenario 
has no major impact on the contact-to-contact fairness metrics.
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Figure 6-10 Contact-to-Contact Fairness at Complex Scenario
6.2.3.2 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput
Figure 6-11 shows the contact-to-contact users’ throughput in the complex 
scenario. With FARM, there was an improvement in the users’ throughput by between 
3 and 13%. The performance trend is similar to the simple scenario i.e. figure 6-2, 
where the amount of improvement starts high then decreases gradually with the longer
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simulation time due to the increase in users' message requests with the longer 
simulation time. However, the amount of improvement is slightly less here and the 
overall users’ throughput is higher in the complex scenario than in the simple scenario, 
due to the variations in the components of the scenarios.
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Figure 6-11 Contact-to-Contact Users’ Throughput at Complex Scenario
6.2.3.3 End-to-End Delivery Probability
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Figure 6-12 End-to-End Delivery Probability at Complex Scenario
Figure 6-12 shows the delivery probability of 20 users per cluster for the seven 
ground users’ areas with only four aircraft for a simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s, 
tested with and without FARM. Applying FARM will improve the performance by
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between 2 and 17%, with the exception of the first run of the simulator at 1000 s where 
there is a limited 3% degradation in the performance with the model, because it has not 
yet been able to build up its history database. The amount of delivery probability 
improvement increases after the 1000 s, and then it decrease gradually again with the 
increase in simulation time until it becomes stable after the 5000 s. This performance 
trend is similar to the results obtained in the simple scenario, i.e. figure 6-3.
However, the main idea in this section is that applying the model in a complex 
scenario will not degrade the performance, but will rather improve it. Furthermore, it 
has proved the possibility of using aircraft in more complex scenarios.
6.2.3.4 End-to-End Overhead Ratio
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Figure 6-13 End-to-End Overhead Ratio at Complex Scenario
Figure 6-13 shows the overhead ratio of the complex scenario. Applying 
FARM will decrease the overhead ratio with the exception of the first run of 1000 s 
where the application of the model will increase the overhead ratio by 22. This could 
be due to the model's need of for a warm up period before it becomes fully efficient. 
The overhead improvement is another advantage of the model, and can be explained 
by the same reason mentioned before, namely the decrease in relayed number of 
messages for the same number of delivered messages. Apart from the simulation time 
of 1000 s, the amount of difference found when applying the model will decrease with 
longer simulation time due to the model's warm-up time.
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6 2.3.5 End-to-End Average Latency
Figure 6-14 shows the average latency in the complex scenario for simulation 
time 1000 to 5000 s. At 1000 s the average latency is almost the same with and without 
the model, and then it decreases with the model gradually with the increase m 
simulation time. The performance trend is similar to that in the simple scenario, i.e. 
figure 6-5, but the overall average latency is lower in the complex model due to the 
variation in the scenario parameters and the higher number of aircraft. The scenario is 
set in both cases to take messages fiom one location group and deliver them to the next 
group and so on; therefore, with more data transports this will take less time. The 
overhead ratio is improved when the model is enabled; this is turn means that delays 
are reduced accordingly.
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Figure 6-14 End-to-End Average Latency at Complex Scenario
6.2.3 6 End-to-End Fairness
Figure 6-15 represents the fairness index for 20 users per cluster for the seven 
locations groups and four aircraft for a simulation time from 1000 to 5000 s, with and 
without FARM. There are improvements in the performance varying from 5 to 15%. 
The performance trend is similar to that in the simple scenario, i.e. figure 6-6, where, 
apart from the first run of 1000 s, the overall fairness improvement increases gradually 
with the longer simulation time, while the amount of improvement decreases gradually 
with longer simulation time, for the same reason mentioned earlier, i.e. the model's 
warm-up process.
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Figure 6-15 End-to-End Fairness at Complex Scenario
6.2.3.7 End-to-End Users’ Throughput
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Figure 6-16 End-to-End Users’ Throughput at Complex Scenario
Figure 6-16 shows the end-to-end users’ throughput in the complex scenario. 
The improvement produced by FARM varies by between 9 and 36%. However, the 
performance decreases by 7% in the first run of the model of 1000 s. The improvement 
then increases sharply at 2000 s, and then decreases gradually with the increase in 
simulation time until it reaches 5000 s where it increases again. This is due to the 
model’s need to build its feedback database. The performance trend here is different 
from the one in the simple scenario, i.e. figure 6-7, due to the variations in the scenario 
components.
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Chapter 7
7. Conclusion and Future Work
Chapter Outline: In this final chapter, I  will conclude the output o f this thesis and highlight 
the results obtained from the work. The research directions for possible future improvements 
and new possible research areas are also presented.
7.1 Main Research Outcome
There are no limits to human ideas and inventions. Many of today’s ordinary 
commodities were dreams centuries ago, waiting for the right time and technology to 
exist. My proposal, the use of aircraft on commercial routes as a means of data 
transport, might well be possible to implement in the fiiture. A day might come when 
we see aircraft on commercial routes acting as a network for data transmission. Using 
aircraft is obviously much more appropriate for poor communications areas such as 
Africa or the sea (where satellite might be available but too hmited or expensive for 
large data transfers), and less appropriate in countries with advanced communications 
infrastructure such as N America and Europe.
A delay tolerant network, the context in which my proposal would be working, is an 
overlay network over heterogeneous networks in an environment which suffers from 
lack of resources. DTN is usefril in situations of scarce resources where a store and 
forward mechanism can be apphed. This mechanism is important in situations with 
disconnected links because it allows the transmitted data to be stored in a storage 
buffer until the next hnk becomes available. The links in DTN can be any traditional 
data network or even methods of transportation. This thesis therefore proposes the use 
of aircraft as a DTN bundle data transport method.
By definition, resources are scarce in a DTN environment. This means that 
whenever Hnks exist, users will compete to get access to those resources and 
eventually this wül lead to congestion. Controlling the fair admission of these users to 
the available resources is essential to ensure better throughput for users and to enhance
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the network’s QoS. This thesis proposes a control tool which I have named the Fair 
Allocation of Resources Model, or FARM, to deal with this challenge.
My thesis also evaluates the performance o f using aircraft on commercial 
routes as a DTN bundle data transport method and seeks to verify the effectiveness of 
FARM in providing better performance in various scenarios. It uses the following 
analysis performance metrics; dehvery probability, overhead ratio, average latency, 
fairness and users’ throughput. I have used two sets of results in this thesis; first, 
contact-to-contact, which evaluates the results of transmission firom source nodes to 
approaching contacts, and secondly, end-to-end, which evaluates the performance fiom 
source to destination and linked to the routing algorithms.
7.1.1 Application of Aircraft DTN
Using aircraft on scheduled routes as a means of data transport is a promising 
apphcation for DTN because flying routes cover vast areas and all types of terrain. In 
this thesis, I have proposed using aircraft [14] as a means of DTN bundle data 
transport. This is considered a novel apphcation for DTN and it has not before been 
proposed in the way I explore in this thesis. I have further shown, by comparing 
aircraft and other transportation methods, that aircraft have a better performance due to 
their large coverage area. This thesis also presents some thoughts relating to this 
apphcation, which may serve as an introduction to any ftiture implementation of DTN 
technology within aeronautical communications.
7.1.2 QoS Notion in DTN
DTN works in difficult and challenging environments that suffer fi-om long 
delays and end-to-end connections that are often unavailable for long periods. Because 
of this, QoS needs different criteria fi*om those ia traditional networks. This thesis 
explains both the flow characteristic metrics for DTN and also the need for QoS in 
DTN if it is to provide the best possible service to selected users.
In this thesis, I explore the issue of QoS in DTN and explain my view that, 
because of the scarce and limited resources in its environment, its main driver is 
related to resource management, and only resource management can provide better 
QoS in a DTN environment. Dehvery probabihty is also shown to be an important
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QoS metric to measure the delivery effectiveness of DTN resources; a fairness index is 
another key metric as it measures the fairness and balance of distribution of resources 
among users.
7.1.3 Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM)
Admission control (AC) is often proposed as a method to control DTN resources 
and provide better QoS and is a useful mechanism in conditions with sparse resources, 
such as DTN. In this thesis, I have therefore proposed a model based on an admission 
control mechanism. The Fair Allocation of Resources Model is proposed in this thesis 
as a model which can work effectively iu the challenging conditions of DTN and is 
based on various parameters. FARM is a complementary mechanism implemented 
with various DTN routmg algorithms and providing enhanced DTN performance. 
FARM has a number of decision metrics, namely: the number o f users’ previous 
acceptances and rejections, i.e. a history logging of previous admissions, CoS (i.e. 
delivery priority) and time the request was made.
I have applied this model m DTN to various DTN routing algorithms and found 
that Maxprob provides the best performance. Accordingly, I use Maxprob as the main 
routmg algorithm for the rest of the thesis scenarios. The FARM model has shown to 
have enhanced the DTN performance by providing better dehvery probability, lower 
average latency, greater fairness, lower overheads and better user’s throughput. The 
results obtained showed the effectiveness of using my model in a DTN environment 
which suffers firom limited resources.
Applying the model will enhance the performance of DTN traffic and the amount of 
enhancement wiU increase as the decrease in the available resources decrease. When 
there are plenty of resources, there is only a limited improvement in performance, 
while with a shortage of resources, the improvements are much greater. The fewer the 
resources, the greater the enhancement of performance is. On the other hand, the 
overall improvement is better when there is high availability of resources.
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7.2 Research Conclusion
DTN has good fiiture apphcations and the proposed use of aircraft on scheduled 
routes is a promising and novel application for DTN. This is because flight routes are 
spread over vast areas and cover all type o f terrain, which makes them as a good data 
transport method for DTN bundles. I have proved the possibility of using aircraft as a 
DTN bundle data transport method and compared it with other transportation methods 
in the literature. I have also derived equations to estimate the capacity and duration of 
the link, for the ground users and have provided methods to estimate the contact 
availabihty, which wül help ground users decide on the best transmission availability 
time, i.e. contact time.
The success of the aircraft implementation of the use of aircraft will definitely 
depend on commercial factors, as these are the main driver behind most research 
investments. Although today’s ATC data links are at present used mainly for 
aeronautical applications, they are also vital both for commercial data transmission 
related to airline operations and also for the provision of services for passengers such 
as on-board GSM service and in-flight broadband mtemet and WI-FI services; these 
are among the services which are starting to become popular in the airline industry. 
My proposed method of using aircraft could certainly be implemented if the airline 
companies became convinced of its profitability. The spread of on-board passenger 
services will help to promote my proposed method because both these passenger 
services and my proposed DTN ground services could be linked as secondary services 
offered by the airline companies. The airlines could then invest more on DTN aircraft 
data transport research, linking it with the commercial aspects of on-board passenger 
services and services offered to ground DTN users.
My second finding is that, since DTN works in difficult and challenging 
environments and suffers from long delays, with end-to-end connections not constantly 
avaüable, the QoS criteria needed are different from those in traditional networks. I 
have showed that QoS in DTN should not focus on delay management; instead, it is 
more closely related to resource management. The need for QoS iu DTN is strong, if it 
is to provide optimum serviees to selected users. I also explain the QoS metrics and 
implement them in my model.
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I have also proposed the Fair Allocation of Resources Model (FARM), which is 
a complementary model to many existing DTN routing algorithms. I implemented the 
QoS metrics and proved, by intensive simulations of various scenarios, that my model 
enhances DTN performance. FARM usually becomes stable and provides good results 
after 1000 s, which is a warm-up time. Before 1000 s, the behaviour will depend on the 
scenario settings. According to my assumption of 24 hrs=5000 s, the model will be 
stable after around 4.5 hrs, which is an acceptable amount of time.
FARM can be implemented with various routing algorithms and provides 
improvement in delivery probability with all the routing algorithms. Maxprob 
performed 20% better with my model than without it, and was the best performing 
routing algorithm. The thesis also evaluated a fairness index for various routing 
algorithms and there was always an improvement when my model was apphed. 
Prophet and Maxprob routing algorithms at 5000 s had the highest overall fairness 
index, with 98% for Maxprob at 5000 s, and 95% for Prophet. I therefore used the 
Maxprob routing algorithm as the main routing algorithm for the rest of my 
simulations, and compared the results of running the simulations with and without 
FARM.
I also compared aircraft with buses and ferries and found that the type of 
transportation used has no major impact on the model results, because the outcome 
depended mainly on the length of the availability of the contact for the ground users. 
The FARM model provided fairness improvements in all the transportation methods 
used, with contact-to-contact fairness results between 5 and 20% better with the 
FARM model than without it. Contact-to-contact users’ throughput results were also 2 
to 18% better when the FARM model was apphed, depending on which of the three 
transportation methods was used. Other results tested delivery probability, showing 
that the model improved the dehvery probabihty of by 85 to 95%, while that of buses 
and ferries, improved by only 20 to 30%. Overall, the use of FARM with aircraft 
improves their performance 62% more than the use of FARM with buses and ferries. 
When FARM is used with aircraft, the end-to-end users’ throughput reaches up to 
90%; and is 5 to 18% better with FARM than without it
I have also compared results with and without FARM in situations of both high 
and low availabihty of resources. With high availability of resources, contact-to
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contact fairness improved by 6 to 15%; with low availability of resources improvement 
was between 13 and 24%. Contact-to-contact users’ throughput also improved up to 
35% in both cases. End-to-end delivery probability improved by 2 to 10% with high 
availabihty of resources, and improved by 10 and 23% with low resource availabihty. 
Results also showed that the dehvery probabihty is enhanced by a longer simulation 
time. The overhead ratio improves in both cases, due to the decrease in messages 
relays for the same number of dehvered messages. End-to-end Fairness improved by 5 
and 12% with high availabihty of resources, and improved by 5 and 20% with low 
availabihty. End-to-end users’ throughput also improved in both cases.
I fiirther ran FARM with a more complex scenario of interchanging flying 
routes. The performance trend was similar to that with the simple scenario. Contact-to- 
contact fairness in a complex scenario improved between 9 to 15% and contact-to- 
contact users’ throughput by up to 13%. End-to-end dehvery probabihty also 
improved, up 17%, and end-to-end Overhead Ratio improved as it did in the simple 
scenario. End-to-end fairness improved up to 15% and end-to-end users’ throughput by 
up to 36%.
7.3 Future Research Work
The work carried out in this thesis aimed at proposing the use o f commercial 
aircraft as a means o f DTN bundle data transport, investigating the QoS issue within 
DTN and proposing a model that would enhance the DTN QoS. This piece o f research 
opens the door for further research, especially for the proposed aircraft data transport 
which was discussed in Chapter 2, Section 7. Some of the directions in which my 
present work could be extended are the following:
• Enhancing the FARM model to consider the size of the data transmitted by 
each user as an extra fairness criteria. Future work will include further 
simulations and tests on the model to consider variations in the message size 
and to run the simulation for fixed amounts of data, rather than the current 
case of fixed simulation time.
• I configured the aircraft-mitiated approach in this thesis only because it is the 
most common type. The user-initiated approach is left for future work.
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Future work could also include simulating and producing more results for 
larger cluster areas and thus for more complicated scenarios. It wül also need 
to include generating detailed reports with results given per each user's share 
of the available network resources.
My present work considered the DTN delivery priority CoS. Other classes 
of service provided by bundle protocol specification [7] could be considered 
in future research, such as custody transfer, return receipt, custody transfer 
notification and bundle-forwarding notification.
My proposed method showed the possibility of forwarding data via satellite 
Imks. Further simulation analysis on the satellite and the impact of the 
performance metrics can be done in fiiture work.
The accuracy of the contact estimation method could be increased by 
reducing the scale fi-om continents to a single country size. Threshold values 
could also be set for each type o f application, such as the near-real-thne 
voice, multimedia and video streaming transmissions.
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Appendix A: An Overview of Aeronautical 
Aircraft Communications
1. Introduction
Ground to air communications is defined as the transfer of messages between 
the ground station (i.e. Air traffic Control (ATC) or an aircraft operating authority 
using ground to air transceiver radios) and an aircraft [65]. The messages can be in two 
forms; voice and data. Radio telephony, broadcasting, transmitting and receiving on 
UHF, VHF and HF are used to communicate between the ground and an aircraft. 
Satellite Communications SATCOM can also be used also for data and voice 
communications, including voice-over IP (VOIP) through the internet.
The growth in air traffic business is currently putting more pressure on 
available voice channels and therefore attention is being directed towards datalink 
apphcations which will play a fondamental role in enhancing both safety and capacity 
in air traffic management. Communication is also important for commercial data 
related to airline operations and, increasingly, to the provision o f services for 
passengers. Existing aircraft datalink mechanisms can be utilized for DTN 
transmissions in forms of emails and FTP.
2. Aircraft Datalink Formats
Data transmitted between ground stations and an aircraft come in several 
formats, as follows:
2.1 Aircraft Communications, Addressing and Reporting System  
(ACARS)
This is a digital data link system used to transmit data messages from ground 
stations to aircraft and vice versa. It is used for exchange of operational data between 
ground operations centers and aircraft in flight [59].
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2.2 Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC)
This is a means of communication between controller and pilot, using data link 
for ATC communications using pre-defined message sets. It is a two-way data-link 
system by which controllers can transmit messages to the pilot without the use of voice 
communications. The message is displayed on a flight deck visual display [59].
2.3 Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B)
This is used by aircraft to exchange data such as altitude, position and 
identification by broadcasting them using a data link [59]. The transmission of key 
data via ADS-B takes place at a standard interval of twice every second. ADS-B is 
automatic and no external motivation is required. A similar approach could be utilized 
for DTN where ADS-B broadcasts its locations and capacity to ground users. ADS-B 
technology could be used only to alert ground users to the aircraft so that they could 
start sending their data. The ahbome radio will then complete the task by receiving the 
data bundles and storing or forwardmg them.
2.4 Mode S
This is one of the Secondary Surveillance Radar SSR modes which are used to 
interrogate aircraft selectively usmg a unique 24-bit aircraft address to identify the 
friendly aircraft and exchange data. The airborne transponder is used to interrogate 
with the ground SSR to provide identification and altitude data [59], [65]. However, 
this is not practical for DTN apphcations because SSR are not available to ground 
users and are assigned purely for specialist tasks which cannot be implemented by 
remote ground users who do not have SSR equipment.
3. Ground to Air Communications Methods
There are several methods and techniques used to exchange messages between 
ground stations and an aircraft, as follows:
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3.1 High Frequency (HF)
HF radio frequencies are between 3 and 30 MHz; this range is extensively used 
for medium and long range radio communication. It is used for aircraft 
communications where LOS radio communication is not available. HF Datalink 
(HFDL) provides long range communication and is used by aircraft flying polar routes. 
Its disadvantage is that it only has a limited data rate, of not more than 19.2 Kbps [66].
3.2 Very High Frequency (VHF)
VHF is the most common method of contacting aircraft in aeronautical 
communications. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) assigned the 
bands 117.975 - 137 MHz for Aeronautical Mobile Route Services. In order to enable 
aircraft to communicate with ground ATC in real time links, a network of VHF 
stations called Remote Ground Stations (RGS) is used along aircraft routes. However, 
this type of communication is only available in areas where RGS networks are 
distributed; these networks are wired back to ATC and extend the range of ATC 
radios. However, the target users of DTN do not belong to the RGS networks because 
the ground users are located in remote areas which do not have access to ATC; and the 
idea of using ground radios to carry DTN data is a possible solution to this problem. If 
the ground node was part of the RGS network, there would be no need to contact 
aircraft in another way, because the ground node would already be wired to ATC and 
could send its messages there. The target users for DTN are thus those who are isolated 
and only have ground to air radios but can contact the aircraft when they receive the 
ADS-B alert data.
3.2.1 VHF Data Link (VDL)
This is a digital link used to send data messages between ground stations and 
aircraft. There are a number of VDL modes, as follows:
3 2.1.1 ICAO VDL M od el
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) defined this Mode for 
validation purposes; but it has since been deleted from ICAO standards [65].
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3.2.1.2 ICAO VDL Mode 2
This is the most common mode and it is considered the main version of VDL. 
It is installed in thousands of aircraft and supports Controller Pilot Data Link 
Communications, CPDLC, which has been implemented in EU Single Sky rule [65]. 
VDL mode 2 provides a data rate of 31.5 kbps [59] which is the highest data rate that 
can be achieved at a maximum range o f200 nautical miles or 370 km.
3.2.1.3 ICAO VDL Mode 3
This mode was developed to provide aircraft with both digitized voice and 
data. However, the voice application of this mode made it excessively complex so that 
after trials it failed to gain acceptance and was abandoned [59].
Table A-1 Summary Comparison VHF Data Links [59]
VHF ACARS VDL M2 VDL M3 VDL M4
Voice No No Yes No
Data Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spectrum
required
25KHz 25 KHz 25 KHz 25 KHz
Data Rate 2.4 Kbps 31.5 Kbps 31.5 Kbps 19.2 Kbps
Media Access
Control
(MAC)
CSMA CSMA TDMA STDMA
3.2.1.4 ICAO VDL Mode 4
This ICAO standard defines a protocol which, in addition to exchanging data 
with ground stations, enables aircraft to exchange data with other aircraft. Table A-1 
[59] provides a summary of the physical and data communication characteristics of the 
VHF data links.
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3.3 Ultra high frequency (UHF)
This band is used for LOS radio links with aircraft at the 225-400 MHz UHF band 
and is effective for short-range air-to-air and ground-to-air communications. It is 
mainly used in the military to protect their radio traffic by applying Have Quick, a 
frequency-hopping system to prevent radio frequency jamming.
3.4 SATCOM or Aeronautical Satellite
Satellites not only have navigation functions in aeronautical applications, but 
are also used for voice and data communications between ground stations and aircraft. 
The use of satelhte would extend the range of Air Traffic Managements (ATM) data 
link beyond the capabilities of traditional radio telephony in use today by all airports. 
This telephony currently depends on VHF Datalink (VDL) mode 2 while SATCOM 
mainly depends on geostationary satellite which is reduced in Polar Regions, which 
means that using a HF data link (HFDL) would be an alternative solution for these 
areas.
There are already non-air traffic management (ATM) uses for satellite 
communications; including the providing of telephone services to passengers on-board 
the aircraft. INMARSAT, IRIDIUM and other satellite systems are used for these 
aircraft satellite communications facilities [58].
Table A-2 VHF VDL2 and Satellite Data Rates
Technology VHF Satellite
System VDL 2 Inmarsat Iridium Global Thuraya IGSAGS
SBB Star
Data rate 31.5 Up to 2.4 kbps Up to 9.6 30 kbps
Kbps 432 Full 9.6 kbps per
Kbps duplex kbps per per user
per channels user user
channel per user
Table A-2 provides an overview of the VHF technology data rate and some 
satellite systems data links technologies [58]. SATCOM implementations for Datahnk 
ATM are still under research, but many believe that this will play an important part in
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aircraft data links in the future because it is the only way to ensure reliable data hnk 
coverage of oceanic and remote continental environments at the capacity levels 
required. Furthermore, there are capacity constraints of voice and data channels with 
the existing radio telephony in parts of USA and Europe; here too, SATCOM might 
provide a solution by giving extra capacity.
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Appendix B: Contact Duration and 
Capacity Calculations Verification
I would like to estimate the amount of transmitted data during a flight from ground 
users. Let’s assume there is an aircraft approaching to a ground DTN user. The user 
wants to estimate how much traffic he can send during which the aircraft become an 
available contact before it disappears from his area. Let assume the following:
• Amount of transmitted data or Capacity (C) in Mbytes.
• Data Rate (R) in kbps
• Time during which the aircraft is in LOS contact with ground nodes (t) in 
second
• Distance crossed by the aircraft during flight (d) in Km
• Altitude of aircraft height (h) in feet
• Ground Speed of the aircraft (s) m km/hr
In order to calculate the transmitted data Capacity (C), I use the following equation:
In order to calculate the time, I use the following basic equation 
t ( s ) = ^  ( B - 2 )
I need first to calculate the distance covered by aircraft during which it is in 
LOS with respect to the ground DTN node. In SI units, I know from horizon equation 
and as shown in figure B-1 below, that the straight LOS distance d in kilometres to the 
true horizon on earth is approximately
A stronom ical horizon
Earth
Figure B-1 Horizon Equation
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d (km) =  ^13  X h (m) (B — 3)
Where (h) is the height above ground or sea level in meters of the eye of the observer. 
The distance usmg height in feet which is used for the aircraft heights calculations is:
d (km) =  V 3 .4  x h ( f t )  (B  -  4 )
Aircraft altitude is considered the height (h) above sea level and the height of the 
ground node compared with the height of the aircraft is very small therefore it is 
neglected and I consider the aircraft height only.
As shown earlier in figure 4-3, the aircraft will become in horizon LOS of the 
ground node in two times
1. From approaching the node horizon until become above the node ( d^).
2. After leaving the node until disappear fi-om node horizon ( ^2)-
Therefore, the total distance the aircraft is within the LOS with the ground node is
d (km) =  d l  (km) + d2(km) =  2 x ^ 3 A x h  (ft )  (B — 5)
Substituting (B-5) into (B-2)
t(h r )  ( B - 6 )
Vhrj
t W  =  X 3600 ( B - 7 )
Substituting (B-7) into (B-1)
K 73.4X 1 
1000X8 X S ( ^ )
C (MB) =  X  3600 (B -  8)
C(MB) =  ( B - 9 )
C (MB) =  1.66 X (MByte) (B - 1 0 )
 ^W
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Code
JAVA ONE Simulator Source Code
The ONE framework has a notion of World and Actors. The World is the mapped area with 
various actors or hosts which are constantly mobile. All hosts have an address and they are all capable 
of producing messages. In a typical ONE simulation step, an actor would be chosen randomly to create a 
payload/message for another actor. The ONE network will then try to route message to its intended 
recipioit using an appropriate router. Each simulation step creates a message.
In ordo- to implement the FARM model, I must make sure that actors can only produce messages 
when the Aircraft is in the range and NOT randomly. And then stop generation of messages when the 
Aircraft is ready to depart. In order to eliminate such randomness the following changes were made to 
the ONE network.
1) ONE has a concept of movement listeners. A movement listener is sent an event whai a given 
host, departs from a destination. In our case it was vital that I track the movement of an 
Aircraft, i.e. intercept the event when an Aircraft departed one of the terminals. The movement 
Listener proved really helpful to provide the depart hook. For arrival hook, the ONE network 
has a concept of wait for hosts if  the end of the current path is reached, i.e. it has reached one of 
the coordinates defined in the wkt file. So for e.g. in the cluster scenario the coordinated 
defined are (100 -100, 600 -100, 350 -533, 100 -100). When the aircraft reaches any of these 
coordinates, a wait is called. This is the hook to intercept arrival.
2) Once we had a hook into an Aircraft approaching/departing a destination, it was then easy to let 
the actors on the ground know, to start/stop producing messages.
3) The way the actors on the ground would intercept this broadcast would be by checking the 
presence of an Aircraft host in a global HashMap. Once a wait was called, I could then place 
the aircraft address in thehashmap. The job of the movement listoier is to remove, the Aircraft 
address from the hashmap. The ONE event goierator mechanism would then check for 
presence of one or more Aircraft in this map and only when this hashmap is not empty, would 
the ONE network call the message event generators to produce a message and similarly if  the 
hashmap is empty, stop producing messages.
4) Also a cluster group should only send messages to OTHER cluster nodes, in order to truly 
mimic transfer of messages from one geographical location to another.
Relevant code from class core.DTNHost which put the aircraft address in the hashmap in order to let 
message event generators know that they can start producing messages.
if  (IsetNextWaypointO) { // get a new waypoint
i^Settings.isACNActiveQ && this.movement instanceof MapBasedMovement && 
distance!=0.0) {
String grp = Settings.clustermap.get(this.getLocation()); 
System.out.println("Aircraft " + this.name + " has reached 
a destination and will wait! Ilocation x=" + this.getLocation().getX() + ",y=" +
this.getLocationO-getYO+", announcement for group="+grp);
grpsEligible.put(this.name,grp); 
capacitymap.put(this.name, this.capacity); 
iterationMap.put(this.name, new HashSet<String>());
}
return; // no more waypoints left
}
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As seen in the code above when the setNextWaypoint() method returns false, the code checks if  
the host is of the type Aircraft (by looking at the movement model, as only Aircraft have a map based 
movement model as opposed to ground hosts which do not), and then put the aircraft name in the global 
grpsEligible.
Relevant Code for the class core.ACMapMovementListener
public void newDestination(DTNHost host. Coord destination, double speed) { 
DTNHost.grpsEligible.remove(host.toStringO); 
DTNHost.capacitymap.remove(host.toString()); 
DTNHost.iterationMap.remove(host.toStrmg());
System.out.println("Aircraft " + host.toStriogQ +" departs from location!!!!");
}
As seen from the code above when the movement listener is sent an event that the aircraft is 
ready to depart from the current location, it removes the aircraft name from the global hashmap. The 
thing to bear in mind is that the movement listener is only created for an Aircraft host.
It is highly recommended that each aircraft wait destination should have its own message event 
generator. This is because of the fact that in order to implement FARM, each generator should maintain 
its own state for that given cluster node between each the arrival/departure of each aircraft (as previous 
last message may have partially transferred). The following configuration does so; .
Eventsl,class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events2.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events3.class = MessageEventGenerator
As seen above, I have 3 message generators for 3 cluster nodes in my scenario. This codes is used in the 
simple scenario and the transportation methods comparison.
Configuration Changes Introduced
In ordCT to realistically mimic ONE scenario, the ground nodes/hosts must be close to each 
other (i.e. from air, they must look like being in the same location) and their speeds although not zero, 
must be significantly less than that of the aircraft. Also the buffer sizes for these should be considerable 
less than that of the aircraft group. For the aircraft, the buffer size should be abundant. However, 
according to FARM, the only resource which is limited for the aircraft is the bandwidth or CAPACITY, 
which needs to be defined as follows:
GroupS.capacity = 1.2 ### Value in MB
The capacity only applies to the Aircraft group and will be ignored for ground hosts.
For ground hosts, in order to simulate “togetherness” of the nodes, we must implement the property: 
Groupl .clusterRange=l 0.0
10.0 is an arbitrary number but the range is very small if  compared to the area covered by the World.
A very important configuration change is the use of properties Events.tohosts and EventsJiosts (to 
implement point 4 above). For e.g. for one of the cluster event generator the values are:
Eventsl.hosts = 0,20 
Events 1 .tohosts = 20,60
What the above methods is that for Cluster Nodel which has 20 nodes numbered 0,19, it only sends 
messages to nodes 20 and 60 and none to its own group.
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FARM Model Integration
According to the flow chart and the design of FARM as illustrated in figure 4 -4 ,1 had to make 
many changes in ONE source code. The main changes for the FARM model implementation can be seen 
in the class mput.MessageEventGenerator. The message generator is only invoked if  the aircraft has 
reached a destination and is in wait mode.
In the method nextEventQ, where all the action is, the code first checks to see if  FARM is switched on 
or is off. If off, it does not go through the current logic. If turned on, the following code gets executed:
1) If first time then initialise the acceptance and rejection maps as per the code below:
for(int k=this.hostRange[0],*k<this.hostRange[l];k++) {
DTNHost h = SimScenario.getInstance().getWorld().getNodeByAddress(k); 
allhosts.add(h);
acceptMap.put(h.toStringO, 0); 
rejectionMap.put(h.toString(), 0);
}
2) For every aircraft which is in wait mode, check to see if  there was any incomplete transmission from 
previous aircraft. If so, complete that transmission first by giving that node the highest priority, 
boolean f  = tl j-esult =  T';
m  {
ifl^ol.toStringO.equals(tl.usa-.toStringO)) { 
return -1;
}
else if(o2.toString().equals(tl.user.toString())) { 
return 1;
}
}
3) Now the main ComparatoKT> logic kicks in.
First each node the COS (between 1 and 3) gets added to the total weight of the node.
int wl = ol.getClassOfService(); 
int w2 = o2.getClassOfServiceO;
The next step is add the number of rejections to the overall weight:
wl += rej ectionMap.get(ol .toStrmgO); 
w2 += rejectionMap.get(o2.toString());
then subtract the number of times the node has been accepted:
wl -= acceptMap.get(ol.toStrmgO); 
w2 -= acceptMap.get(o2.toStrmgO);
finally from the transmission log attach more weight to the earliest rejection:
for(TransmissionLog tl: log) { 
ctrH-;
if(ctl>-l && ct2>-l) { 
break;
}
if(tl.user.toString().equals(ol.toStringO) && c t l = - l  && tl.result=-R') { 
ctl=ctr;
wl+=allhosts. sizeQ-ctr ; 
continue;
}
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ifi^tl.user.toString0.equals(o2.toString0) && c t2 = - l && tljesult=-R') { 
ct2=ctr;
w2+=allhosts.sdze0-ctr;
}
}
After these comparisons, the one having the higher weight gets the higher priority. In case the 
weights are tied then the CoS takes precedence. If the CoS turns out to be equal then the earliest request 
gets precedence.
Reports Generations
In order to develop a custom report using the ONE simulator one must create a new class in 
package report. The new class created to capture events and output it as a result is called FARM_Report. 
This class must extaid Report so as to use some of the features of reporting framework that comes with 
the ONE simulator. Also the new reporting class implemented the interfaces MessageListener & 
ConnectionListener. The 2 interfaces are documented below with their interface signatures:
/**
* IntCTface for classes that want to be informed about messages
* between hosts
*
*/
public interface MessageListener {
/* *
* Method is called when a new message is created
* @param m Message that was created 
*/
public void newMessage(Message m);
/* *
* Method is called when a message's transfer is started
* @param m The message that is going to be transferred
* @param from Node Miere the message is transferred from
* @param to Node where the message is transferred to
*/
public void messageTransferStarted(Message m, DTNHost from, DTNHost to); 
/**
* Method is called when a message is deleted
* @param m The message that was deleted
* @param where The host where the message was deleted
* @param dropped True if  the message was dropped, false if removed
*/
public void messagcDeleted(Message m, DTNHost where, boolean dropped);
/* *
* Method is called when a message's transfer was aborted before
* it finished
* @param m The message that was being transferred
* @param from Node where the message was being transferred from
* @param to Node where the message was being transferred to 
*/
public void messageTransferAborted(Message m, DTNHost from, DTNHost to);
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* Method is called when a message is successfully transferred from
* a node to another.
* @param m The message that was transferred
* @param from Node where the message was transferred from
* @param to Node where the message was transferred to
* @param firstDelivery Was the target node final destination of the message
* and received this message for the first time.
*/
public void messageTransferred(Message m, DTNHost from, DTNHost to, 
boolean firstDelivery);
/**
* Interface for classes that want to be informed about connections
* between hosts.
*1
public interface ConnectionListener {
/* *
* Method is called when two hosts are connected.
* @param hostl Host that initiated the connection
* @param host2 Host that was connected to
*/
public void hostsConnected(DTNHost hostl, DTNHost host2);
/**
* Method is called when connection between hosts is disconnected.
* @param hostl Host that initiated the disconnection
* @param host2 Host at the other aid of the connection 
*/
public void hostsDisconnected(DTNHost hostl, DTNHost host2);
}
By implementing the 2 intafaces above I can intacept useful events that help us to capture important 
statistics such as when two hosts are connected or when a message has been transferred or whetha the 
transmission was aborted etc.
The FARMJReport class has code snippets like below which when an event happais populates maps 
that are used eventually to output data to a file.
/*
* Method called by the framework whai a new message is created by an Actor. This
* is useful to keep the count of total messages genaated by the framework and
* eventually to compute various statistics like delivay probability etc 
* /
@Override
public void newMessage(Message m) {
String h=m.getFrom0.toString(); 
int i=nummsgmap.get(h)+l; 
nummsgmap.put(h, i); 
double d = msgszmap.get(h); 
msgszmap.put(h, d+m.getSizeQ);
}
(^Override
public void hostsDisconnected(DTNHost hostl, DTNHost host2) {
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if  (isWarmupO) { 
return;
}
String keyl = getKey(hostl, host2); 
String key2 = getKey(host2, hostl); 
double t=0;
if(connmap.containsKey(keyl)) {
double d = connmap.get(keyl);
t = getSimTimeO - d;
connmap.remove(keyl);
}
else if(connmap.containsKey(key2)) { 
double d = connmap.get(key2);
t = getSimTimeO - d; 
connmap.remove(key2);
}
else
return;
String h i = hostl .toStringQ;
String h2 = host2.toString(); 
it(contmmap.contamsKey(hl)) {
double dl = contmmap.get(hl); 
contmmap.put(hl, dl+t);
}
it(contmmap.containsKey(h2)) {
double d2 = contnimap.get(h2); 
contnmiap.put(h2, d2+t);
}
As seen above the in the example method hostDiscoimected implemented in the class I 
basically use this metiiod to store information in the contmmap about the contact time between two 
hosts during an event. Similarly by looking at the code we have various such maps that get populated 
during these events and are eventually used to create the final report. Brief definitions of these maps are:
//Total Generated Msgs
private Map<String, Integer> nummsgmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Integer>(); 
//Delivered Msgs
private Map<String, Integer> delmsgmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Integer>();
//Aborted Msgs
private Map<String, lnteger> abtmsgmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Integer>();
//Delivery probabilty per node
private Map<String, Double> delprobmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>();
//hop count
private Map<String, Integer> hopctmap = new LmkedHashMap<Strmg, Integer>();
//msg sizes
private Map<String, Double> msgszmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>0;
//msg routes cannot be applied, incl start time and end time 
//msg delay
private Map<String, Double> gentmmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>();
//msg contact time
private Map<String, Double> contmmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>Q;
//requested capacity
private Map<String, Double> cpctyrqmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Doubl^O; 
//accepted capacity
private Map<String, Double> cpctyaccmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>();
//total link capacity available
private Map<String, Doubie> totallnkmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Double>();
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//goodput
private Map<String, Integer> goodputmap = new LinkedHashMap<String, Intega>();
Final Report Generation Method
The public void done() method is called to output the report when all the messages have been 
generated by the ONE simulator. When this method is called, the maps discussed briefly above, have 
important data have been captured during the simulation run. One really important class which has 
captured detailed event data is class input.TransmissionLog , this class amongst various things has 
information about the fact that whether the aircraft delivered fully or partially the message to the 
intended host. More information can be found within the class itself.
So going back to our computations of the final results, the TransmissionLog and the data stored in the 
maps will eventually help us to generate the report. The way We do that is to by going back in time and 
iterating over each message that was created. That message would have all the instrumentation data 
available in the maps discussed above, relevant to a given event. I then use the maps to output the result 
onto the report.
The sample report has already been generated and delivered before but a small code snippet will explain 
how an entry might be generated:
for(Map.Entry<String, Integer> entry: thisjiummsgmap.aitrySet()) {
String[] a= œtry.getKe)^.split("\\d"); 
if(!ALL.equals(grpid) && !a[0].equals(grpid)) { 
continue;
}
hdr.append(V).append(entry.getKey()); 
if(entry.getValue()>0) {
_sz++;
}
if(gpmap.contamsKey(entry.getKey())) {
_total++;
if(gpmap.get(entry.getKeyO).doubleValue() =  0) {
_sz2++;
}
}
sb 1 .append(",").append(entry.getValue());
sb2.append(",").append(this.delmsgmap.get(entry.getKeyO));
sb3.append(",").append(this.abtmsgmap.get(entry.getKey()));
sb4.append(",").append(format(this.delprobmap.get(entry.getKey())));
sbl3.append(",").append(entry.getValu^)=0 ? 0 :
format(this.goodputmap.get(entry.getKey())*l .0/entry.getValueO));
tp+=ithis.delprobmap.get(entry.getKeyO); 
sb5.append(",").append(this.hopctmap.get(entry.getKey())); 
sb6.append(",").append(entry.getValue()!=0 ?
format(this.msgszmap.get(entry.getKey())/(1024*1024*entry.getValue())) : 0);
sb7.append(",").append(entry.getValue()!=0 ?
format(this.gentmmap.get(entry.getKey())/entry.getValueO) : 0);
sb8.append(",").append(entry.getValue()!=0 ?
format(this.contmmap.get(entry.getKey())/entry.getValue()) : 0);
sb9.append('V')-append(format(this.cpctyrqmap.get(entry.getKey())));
double vl=  this.cpctyaccmap.get(entry.getKey());
double v2=this.totallnkmap.get(entry.getKey());
double coeff = v 2 = 0 .0  ? v2 : vl/v2;
coeffhr+=coeff;
coeffdr-t^coefPcoeff;
double c = coefPlOO;
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}
sbl0.append(",").append(format(vl));
sbl 1 .append(",").append(format(v2));
sbl2.append(",").append(foraiat(c));
coeffiir2+=c;
coeffdr2-H=c*c;
As seen above various different entries in the report are calculated by looping over various 
events and calculating intermediate results to be finally outputted to the report.
Reports Configuration Changes
In order to activate the FARM_Report , I add the following line of code in the 
cluster_settings.txt file:
# how many reports to load 
Report.nrofReports = 8
# length of the warm up period (simulated seconds)
Report.warmup = 0
# default directory of reports (can be overridden per Report with output setting)
Report.reportDir = reports/
# Report classes to load 
Report.reportl = MessageStatsReport 
Report.report2 = DeliveredMessagesReport 
Report.reportS = MessageDeliveryReport 
Report.report4 = MessageReport 
Report.report5 = MessageDelayReport 
Report.report6 =
Report.report? = ContactT imesReport 
Report.report8 = TransmissionLogReport
Once the report is configured, it will be picked up by the simulator using reflection API.
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Configurations and Scenario Settings
Opportunistic Network Environment v l.4  Wiki [67]
The ONE is an Opportunistic Network Environment simulator which provides a 
powerfiil tool for generating mobility traces, running DTN messaging simulations with 
different routing protocols, and visualizing both simulations interactively in real-time 
and results after their completion. ONE is compiled using Eclipse software.
Configuring
All simulation parameters are given using configuration files. These files are 
normal text files that contain key-value pairs. Syntax for most of the variables is: 
Namespace.key = value
Movement models
Movement models govern the way nodes move in the simulation. They provide 
coordinates, speeds and pause times for the nodes. The basic installation contains 5 
movement models: random waypoint, map based movement, shortest path map based 
movement, map route movement and cluster movement.
In this research, cluster and map based movement model are used.
All models have configurable speed and pause time distributions. Minimum and 
maximum values can be given and the movement model draws uniformly distributed 
random values that are within the given range.
Map-based movement models constrain the node movement to predefined paths. 
Different types of paths can be defined and one can define vahd paths for all node 
groups.
All map-based models get their input data using files formatted with a subset of 
the Well Known Text (WKT) format. LINESTRING and MULTILINESTRING 
directives of WKT files are supported by the parser for map path data.
Routing modules and message creation
Routing modules define how the messages are handled in the simulation. Six 
different active routing modules (First Contact, Epidemic, Spray and Wait, Direct 
delivery, PRoPHET and MaxProp) and also a passive router for external routing 
simulation are included in the package. The active routing modules are 
implementations of the well-known routing algorithms for DTN routing. See the 
classes in routing package for details. However, Epidemic, Spray and Wait, PRoPHET 
and MaxProp are used in this research.
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Reports
Reports can be used to create summary data of simulation runs, detailed data of 
connections and messages, files suitable for post-processing using
Host groups
A host group is group of hosts (nodes) that shares movement and routing 
module settings. Different groups can have different values for the settings and this 
way they can represent different types of nodes. Base settings can be defined iu the 
"Group" namespace and different node groups can override these settings or define 
new settings in their specific namespaces (Groupl, Group2... etc.).
The settings
There are plenty of settings to configure; more than is meaningful to present here. See 
javadocs of especially report, routing and movement model classes for details. See also 
included settings files for examples. Perhaps the most important settings are the 
following:
Table 0-1 Most Important ONE Configuration
Command Function Description
Scenario settings: For setting the scenario parameters
Scenario.name Name of the scenario. All report files are by default 
prefixed with this.
Scenario.updatelnterval How many seconds are stepped on every update? Increase 
this to get fasto" simulation, but then you'll lose some 
precision. Values from 0.1 to 2 are good for simulations.
Scenario.aidTime How many simulated seconds to simulate.
Scenario.nrofHostGroups How many hosts group are present m the simulation.
Interface settings: used to define the possible interfaces the nodes can have
type What class (from the interlaces-directory) is used for this 
interface
transmitRange Range (meters) of the interface.
transmitSpeed Transmit speed of the interface (bytes per second).
Host group settings: used in Group or GroupN namespace
groupID Group's identifier (a string or a character). Used as the 
prefix of host names that is shown in the GUI and reports. 
Host's full name is groupED+networkAddress
nrofHosts Number of hosts in this group.
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nroflnterfaces Number of interfaces this the nodes of this group use
interfaceX The interface that should be used as the interface number 
X
movementModel The movement model all hosts in the group use. Must be a 
valid class (one that is a subclass of MovementModel 
class) name from the movement package.
waitTime Minimum and maximum (two comma-separated decimal 
values) of the wait time interval(seconds). Defines how 
long nodes should stay in the same place after reaching 
the destination of the cuirent path. A new random value 
within the interval is used on every stop. Default value is 
0,0.
speed Minimum and maximum (two comma-separated decimal 
values) of the speed interval (m/s). Defines how fast 
nodes move. A new random value is used on every new 
path. Default value is 1,1.
bufferSize Size of the nodes' message buffer (bytes). When the buffer 
is full, node cannot accept any more messages unless it 
drops some old messages from the buffer.
router
Router module which is used to route messages. Must be a valid class (subclass of Report class) name 
from routing package.
activeTimes Time intervals (comma-separated simulated time value 
tuples: start 1, endl, start2, end2,...) when the nodes in the 
group should be active. If no intervals are defined, nodes 
are active all the time.
msgTtl Time To Live (simulated minutes) of the messages 
created by this host group.
Nodes (with active routing module) check every one 
minute whether some of their messages' TTLs have 
expired and drop such messages. If no TTL is defined, 
infinite TTL is used.
routeFile If MapRouteMovement movement model is used, this 
setting defines the route
file (path) wher e the route is read from. Route file should 
contain
LINESTRING WKT directives. Each vertex in a 
LINESTRING represents one stop 
on the route.
routeType If MapRouteMovement movement model is used, this 
setting defines the routes
type. Type can be either circular (value 1) or ping-pong 
(value 2). See
movement.map.MapRoute class for details.
Movement model settings:
MovementModel .mgSeed The seed for all movement models' random number 
generator. If the seed and
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all the movement model related settings are kept the same, 
all nodes should
move the same way in different simulations (same 
destinations and speed & 
wait time values are used).
MovementModel. worldSize Size of the simulation world in meters (two comma 
separated values: 
width, height).
MapBasedMovement.nrofMapFiles How many map file settings to look for in the settings file.
MapBasedMovement.mapFileN Path to the Nth map file ("N" must be a positive integer). 
There must be at least nrofMapFiles separate files defined 
in the configuration files(s). All map files must be WKT 
files with LINESTRING and/or MULTILINESTRING 
WKT directives. Map files can contain POINT directives 
too, but those are skipped. This way the same file(s) can 
be used for both PCI and map data 
PCI and route files are translated to match to the map data 
transformation.
Report settings:
Report.nrofReports How many report modules to load. Module names are 
defined with settings "Report.reportl", "Report.report?", 
etc. Following report settings can be defined for all 
reports (using Report name space) or just for certain 
reports
(using ReportN name spaces).
Report.reportDir Where to store the report output files. Can be absolute 
path or relative to the path where the simulation was 
started. If the directory doesn't exists, it is created.
Event generator settings:
Events.nrof
How many event generators are loaded for the simulation. 
Event generator
specific settings (see below) are defined in EventsN 
namespaces (so
Events I.settingName configures a setting for the 1st event 
generator etc.).
EventsN.class Name of the generator class to load (e.g.,
Extern alEventsQueue or
MessageEventGenerator). The class must be found from 
the input package.
GUI: The GUI’s main window is divided into three parts. The main part contains the playfield view 
(where node movement is displayed) and simulation and GUI control and information. The right part is 
used to select nodes and the lower part is for logging and breakpoints.
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Sample of Simulations Scenario Setting at Various Routing 
Algorithms and Simple Flying Routes
#
# Default settings for the simulation
#
## Scenario settings 
Scenario.name = Simple 
Scenario.simulateConnections = true 
Scenario.updatelnterval =0.1
# 43k -= 12h 
Scenario.endTime = 5k
firstinterface.type = SimpleBroadcastInterface
# transmit speed of 2 MByte/s = 250kbps 
firstinterface.transmitSpeed = 250k 
firstinterface.transmitRange = 5 
#highspeedlnterface.transmitRange = 100 
highspeedlnterface.transmitRange =100 
highspeedlnterface.type = SimpleBroadcastInterface
Scenario.nrofHostGroups = 5
# common settings for all groups 
Group.movementModel = ClusterMovement 
Group.router = MaxPropRouter
Group.bufferSize = 15M
#Group.waitTime =0, 120
Group.waitTime = 104.1,104.1
#A11 nodes have the firstinterface interface
Group.nroflnterfaces = 1
Group.interfacel = firstinterface
# walking speeds 
Group.speed = 0.5, 1.5
Group.nrofHosts = 20 
Group.nrofApplications = 0
# groupl (pedestrians) specific settings
Groupl.grouplD = p
Groupl.speed =0.1, 0.2
Groupl.clusterCenter = 100, 100
Groupl.clusterRange=10.0
Group2.grouplD = q 
Group2.clusterCenter = 600, 100 
Group2.speed = 0.1, 0.2 
Group2.clusterRange=10.0
Groups.grouplD = r 
Groups.clusterCenter = 350, 533 
Groups.speed = 0.1, 0.2 
Groups.clusterRange=10.0
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# The Aircraft groups
Group4.groupID = s
Group4.bufferSize = 300M
Group4.movementModel = MapRouteMovement
Group4.routeFile = data/cluster/ferryroute.wkt
Group4.routeType = 1
Group4.waitTime = 104.1,104.1
Group4.speed = 250,250
Group4.nrofHosts = 10
Group4.nrofInterfaces = 2
Group4.interfacel = firstinterface
Group4.interface2 = highspeedlnterface
Group4.capacity = 1
Group5.grouplD = t
Group5.bufferSize = 500M
Group5.movementModel = MapRouteMovement
Group5.routeFile = data/cluster/ferryroute.wkt
Group5.routeType = 1
Group5.waitTime = 104.1,104.1
Group5.speed = 250,250
Group5.nrofHosts = 10
Group5.nrofInterfaces = 2
Group5.interfacel = firstinterface
Group5.interface2 = highspeedlnterface
Group5.capacity = 1.2
## Map based movement -movement model specific settings 
MapBasedMovement ..nrofMapFiles = 2
MapBasedMovement.mapFilel = data/cluster/ferryroute.wkt 
MapBasedMovement.mapFile2 = data/cluster/origin.wkt
## Message creation parameters
# How many event generators 
Events.nrof = 3
# Class of the first event generator 
Eventsl.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events2.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events3.class = MessageEventGenerator
# (following settings are specific for the MessageEventGenerator 
class)
# Creation interval in seconds (one new message every 25 to 35 
seconds)
Eventsl.interval = 10,35 
Events2.interval = 15,25 
Events3.interval =20,30
# Message sizes (50kB - 150kB)
Eventsl.size = 100k,200k 
Events2.size = 150k,250k 
Events3.size ,= 100k,200k
# range of message source/destination addresses 
#Eventsl.hosts = 0,117
Eventsl.hosts =0,20 
Eventsl.tohosts = 20,40 
Events2.hosts = 20,40 
Events2.tohosts = 40,60 
Events3.hosts = 40,60 
Events3.tohosts = 0,20
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# Message ID prefix 
Eventsl.prefix = Ml_
Events2.prefix = M2_
EventsS.prefix = M3_
## Movement model settings
# seed for movement models' pseudo random number generator (default = 
0)
MovementModel.rngSeed = 1
# World's size for Movement Models without implicit size (width, 
height; meters)
MovementModel.worldSize = 4500, 3400
# How long time to move hosts in the world before real simulation 
MovementModel.warmup = 1000
# how many reports to load 
Report.nrofReports = 7
# length of the warm up period (simulated seconds)
Report.warmup = 0
# default directory of reports (can be overridden per Report with 
output setting)
Report.reportDir = reports/
# Report classes to load 
Report.reportl = MessageStatsReport 
Report.report2 = FARM_Report 
Report.reportl = TransmissionLogReport 
Report.reportl = DeliveredMessagesReport 
Report.reportl = MessageDeliveryReport 
Report.report4 = MessageReport 
Report.reportl = MessageDelayReport 
Report.report? = ContactTimesReport
## Optimization settings —  these affect the speed of the simulation 
## see World class for details.
Optimization.connectionAlg = 2 
Optimization.cellSizeMult = 5 
Optimization.randomizeUpdateOrder = true
## GUI settings
# GUI underlay image settings
GUI.Underlaylmage.fileName = data/helsinki_underlay.png
# Image offset in pixels (x, y)
GUI.Underlaylmage.offset = 64, 20
# Scaling factor for the image 
GUI.Underlaylmage.scale = 4.75
# Image rotation (radians)
GUI.Underlaylmage.rotate = -0.015
# how many events to show in the log panel (default = 30)
GUI.EventLogPanel.nrofEvents = 300
# Regular Expression log filter (see Pattern-class from the Java API 
for RE-matching details)
#GUI.EventLogPanel.REfliter = .*p[1-9]<->p[1-9]$
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Sample of Simulations Scenario Setting at Complex Flying Routes
# .
# Default settings for the simulation
#
## Scenario settings
Scenario.name = Chapters Complex Scenario 
Scenario.simulateConnections = true 
Scenario.updatelnterval =0.1
# 43k -=  12h  
Scenario.endTime = 6k
firstinterface.type = SimpleBroadcastInterface
# transmit speed of 2 MByte/s = 250kBbs 
firstinterface.transmitSpeed = 250k 
#conditions
firstinterface.transmitSpeed = 250k 
firstinterface.transmitRange = 5  
highspeedlnterface.transmitRange = 100 
highspeedlnterface.type = SimpleBroadcastInterface
Scenario.nrofHostGroups = 9
# common settings for all groups 
Group.movementModel = ClusterMovement 
Group.router = MaxPropRouter
Group.bufferSize = 15M
Group.waitTime = 104.1,104.1
#A11 nodes have the firstinterface interface
Group.nrofInterfaces = 1
Group.interfacel = firstinterface
# walking speeds "
Group.speed = 0.5, 1.5
Group.nrofHosts = 2 0  
Group.nrofApplications = 0
# groupl (pedestrians) specific settings
Groupl.grouplD = p
G roupl.speed = 0.1, 0.2
Groupl.clusterCenter = 100, 100
Groupl.clusterRange=10.0
Group2. g ro u p lD = q
Group2.clusterCenter = 600, 100 
Group2.speed = 0.1, 0.2 
Group2.clusterRange=10.0
Group3.grouplD = r 
Group3.clusterCenter = 100, 600 
Group3.speed = 0.1, 0.2 
Group3.clusterRange=10.0
Group4.grouplD = h
Group4.movementModel = ClusterMovement 
Group4.clusterCenter = 600,350
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Group4.speed = 0.1, 0.2
Group4.clusterRange=10.0
Group4.nrofInterfaces = 1
Group4.interfacel = firstinterface
Group4.nrofHosts = 20
Groups.grouplD = d
Groups.movementModel = ClusterMovement
Groups.clusterCenter = 100,350
Groups.speed = 0.1, 0.2
Groups.clusterRange=10.0
Groups.nrofInterfaces = 1
Groups.interfacel = firstinterface
Groups.nrofHosts = 2 0
Group6.groupID = f
Group6.movementModel = ClusterMovement
Group6.clusterCenter = 600,600
Group6.speed =0.1, 0.2
Group6.clusterRange=10.0
Group6.nrofInterfaces = 1
Group6.interfacel = firstinterface
Group6.nrofHosts = 20
Group?.groupID = c
Group?.movementModel = ClusterMovement
Group?.clusterCenter =350,350
Group?.speed = 0.1, 0.2
Group?.clusterRange=10.0
Group?.nrofInterfaces = 1
Group?.interfacel = firstinterface
Group?.nrofHosts = 20
# The Aircraft groups 
Groups.groupID = AA 
Groups.bufferSize = 300M
Groups.movementModel = MapRouteMovement
Groups.routeFile = data/cluster/aircraft/aircraftroute.wkt
Groups.routeType = 1
Groups.waitTime = 104.1,104.1
Groups.speed = 250,250
Groups.nrofHosts = 2
Groups.nrofInterfaces = 2
Groups.interfacel = firstinterface
Groups.interface2 = highspeedlnterface
Groups.capacity = 1
# The Aircraft groups 
Group9.groupID = BB 
Group9.bufferSize = 500M
Group9.movementModel = MapRouteMovement
Group9.routeFile = data/cluster/aircraft/aircraftroute1.wkt
Group9.routeType = 1
Group9.waitTime =104.1,104.1
Group9.speed = 250,250
Group9.nrofHosts = 2
Group9.nrofInterfaces = 2
Group9.interfacel = firstinterface
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Group9.interface2 = highspeedlnterface 
Group9.capacity = 1.2
## Map based movement -movement model specific settings 
MapBasedMovement.nrofMapFiles = 4
MapBasedMovement.mapFilel = data/d u s ter/aircraft/aircraftroute.wkt 
MapBasedMovement.mapFile2 = data/cluster/aircraft/origin.wkt 
MapBasedMovement.mapFileS = data/cluster/aircraft/originl.wkt 
MapBasedMovement.mapFile4 = data/cluster/aircraft/aircraftroute1.wkt
## Message creation parameters
# How many event generators
# no. of events should be equal the number of ground stations 
Events.nrof = 7
# Class of the first event generator 
Eventsl.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events2.class = MessageEventGenerator 
EventsS.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events4.class = MessageEventGenerator 
EventsS.class = MessageEventGenerator 
EventsS.class = MessageEventGenerator 
Events?.class = MessageEventGenerator
# (following settings are specific for the MessageEventGenerator 
class)
# Creation interval in seconds (one new message every 25 to 35 
seconds)
Eventsl.interval = 10,35 
Events2.interval = 15,25 
Events3.interval =20,30 
Events4.interval =30,40 
Events5.interval =25,45 
EventsG.interval =45,55 
Events?.interval =35,45
# Message sizes (50kB - 150kB)
Eventsl.size = 50k,150k 
Events2.size = 25k,50k 
Events3.size = 30k,60k 
Events4.size = 30k,60k 
Events5.size = 30k,50k 
EventsS.size = 30k,60k 
Events?.size = 25k,60k
# range of message source/destinâtion addresses
Eventsl.hosts = 0,20 
Eventsl.tohosts = 20,140
Events2.hosts = 20,40 
Events2.tohosts = 40,140 
Events2.tohosts =0,20
Events3.hosts = 40,60 
Events3.tohosts = 60,140 
Events3.tohosts = 0,40
Events4.hosts = 60,80 
Events4.tohosts =0,60
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Events4.tohosts = 80,140
EventsS.hosts = 80,100 
EventsS.tohosts = 0,80 
EventsS.tohosts - 100,140
Events6.hosts = 100,120 
EventsS.tohosts = 0,100 
EventsS.tohosts = 120,140
Events?.hosts = 120,140 
Events?.tohosts = 0,120
# Message ID prefix 
Eventsl.prefix = Ml_ 
Events2.prefix = M2_ 
EventsS.prefix = M3_ 
Events4.prefix = M4_ 
EventsS.prefix = MS_ 
EventsS.prefix = MS_ 
Events?.prefix = M?
## Movement model settings
# seed for movement models' pseudo random number generator (default = 
0 )
MovementModel.rngSeed = 1
# World's size for Movement Models without implicit size (width, 
height; meters)
MovementModel.worldSize = 4 S O O ,  3 4 0 0
# How long time to move hosts in the world before real simulation 
MovementModel.warmup = 1 0 0 0
# how many reports to load 
Report.nrofReports = 2
# length of the warm up period (simulated seconds)
Report.warmup = 0
# default directory of reports (can be overridden per Report with 
output setting)
Report.reportDir = reports/
# Report classes to load
Report.reportl = MessageStatsReport 
Report.report2 = AdmissionControlReport
## Optimization settings —  these affect the speed of the simulation 
## see World class for details.
Optimization.connectionAlg = 2 
Optimization.cellSizeMult = 5 
Optimization.randomizeUpdateOrder = true
## GUI settings
# GUI underlay image settings
GUI.Underlaylmage.fileName = data/helsinki_underlay.png
# Image offset in pixels (x, y)
GUI.Underlaylmage.offset =64, 20
# Scaling factor for the image 
GUI.Underlaylmage.scale = 4.?5
# Image rotation (radians)
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GUI.Underlaylmage.rotate = -0.015
# how many events to show in the log panel (default = 30)
GUI.EventLogPanel.nrofEvents = 300
# Regular Expression log filter (see Pattern-class from the Java API 
for RE-matching details)
#GUI.EventLogPanel.REfliter = .*p[1-9]<->p[1-9]$
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